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CHAPTER I
STATEME!"JT OF PROBLEM AND STUDY DESIGN

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
For decades ganja. was the only illicit drug that enjoyed widespread use in
Jamaica. Not only is ganja use extensive, it is culturally integrated in the sense that it is
used medicinally and ritually as well as recreationally. In contrast, the presence of
cocaine has been reported in Jamaica comparatively recently. Unlike the "ganja
complex" which has institutionalized social rules that guide use and inhibit abuse,
preliminary observations of crack/cocaine consumption suggest explosive rates of
addiction, widespread social and economic dysfunction and the absence of culturally
generated parameters that channel and control consumption (Dreher and Hudgins
1992).

Although there have been a number of studies of substance use in Jamaica,
beginning in the early seventies, recent research has been limited to the 1987 Jamaica
National Household Survey (Clayton et al.) and the 1990 National Survey on the Use of
Drugs in Jamaica (Stone). Both studies confirmed that alcohol was a significant problem
and that ganja, in spite of its illegal status, has continued to be endemic. The absence
of community-based studies, however, describing the patterns as well as the prevalence
of substance use, has continued to impede the identification of the way in which risk
factors, identified in statistical surveys, are actually articulated in the values, behavior and
relationships of individuals in communities. Yet, it is well known that in order to be
effective and efficient, it is essential that treatment and prevention programs be
formulated according to what is meaningful and important to the culture in which it is to
be implemented. Thus the need for a study that not only would determine the extent of
the problem but also provide an understanding of the meaning of the problem for
Jamaican citizens, was apparent. Through identification of the psychological, social, and
economic barriers and incentives to drug use, culture-specific social policy and demand
reduction programs could be developed.
Finally, the commitment to demand reduction and treatment programs by both
the Jamaican and United States governments has made the need for baseline data and
continued monitoring of the knowledge, attitudes and practices surrounding drug
consumption and distribution even more pressing. Although this is a cross-sectional
design, it has been constructed to permit comparison with the results of the 1987
national household survey and the 1990 Stone report in order to assess changes or
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trends in drug consumption and distribution. It also will generate data to which the
results of subsequent studies can be compared.
The overarching goal of this project was thus a comprehensive assessment of the
knowledge, behavior and attitudes that accompany the use of drugs in Jamaica. The
broad questions which framed this inquiry are:
(1) What are the estimated prevalence and incidence of drug use nationally and in
the regional centers of Jamaica? What are the correlates of drug use - specifically sex,
age , occupation, education, religion, and socioeconomic status? What knowledge,
attitudes and practices are associated with drug consumption and distribution?

(2) What are the extent and nature of drug consumption in typical Jamaican
communities? How are drugs obtained and consumed? In what temporal and spatial
settings does drug consumption occur? What are the experiences of individuals who
are former or current drug users? What are the experiences of the friends , neighbors
and family members of drug users?
(3) What are the characteristics of communities that are most "at risk" for high
drug consumption and trafficking? What are the features of communities that would be
anticipated to have high crack consumption but, in fact, do not?
(4) Who are the community members most "at risk" for participating in drug
consumption and trafficking? What are their demographic characteristics and perhaps
more important, what are the social and economic roles that they play in their
communities? What are the characteristics of individuals who have high exposure to
drugs but have not engaged in consumption and/or distribution?
(5) What is the relationship between the production, distribution and consumption
patterns that comprise the ganja complex and the use and distribution of crack/coc"1ine?
(6) What are the implications for the formulation of culture-specific social policy
regarding substance use and distribution?

STIJDY DESIGN
It is widely acknowledged that research on the use and transfer of illicit drugs has
special methodological considerations that distinguish it from other types of research.
First, and perhaps most self-evident, the social and legal sanctions that attend illicit drug
activity necessarily compromise the validity of reported data. For obvious reasons, an
individual may be reluctant to admit that he or a friend or family member is using or has
used drugs - particularly crack/cocaine - or has a drug or alcohol problem. Second, it is
not unusual for drug consumption, as with many other human activities , to occur out of
awareness. That is, people are not always conscious about the extent or pattern of their
substance using behavior and therefore have difficulty in accurately reporting or even
explaining their drug-linked behavior.
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These factors have rendered it very difficult to rely exclusively on the survey and
direct interview methods traditionally used in understanding social problems.
Essentially, there is no vehicle for assuring the validity of self-report survey data and
although the report of the 1987 national survey tended to discount the amount of underreporting that occurred, studies of data collection strategies in drug research have
confIrmed the difficulty of collecting valid and reliable data on an issue that carries robust
legal and social sanctions. Thus, while the criterion of randomness is essential for the
generalizability of survey results, a design which relies exclusively on a random sampling
strategy may compromise the usefulness of the findings.
Therefore, the ethnographic study was designed to provide an "independent"
assessment of drug consumption and distribution through direct observations by
fieldworkers who would reside in the study sites and participate in local life. As such , it
would complement the national survey results with in depth community-based natural
histories of the way in which substances are used and distributed. Thus the two studies,
conducted simultaneously, would inform each other by approaching the same problem
using different methods, and provide the most comprehensive picture of the
consumption and distribution of substances in Jamaica.
The design of this study has taken several measures to minimize the
methodological difficulties associated with research on illicit drugs. First, this inquiry
neutralized the sensitive topic of illicit drugs by "backing into" their use and distribution
through a general exploration of all substances - legal and illegal. This also provided
useful information on substances , in general, and on the correlations between and
among substances. Second, prior research on this socially sensitive topic has
confmned the importance of extended participation in community life as a primary means
of generating the trust of the population being studied. Thus the actual residence of
ethnographers in the field sites helped not only to confirm the accuracy of self-reports
through direct observation but to generate valid and reliable data that were likely to be
unobtainable without a personal relationship between the investigator and informant.
Investigators
One of the weaknesses identified in the 1987 national household survey was the
possibility that the interviewers from the Statistical Institute may have been viewed by
respondents as representatives of the government, thus compromising the veracity of
their responses on this sensitive topic. Indeed, in the "Women and Crack" study (Dreher
and Hudgins 1992), informants reported that they welcomed the opportunity to share
their thoughts and feelings with investigators whom they perceived to be anonymous,
neutral and non-judgmental. On the other hand , it was essential that the data collection
be undertaken by investigators who already were knowledgeable about Jamaican
culture, in general, and about the use of drugs in Jamaica, in particular. Thus the
Jamaican interviewers on the team assisted in interpreting some of the interview fIndings
and identifying the nuances that might have escaped those less familiar with the culture.
The team of fieldworkers included four Americans and two Jamaicans. Of the
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Americans, two individuals had had extensive experience in Jamaica, over a period of
years. Regularly scheduled team meetings that were held throughout the data collection
period brought the highly dispersed ethnographers together. During these sessions
they shared findings, and helped to interpret each other's data.

Field Sites
The field sites, which were located in eight parishes and Kingston, embraced
urban, suburban, rural town and village communities. The sites also included a variety of
economic bases (commercial, farming, fishing, tourism) and spanned the country
including both coastal and interior settlements. The sites represented a range of
exposure, specifically to crack/cocaine, from high exposure urban and tourist areas to
low exposure rural farming villages. They also addressed some of the identified
omissions in the earlier study such as the undersampling of tourist communities and the
eastern parishes.
The ethnographic survey purposely over-sampled the Rastafarian community for
two reasons. First, the 1987 national survey identified that this community was not
sufficiently represented. Since ganja has sacramental value for the majority of
Rastafarian sects, this was an unfortunate omission. The second reason for including a
substantial number of Rastafarians was to examine the relationship between the use of
ganja and crack/cocaine. If ganja is, in fact , a "gateway" drug to cocaine, there would
be a likelihood of seeing heavy cocaine use in this population. If, however, this turned
out not the case among Rastafarians but was for the wider population, it would be useful
to discover the protective mechanisms in the Rastafarian community that were inhibiting
a shift toward crack! cocaine use.
The selection process included reference to existing studies of drug consumption
and reports of arrests and drug seizures, review of newspaper articles involving drug
consumption and distribution and consultation with NADREP staff and other key social
.service officals.
Protocol
Participant Observation Ethnographers resided in the communities for a period
of three months and collected data through observations and informal conversations
and through formal interviews with community residents. They began with the collection
of general, community-level data pertaining to the population, major institutions and
social structure. This information then became a backdrop for interpreting the data
related to the consumption and distribution of drugs in the regions. During this phase,
the various components of the communities (age groups, occupational categories ,
religious denominations , etc. ) were identified and described. This required an informal
"fitting in," participating in various organizations and activities in order to observe all
aspects of community life. Included in this process were mundane activities such as
grocery shopping , banking, riding taxis and mini-buses and attending church services
for as many denominations in the community as possible. They also observed in
schools, health centers and other human service facilities and participated in youth
4

groups, parent-teachers associations and other community organizations. Finally , they
attended dances, went to nightclubs, exotic dancer clubs, cricket games, and musical
events, such as Sunsplash. By participating in various community contexts and not just
with drug dealers or users, it was possible to determine what residents considered
important and trivial with regard to substance use and distribution .
The second phase of the ethnographic research was characterized by an
increasing focus on substance use and distribution within the community, neighborhood
or district. Drug-related data collected by field workers included, for example:
(1) reports from local health care agencies and officials regarding drug-related
morbidity and mortality;
(2) reports from local judicial and law enforcement agencies regarding drug-related
incidents, seizures, arrests , etc.;
(3) reports on the availability and utilization of demand reduction and treatment
programs;
(4) reports from school officials on drug-related behavior and incidents involving
school children; and
(5) observations of drug-related behavior and interviews and conversations with
residents regarding the behavior and attitudes related to the consumption and
distribution of substances.

All information regarding public events and activities related to substance use
(such as school-based demand reduction programs, newspaper articles or police raids)
were explored and recorded during this period. Such events became natural reference
points for informal discussions about drugs with and among community residents.
During the twelve week data collection period, the ethnographers cut articles from the
newspapers that were associated with drug use, crime, violence, or the overall discourse
on the persistent "breakdown" in society. Letters to the editor were considered the
barometer of social issues and many community residents suggested, "don't bother
reading the whole newspaper, just read the letters to the editor and you'll fmd out what's
going on in the country." Other forms of public discourse included church sermons,
television and radio programs and school based lectures. Methods involved listening to
residents' conversations, and, at times, provoking conversations having to do with
substance use and distribution. It also involved comparing how residents respond in
non drug-related situations, in order to obtain an holistic as possible view of community
institutions that shape the behavior and attitudes toward drug distribution and
consumption.
While participant observation and informal interviews held perhaps the greatest
promise for securing the most comprehensive and valid understanding of substance use
in Jamaica, they were not conducted without difficulty. Many informants expressed a
distrust of the government which often included the University of West Indies as well. In
the early stages of fieldwork, the ethnographers '(both American and Jamaican) found
that they frequently were confronted with accusations of association with foreign
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agencies such as the C.I.A., F.B.I., D.E.A. or Scotland Yard. In one field site, however,
this had the unanticipated effect of actually encouraging crack users to participate; the
ethnographer was approached by addicts who decided that she must be allied with the
authorities. One, for example, commented, "I don't care if you are D.E.A., I hope they do
close down the coke bases in town."
Individuals willingly shared their opinions and experiences with legal substances
(tobacco, alcohol and over-the-counter drugs) and once a relationship of trust had been
established, they readily shared their experiences with ganja. The topic of cocaine and
cocaine derivatives, however, required a significant commitment of time and interest on
the part of the ethnographer to elicit candid responses. The following case typifies the
reluctance of informants to disclose their experiences with crack/cocaine:
In the first few days of fieldwork, I was introduced to Desmond, who spoke knowledgeably
and emphatically about the dangers of cocaine for individuals and for society in general. He
claimed that he would never use it because of the effects on users that he had personally
witnessed. Soon, I became familiar with Desmond's friends and learned from observations and
personal interviews that they were crack users. Desmond, however, continued to deny that be,
also, was a crack user. After a few mot:"e weeks. however, Desmond began to disclose his crack
use to me. Interestingly. he was as animated and emphatic in describing his problem and desire to
quit using crack as he had been in denying his use of the substance. Eventually, Desmond took
me to a crackhouse where I observed him buying. preparing and smoking the drug.

In all the fieldsites the use of ganja was public while the use of crack was private
and generating information involved a constant process of negotiation and flexible
strategies based on the interpersonal dynamic between the researcher and informant.
In one community, the ethnographer reported that even when the interviewees knew that
she knew about their crack use, they continued to deny it during the interview. Key
informants, such as current or former users and individuals who particip51ted in
trafficking, played a significant role in providing entry to crack/cocaine, encouraging
respondents to "speak de trut'" and interpreting their behavior. Because of the illegal
status of drug use, especially crack use, precautions were taken to avoid potentially
dangerous situations.
Key informants also were critical in managing the potential danger and risks
associated with interviewing and observing crack/cocaine users. Three of the fieldsites
had substantial crack/cocaine activity where much of the concentrated drug use and
local distribution occurred in the most economically depressed sections. These areas
also tended to have the highest crime rates and the least amount of police protection.
"Outsiders" were obvious and vulnerable in these neighborhoods, particularly if they
were perceived as being from abroad or from a more affluent area. During the early
weeks in one high exposure area, local petty thiefs tried to take money or objects from
the ethnographer with varying degrees of aggression, ranging from "give me $1001" to
brandishing knives and ice picks. Field workers generally diffused these situations by
reference to their association with powerfullocaJ. residents.
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Indeed, a thorough exploration of the cocaine problem eventually required
association with less savory components of community life and included interviews with
professed pimps, prostitutes, thieves, con-artists, rapists , and murderers. How to
present oneself in the field in order to protect informants from invasion of privacy and
social censure became another problem faced by the ethnographers as they entered the
field. It was frequently difficult, for example, to explain to middle-class residents why it
was necessary to associate with individuals or frequent places that they considered
dangerous or too "common." Generally, this problem was handled by regular
participation in all dimensions of community life so that as much time was spent
attending churches as sitting in a crack yard. Firmly grounded relationships in all sectors
of the community safeguarded the fieldworkers and provided them with a variety of
advocates when they found themselves in difficult situations. The researchers had to be
aware of their public persona, of making contact with the mainstream as well as the more
marginal members of the community in order to be accepted by both while not offending
the other.
Purposive Survey In the last month of fieldwork, each of the ethnographers
conducted a formal survey within their field sites to generate comparable quantifiable
data on the knowledge, attitudes and practices surrounding substance consumption and
distribution. The survey instrument was developed in collaboration with the NADREP
staff, pre-tested in several sites and then modified accordingly. Administering the
survey toward the latter part of the project was advantageous in the sense that people
were more comfortable with and trusting of the ethnographers at that point; it was easier
to converse and explain any questions to the subjects because of more familiarity and
comfort with the language and customs of the area. Therefore, field workers had a better
sense of the validity of the responses. In spite of the attempt to construct an instrument
that would generate the most comprehensive and insightful understanding of the topic, a
few unanticipated problems with the research schedule emerged in the course of
administration. They are summarized as follows:
(I)
Many respondents, particularly those of the Rastafarian faith, resented the
survey's reference to ganja as a "drug" and often became quite argumentative, insisted
on the interviewer noting their objections on the survey form and, in a few cases, actually
declined to continue the survey. Furthermore, because of this cultural definition of ganja,
many respondents. answered questions about illegal drugs with only crack/cocaine in
mind. This would include, for example, question 16, "Whom do you believe uses illegal
drugs in Jamaica?" and question 22, "Where have you seen or heard information about
illegal drugs?"
(2)
Many survey respondents were still very cautious in their responses and
often demurred from answering specific questions that would implicate either themselves
or their specific communities. The community ethnographies revealed that there were
distinct differences in the way individuals responded to casual inquiry and the way in
which they responded to a formal survey. Also, many respondents who were
experienced with various aspects of crack/cocaine denied first-hand knowledge on the
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survey by responding to questions , "a so dem say" or "a hearsay dis" rather than a direct
yes or no. Sometimes they would tell the interviewer that they didn't know something
and then later in the survey, or even several days subsequent to the survey, would admit
that they did, in fact, know the answer.
Though somewhat complicating, this disparity between the comments of
residents in casual conversation and their responses on the formal survey permitted a
general assessment of the validity of the survey data. It also inspired the development of
explanations for why individuals would respond differently using different research
techniques. For example, in all of the field sites residents complained routinely about
the involvement of police and other authorities in drug trafficking. Yet, in two of the
communities, when residents were formally surveyed on the adequacy of the authorities,
a surprisingly large number indicated that they felt the police were doing the best that
they could to control drug use and trafficking. Both were communities in which the
production and distribution of illegal substances represented a major economic thrust
and in which the police had substantial involvement.
(3)
There also were instances in which the respondents' interpretation of the
question differed significantly from the research objective. For example, on question 15 ,
"How serious a problem would you say each of the following is for Jamaica?" a large
proportion of the sample answered that the use, trafficking and/or production of ganja
were serious problems - not because of any dangers inherent in the drug, itself, but
because the eradication of ganja fields by U.S. and Jamaican authorities made it
increasingly difficult to acquire ganja or to engage in production or distribution. Similarly ,
on question 26, "We would like you to think about someone offering you ganja. Would
you refuse the offer?" Several self-proclaimed ganja users indicated that they definitely
would refuse the offer - not because they objected to ganja, but rather because they
simply would not take ganja from someone unless they were confident that the person
could be trusted .
The survey data helped to quantify the ethnographic findings and test the values,
attitudes and experience with legal and illegal drug consumption, distribution and
production. Clearly, the widespread antagonism toward the inclusion of ganja under the
category of drug, the disparity between formal and informal interview responses and the
differences in interpretation created some initial problems in re-phrasing questions and
recording responses. On the other hand, these problems provided useful data that
helped to eliminate ambiguity about how these various substances are perceived and
the socioeconomic values that attend them. Thus, in spite of the problems incurred in
the administration of the instrument, the data from this survey probably were collected
under the best possible conditions to promote, if not assure, the most reliable and valid
data. By the last weeks of the data collection period, each of the ethnographers had
succeeded in establishing a strong presence, trust and base of support in their
communities and even informants who'at first were skeptical indicated their pleasure at
being included in the project. One respondent stated, "this is the first time that anyone
has asked my opinion about anything in this country." Although the fieldworkers
8
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lamented leaving at the very time that they were most trusted in their communities, their
presence has established a strong base for future studies.
Sample Characteristics
Among the various fieldsites, approximately 1250 persons were interviewed
informally on the topic of substance use in society. The ages of these individuals ranged
from five to ninety years old and represented all the major socioeconomic constituencies
and occupations in the study communities, both sexes, all drug exposure types and
levels, all the dominant religions in the area and each distinct neighborhood or district
within the field sites. The informal sample included shopkeepers, school teachers,
nurses, physicians, business people, fisherman, farmers, civil servants, higglers,
students , retirees and individuals who were unemployed.

Among those who were interviewed informally, 466 were surveyed among the
various field sites, using the formal instrument. This number included more than 90
members of the Rastafarian community. The purposive survey sample was not, nor was
it intended to be, randomly selected. Rather, it was selected to generate the most useful ,
comprehensive and reliable information as .possible. In terms of sex, the sample was
51 % male and 49 % female. The ages in the sample ranged from early adolescence to
the elderly but those in their twenties and thirties represented more than half the sample.
Eighty-three percent attended school beyond the primary level and 14 % had acquired
some schooling or training beyond high-school. All major denominations were
represented and about half of the sample (mostly females) identified themselves as
regular church attenders. With regard to domestic structure, the sample was almost
equally divided between respondents who currently were in a union (either married or
common-law) and those who were single, among whom the Rastafarians had the
greatest presence. All major occupational groups were sampled and since there was a
strong rural component, 61 % identified themselves as self-employed. Eight percent of
the sample admitted that they were involved in illegal activities, most of which were
related to drug trafficking.
INTRODUCTION
The chapters which follow report the major findings of the ethnographic
component of the National Study of Drug Distribution and Consumption in Jamaica.
Over the twelve week data collection period, the six ethnographers generated thousands
of pages of fieldnotes related to drug behavior in their field sites. One of the most difficult
methodological tasks was to select from the vast quantities of data, those findings that
would be most useful for interdiction, and demand reduction program and policy
formulation. It was clear from the research that Jamaicans identified cocaine and
cocaine derivatives as the most problematic of substances and about which least is
known. Therefore, except when the findings depart significantly from previous studies,
the ethnographic component of the project focuses to a large extent on crack/cocaine.
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The report attempts, as much as possible, to directly quote and/or paraphrase
informants and respondents in order to capture the way in which the people themselves
view the consumption and distribution of substances in the society in which they live. In
presenting the ethnographic survey results, the communities have been grouped into
rural non-tourist, rural tourist, urban non-tourist, urban tourist, and Rastafarian. This
categorization is empirical in the sense that it was drawn from the pervasive fmding that
the tourist areas and urban centers present the greatest exposure to crack and cocaine.
It also is a grouping that is consistent with the categories of communities used in the
Stone report (1990) so as to permit some level of comparison. The distinctions among
these areas are key both to understanding patterns of consumption and distribution and
to future demand reduction efforts. The Rastafarian community is qualitatively distinct
from the others in the sense that it is ideologically rather than geographically-based and
therefore has been analyzed as a separate category. Even though the Rastafarian
group comprises both urban and rural members, it is predominantly urban and gives
further support to the findings associated with urban communities. The few Rastafarian
members of the geographically-based field sites have remained in those categories, thus
representing their districts or neighborhoods rather than their religion in the analysis.
In the presentation of some case studies and examples, it was convenient to
assign names to individuals and places. Any names used in this report, however, with
the exception of Kingston, Montego Bay and parish names, are fictitious in order to
protect the identities of those individuals and communities that so willingly shared their
concerns and observations.
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CHAPTER II
TIlE PRESENCE AND AVAILABILITY OF SUBSTANCES

Other than coffee and various commercial and "bush" teas, which were not the
focus of this study, the four substances that were found to be most commonly
consumed throughout Jamaica are tobacco, alcohol, ganja, and crack/cocaine.
Tobacco usually is consumed in the form of commercial cigarettes although both
manufactured and homemade cigars were reported as well. There were no reports of
chewing tobacco. The reported consumption of alcohol includes commercial and
homemade ("John Crow Batty" or "IB") rum , other hard liquors (vodka, gin, and various
whiskeys), beer, stout, shandy (beer mixed with a softdrink), and commercial and
homemade wines (e.g. pimento wine, okra punch). Ganja is smoked either in a pipe
(called a "chillum" or "chalice") or cigarette ("spliff' of "scliff'). It also is prepared as an
infusion and drunk as a tea or tonic. The major forms of cocaine use are the inhaling
("snorting") of powdered cocaine or the smoking of crack either in a cigarette form or in
a pipe. Generally, it is smoked - or "licked" from a "purpose," a makeshift pipe often
constructed from a match box and foil from the lining of a cigarette pack.
There are various ways in which these substances are combined. These include
the very common combination of tobacco with ganja in "building" a spliff. In fact, this
mixture is so common that spliffs that do not contain tobacco are specially designated as
"ita!," the Rastafarian term meaning natural. Tobacco also can be mixed with crack
which has been ground up to create what is called a "black cigarette." Allegedly, this has
almost the same effect as smoking crack from a pipe. Alcohol and ganja are combined
in tonics composed of green ganja soaked for several days in either wine or white rum
and used primarily for medicinal or health rendering purposes. Ganja and cocaine are
combined in the "seasoned" or "dust up" spliff in which crack (or, less commonly,
cocaine) is sprinkled on a ganja cigarette and smoked.
Although not observed, there were reports that some dealers were synthesizing
crack with kerosene and cutting it with LSD in order to make it stronger and even more
addictive. There is some indication - primarily from informants involved in the tourist
industry - that heroin, mushrooms and LSD also are present in Jamaica and fieldworkers
were told of the consumption and distribution of these substances as well as of cocaine
(dust), hashish and hash oil, used almost exclusively by tourists. The general
population, however appeared to be unaware of the existence of these substances in
Jamaica. All of the substances and combinations thereof either were ingested or
inhaled. There were no reported or observed instances of 1. V. drug use, except in the
11

case of Italian tourists who were reputed to use intravenous heroin. This was not
observed, however, by any of the investigators. The fieldworkers actually witnessed the
consumption of alcohol (rum, JB, beer, stout, shandy, Red Label wine, okra punch),
tobacco, ganja, ganja tea, ganja soaked in JB, ganja soaked in stout with various herbs,
seasoned spliffs (ganja cigarettes laced with crack), and crack.
AVAILABILITY
As anticipated, tobacco and alcohol were used and obtainable in all of the
communities comprising the field sites for this study. Cigarettes could be purchased in a
variety of locations including shops and small street vendors. In the rural and working
class communities cigarettes frequently were removed from the pack by the vendor and
sold one or two at a time. For many, particularly women, the sale of cigarettes
represents a low investment cottage industry. Since tobacco generally is mixed with
ganja in a spliff, cigarettes are commonly sold where ganja is sold. Alcohol, in the form
of beer, stout, rum and other spirits, was used extensively throughout all the fieldsites
and among all sociodemographic categories. Generally, it is consumed in a social
context such as at bars, dances, clubs and in gatherings at home and on the street, and
even quite early in the morning. Alcohol also was reported in all the fieldsites to have
medicinal functions as well. For example, white rum frequently was used topically to help
reduce a fever or as an antiseptic to clean a wound or abrasion.

With regard to the illegal substances (ganja, crack and cocaine), the results in
Table 1 confirm the ethnographic observations that illegal substances, and ganja in
particular, are easily obtained.
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TABLE 1
Frequency and Percentage of Perceived Availability
of llJegal Substances in Community
for Total Sample

Ganja

Crack

Cocaine

318
(75)

151
(41)

138
(38)

56
(13)

54
(15)

83
(23)

Somewhat
Difficult to
Obtain

----

79

63

(%)

----

(22)

(17)

48
(11)
422

83
(23)
367

84
(23)
368

Very Easy
to Obtain
(%)

Somewhat Easy
to Obtain
(%)

Very Difficult
to Obtain
(%)

TOTAL

On the other hand, the percentage of residents from the urban, tourist and
Rastafarian communities, who believe that crack and cocaine are easily obtained, is
alarming. Indeed, many of these respondents even suggested that in some cases,
crack was more easily obtained thali ganja. This often was attributed to the dealer's
preference for selling crack rather than ganja. The comments that follow indicate
people's beliefs about the ease with which crack/cocaine can be obtained and some of
the reasons.
Crack is easier to get nowadays (than ganja).
Crack is easier to obtain than coke.

Sometimes it seems easier to get crack than ganja ... I tried five places the other day and
couldn't get a spliff.
People stop ganja because coke take over.
There is more cocaine and less ganja on the streets therefore making the situation worse.

Ganja is very difficult to obtain - especially like how de crop soon come in now. No man
hardly have anyt'ing left and when you see it, it expensive.
Crack is taking over ganja very fast.
Ganja is getting harder and harder to get while anyone on the beach can get crack for a

little money.
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Some informants qualified their answers according to time and place:
Crack. cocaine and ganja are very easy to obtain but it depends on the time of day. For
example. at night. it takes about five minutes - the coke bases operate at night. During the day it is
a lot more difficult. For example. there is a barber shop that opens at about five p.m. No one goes
there for haircuts. It is a crack base.

Where I live in Newport (a bustling market town). I have been approached many, many
times by youths who want to sell I some crack or coke or "shit, " as it is known in street talk.

Ganja
In spite of its illegal status, ganja was woven into the fabric of daily life in each of
the field sites. It was observed being used openly by men sitting along the roadside or in
their yards or at dances and concerts. The use of this substance also included the
consumption of ganja teas and tonics for medicinal use and smoking for ritual purposes
by members of various Rastafarian sects. The presence of ganja in all the field sites was
strong - even in the middle and working class suburbs - and the percieved availability
was consistent across communities, the highest being in the urban tourist areas.

TABLE 2
Frequency and Percentage of Perceived Availability of Ganja
by Type of Community

Very Easy
to Obtain
(%)

Somewbat
Easy to
Obtain
(%)

Very
Difficult to
Obtain
(%)

TOTAL

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

Urban
NonTourist

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

84
(74)

61
(73)

48
(75)

73
(90)

52
(66)

14
(12)

16
(19)
,

7
(11)

4
(5)

15
(19)

16
(14)
114

7
(8)
84

9
(14)
64

4
(5)
81

12
(15)
79
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Cocaine
In contrast to ganja, crack/cocaine was consumed much more discretely.

Though it is smoked in every conceivable nook and cranny - in the home, at designated
bases, abandoned structures, buildings, cars, trains , under bridges and on beaches the procedure lasts only moments and often is private. Since the introduction of
crack/cocaine is comparatively recent and represents a departure from the traditional
substances used in Jamaica, it may be useful to reconstruct the introduction of cocaine,
gleaned from the reports of community residents.
The earliest exposure to cocaine in this study was cited by a 90 year old great
grandmother in the Montego Bay area. Twenty years ago she bought a ten-pound sack
of rice from a local shop. When she opened it she found another "fat bag" inside with a
whitish-yellowish powder. She put it aside and did not think much of it. A couple days
later, the shop owner came to her house, frantically asking about the sack, which she
returned it to him . She did not realize until her daughter explained to her some time later
that it was cocaine in the bag.
Among the communities that comprised the ethnographic study, the north coast,
urban, tourist areas appeared to have the earliest and most intensive and extensive
exposure to crack/cocaine. According to local residents , cocaine was introduced there
over 20 years ago by wealthy tourists for their own use. Soon, however, they shared it
with Jamaicans, most of whom were well-off and associated with the tourist economy.
Much of this early cocaine distribution took place at the Seabreeze, an upscale exotic
dancer nightclub in which prostitutes catered to tourists and wealthy Jamaicans. One
particular man from New York often is mentioned as being the original supplier to this
area. According to local reports , after being incarcerated for some time in the U.S. for
ganja smuggling, this man has returned to Jamaica but has lost all of this wealth due to
his crack addiction .
At ftrst , users were snorting cocaine powder and then turned to freebasing. This
eventually led to crack production and use. It appears that the spread of cocaine and
crack may be attributable, in large measure, to the many exotic dancers/prostitutes who
became addicted and then introduced the drug to their clients - both locals and
foreigners. They, in turn, introduced it to their spouses, partners, friends, co-workers,
etc. in order to expand the availability of cocaine in their personal networks. In addition,
many dancers/prostitutes traveled the country to different clubs, bringing cocaine with
them, both to "turn on" their clients and to provide psychological support for their work in
the clubs and on the streets. Soon the crack/cocaine became readily available and men
began to use it to pick up prostitutes. There also is a widespread belief that some "big
men," and entertainers are responsible for introducing literally hundreds of young
women to cocaine. Once addicted, these young women often turned to prostitution to
support the habit.
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Interestingly, there are even earlier reports of cocaine introduction in the less
urbanized areas of the north coast in communities that were havens for a substantial
number of foreigners. Thus, while the major influx of cocaine in one such community
began in the late eighties, it has been present since 1972, used by American and
German expatriates. As in the Montego Bay area, the early introduction of cocaine in
this smaller community was attributed to one man, a well-known smuggler who lived
there until he was murdered. Reportedly, he introduced it to many of the upper middle
class Jamaican "high flyers." One informant, who used it for the first time in 1983, was
introduced to it by this smuggler and then initiated many of the upwardly mobile young
men and women of the town. As in the Montego Bay area, residents in this smaller
tourist area report that "back then it was just powder" until the late seventies when
"people learned to cook it" and began free-basing. The seasoned spliff became a
popular form of consumption around 1986 but one informant reported that it soon was
superseded by the crack pipe.
Eventually there was enough demand for the drug to draw people into the
distribution network on many levels - from importation to retail distribution. According to
local reports, cocaine often was traded for ganja in South America. People were drawn
away from ganja smuggling which was coming under heavy pressure from the U .S.
Cocaine was both easier and more profitable. Customs/police were not looking for the
importation of cocaine so, reportedly, it was extraordinarily easy to get it into the country.
It was estimated that cocaine started entering the coastal fishing villages through "wash
ups" that began to occur approximately five years ago as a result of Jamaica's
increasing significance as a transshipment point in the flow of cocaine from South to
North America. Although the majority was passed through the community either to the
transshipment destination or to wholesale distributors in Kingston and Montego Bay,
some local individuals learned how to produce crack from residual cocaine. This
resulted in the presence of crack users and dealers even in these more remote, coastal
communities.
Except for the fishing villages, in which cocaine is entering primarily through the
working class, the development of the cocaine complex is distincdy different from that of
ganja in the sense that it was introduced and used first by more affluent members of the
society and then spread to the working class. Similar to the early stages of cocaine
popularity in the United States, cocaine in Jamaica initially was considered a luxury item
linked with the upper class and the "fast life." Unlike the United States, however, there
was a rapid transition from snorting cocaine to smoking crack, a method of drug
consumption that is more culturally consistent with other substance use in Jamaica.
Thus the more intense penetration into the wider, working class population did not really
begin until the introduction of crack in 1986 and the vast majority of current crack users
have no experience with snorting cocaine powder.
Since its relatively recent entry, the use of crack/cocaine has spread rapidly ,
albeit unevenly, throughout Jamaica. Unlike tobacco, alcohol and ganja, which showed
little geographical variation, the availability of crack/cocaine varied widely among the
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sample fieldsites. This variation essentially follows the history of crack/cocaine in
Jamaica. The most concentrated and visible occurrences were found in the cities and
tourist areas of the country, while residents in both the suburban and the interior rural
communities had comparatively little direct exposure to crack or cocaine or to the users
of these substances.

TABLE 3
Frequency and Percentage of Perceived Availability of Crack
by Type of Community

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

Urban
NonTourist

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

Very Easy
to Obtain

13

(%)

(13)

39
(51)

6
(11)

44
(69)

49
(66)

(7)

10
(13)

7
(13)

7
(11)

23
(31)

31
(32)

11
(15)

26
(47)

9
(14)

2
(3)

47
(48)
98

16
(21)
76

16
(29)
55

4
(6)
64

0
(0)

Somewhat
Easy to
Obtain
(%)

Somewhat
Difficult to
Obtain
(%)

Very
Difficult to
Obtain

(%)
TOTAL

7

74

Many Jamaicans were aware of the country-wide disparity in the presence of
crack/cocaine and described St. James and St. Catherine as "crack parishes" and St.
Mary and Portland as "ganja parishes." Residents from the urban, north coast site, for
example, readily identified their community as a "drug den" with high exposure to
crack/cocaine. These reports were confirmed by ethnographic observations. In one of
these neighborhoods, thirteen crack bases were identified within the first month of
fieldwork, most of which were located in the economically depressed sections but were
visited routinely by individuals from more affluent areas. The multitude of terms that
residents from these communities used to designate crack/cocaine (stock, stocky,
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scottie, ball, dust, candy, rock, base, pelico, white angel), compared with the limited
cocaine vernaculars in other parts of the country, also suggest that exposure to
crack/cocaine is a part of daily life in this community.
According to a school teacher and long time resident of a greater Montego Bay
area community, "over the past six years cocaine has been taking over our community."
She attributes this increase to a lack of activities/distractions for youth , the high cost of
education, and parents who use drugs and thus fail to be good role models for children.
Since, however, those same factors exist in communities throughout Jamaica and do not
necessarily yield a high rate of cocaine use, a more plausible explanation lies in the
special location of some communities - near the sea, a major airport and large numbers
of hotels. Such areas are highly desirable places in which to stash illicit drugs. Top level
drug distributors use these communities as storage depots and distribution points conveniently located between the source (airstrips, sea) and the major drug retail tourist
centers. Another basis for the high presence of cocaine in these areas appears to be
the extensive participation of residents in the tourist industry, providing both legal and
illegal services for visitors to Jamaica.
Urban and tourist area residents identified several crack hciuses or other
establishments (barber shops, pharmacies, wholesale shops, rum shops, bars, bag juice
stands) at which crack either could be purchased directly or at which orders could be
placed. Frequently, the purchase of cocaine is not direct but rather through a network of
"middle men" as the crack moves from dealer to consumer. Rural informants, in
particular, reported that crack and cocaine could be purchased at some of the bars
within the villages but that even local people could not just walk into a bar and purchase
the substance without a connection.
Nevertheless, even the smallest and most remote communities in the sample
provided some access, albeit limited, to crack/cocaine for the person who was seeking
it. As one informant said, "even in the rural areas they are doing coke. You can point
out the crack heads." While residents in some communities either could not or would
not identify the exact locations at which crack/cocaine could be obtained in their
communities, they acknowledged its presence. As one informant stated, "the only
reason I don't know where to get it (cocaine) is because I'm not looking for it."

PREVALENCE
Table 4 summarizes the opinions regarding the most commonly used of illegal
substances throughout Jamaica according to the respondents' communities. While the
vast majority reported the belief that ganja is the most often used illegal substance, the
proportion of urban/tourist and Rastafarian respondents who reported that crack is
most often used, is disturbing.
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TABLE 4

Frequency and Percentage of Drug
That is Perceived to be Used Most Often
by Type of Community

Ganja
(%)

Cocaine
(%)

Crack
(%)

TOTAL

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

104
(90)
8
(7)
4
(3)
116

68
(83)
7
(9)
7
(9)
82

Urban
NonTourist
52
(79)
12
(18)
2
(3)
66

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

51
(59)
9
(10)
27
(31)
87

51
(56)
18
(20)
22
(24)
91

In general, residents in all the study sites confirmed that drug use is more
common in the urban areas than the rural areas. The following comments are indicative.
Mostly people who live in rural areas smoke only the ganja.
People in rural areas use ganja more.
People from the city (use cocaine) ... they give it out to transfer to the country.
Country people like their herb and when they take a draw of that they don't want no drugs.
The town people dem like their herb seasoned.
Crack and cocaine very easy to obtain in de city ya but dung a country me never see it at
all.

The local availability of drug use should not be confused with prevalence. Coastal
villages, for example, that serve as a pass-through for cocaine entering the country and
moving to the urban centers may have low usage but high availability. Also , in order to
maintain anonymity, it is not unusual for crack users in one community to secure their
crack in another. Although there were crack smoking residents of suburban
communities, they ordinarily made their purchases in the urban centers where they
worked during the day. This was confirmed by observations of fieldworkers who
observed the flow of purchasers who stopped by the bases in the evening after work for a visit with a prostitute andlor for a "hit" of crack before they returned to their homes
in the suburbs.
One reason that it is so difficult to retrieve accurate data on the extent to which
crack/cocaine is used, is that it is consumed so discretely. Moreover, given the legal
and social consequences of crack use, individuals are loathe to admit that they are
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users. One former crack user recounted the instance of a friend who used to "curse" her
to stop. Later she found out that her friend was using crack herself the whole time.
Another informant claimed cynically that there are plenty of people" sitting in church who
have a hit of crack in their pocket." He said it was difficult to tell because you "can't
always tell a coke man" and "police na catch a rock man so quick" as a ganja man. One
informant said that "it is very hard to tell, fo r a coke man is call 'Mr. Hide-a-lick. '"
Virtually all respondents knew that there were addicts in their community. When
asked if they could recognize a crack user, most people claimed that while they didn ' t
know any personally, it was possible to identify a user because "him look all mash up"
and "mad." In one of the field sites - a town with a population of about 13,000 - estimates
ranged from 400 users to one or two, with the majority falling between 60 to 150. After
two months , the ethnographer had identified, by name, 32 current chronic crack users,
five former users and six occasional crack users. Almost all were members of the
commercial class.
Informal estimates of the prevalence of crack/cocaine use in greater Montego
Bay ranged from 25 % of people under the age of 18 and 50% of people age 24-26 to
"the majority" of people from 16 to 60 . Many respondents focussed on teenagers as
having a particularly severe problem with crack. In the non-tourist, urban communities
where crack is most readily available, speculation by citizens regarding the number of
crack users varied from none to hundreds. Certainly, the urban and tourist areas attract
cocaine users where they have the opportunity to make money through prostitution and
other illegal activities. Again, the most frequently heard estimate was 25 %. Since these
findings reflect public opinion on a socially sensitive issue, it is difficult to determine their
accuracy. They do suggest, however, that there are many citizens who believe that the
country is under siege by crack/cocaine and while the majority of respondents claimed
that use of all substances is increasing, the variance in percentages according to
substance is instructive: only 46% of respondents said that the use of ganja is increasing
while 61 % claimed that alcohol use is increasing and 56 % responded that cigarette use
is increasing; in contrast, 84% and 83% of respondents claimed that the use of crack
and cocaine, respectively, are increasing .
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TABLES
Frequency and Percentage of Those
Who Stated That Drug Use Is Increasing
By Substance

Increasing
(%)

Same or
Decreasing
(%)

TOTAL

Tobacco

Alcohol

Ganja

Crack

Cocaine

229
(56)

270
(61)

201
(46)

355
(84)

360
(83)

181
(44)
410

170
(39)
440

241
(55)
442

69
(16)
424

(17)
432

72

The number of respondents and informants who indicated that the consumption,
distribution and production of ganja are decreasing or, at best, staying the same was
unanticipated. Informants attributed this to the activities of the Jamaican constabulary,
but more specifically to the efforts of "C.I.A., D.E.A., F.B.I. and Scotland Yard."
Table 6 summarizes the results on those categories of persons whom

respondents believe are using drugs. These results should be reviewed with the
understanding that most respondents interpreted the term "drug" to mean
crack/cocaine. The categories are not mutually exclusive and respondents were invited
to identify any or all groups as using the most drugs.
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TABLE 6
Frequency and Percentage of Opinions About
Which Groups Use Drugs Most
by Type of Community

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

Urban
NonTourist

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

95
(70)

57
(61)

38
(56)

68
(78)

7
(80)

92
(68)

46
(49)

29
(43)

69
(79)

37
(46)

(%)

106
(79)

58
(62)

38
(56)

79
(9 1)

68
(85)

Country
Peoole

78

41
(44)
36
(38)
63
(67)
94

22
(32)
19
(28)
51
(75)
68

52
(60)
58
(67)
79
(91)
87

37
(46)
40
(50)
66
(83)
80

Rich
Peoole
(%)

Poor
People
(%)

City
Peoole

(%)

Adults
(%)

Youth
(%)

TOTAL*

(58)
59
(44)
113
(84)
135

*Categories of responses are not mutually exclusive.
Perhaps the most interesting fmding that emerged from this table is that
respondents believed that drug use can be found in all age groups, economic classes
and geographical locations. The beliefs of respondents are consistent, however, with
the ethnographic observations that drug use was found more among "city people" than
"country people." Moreover, in spite of the'ubiquitousness of drug users, the survey
suggest that most people believed that illegal drugs (crack/cocaine) predominate
among the rich, the urban and the young.

Age and Gender
With regard to the age, the ethnographic interviews and observations supported
the survey opinion that the use of crack/cocaine is concentrated in the same group as
ganja, alcohol and tobacco - males from late teens through their twemies. The youngest
crack user among all the communities was 16. A nineteen year old in one community
described himself as the youngest pipe user he knows and said that most of the youth
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that tum to cocaine, in one form or another (some snort but most use the pipe) were in
their early twenties. The oldest reported users were in their sixties and the longest
history of addiction among the informants was 17 years. The majority of others ranged
from three to eight years of use. The following excerpts supported the opinion that
crack/cocaine is concentrated in young adults .
More yo ung people are coming into the system and old people can't stop them.
They begin using cocaine as young people but grow up into adulthood and continue
USLDg.

Coke is used by people in the 14-25 year old range.
Mostly young people age 25-30 use illegal drugs.
Mostly young peop le 18-25.
Young people use crack and cocaine.
Mostly young men who live in the city use coke.
Adults do a little more because they have more money.

In spite of occasional reports that cocaine was available from vendors outside of
schools to serve the school children, there was no evidence that crack/cocaine had yet
found its way into any of the study site schools. This finding simply may reflect the
characteristics of the sample sites which included no affluent communities with private
schools in which children would have the monetary resources to purchase
crack/cocaine. Ganja, on the other hand , was routinely reported and observed among
school children and in fact, some children were known to participate in ganja trafficking.
A school official in a coastal community said that he did not think that cocaine was a
problem with the students but reported an incident of an eight year old boy who was
selling ganja for his father. Teenagers in an urban community reported that one of their
teachers used ganja and had asked students to procure it fo r him.
With the possible exception of ganja tea, which is consumed in a familial or
domestic context, men continued to be the majo r consumers of all substances,
independent of the com munity-. Women living in urban and tourist areas , however, were
more likely to be consumers oj tobacco, alcohol, ganja and cocaine than women in rural
communities. Although ganja use does exist among women and appears to be
increasing, the only public usage was at dances and parties. Men, on the other hand,
were seen to be smoking ganja very openly in both work and recreational contexts.
Consistent with other substances, male cocaine users far outnumber female users
although not to the same extent. In one town, seven of the 32 identified chronic users
were women. Indeed, most informants reported a higher rate of female participation in
cocaine use than in other substances . It is difficult to tell whether this perceived rate of
use among women is real or whether female cocaine is concentrated in high visibility
women - prostitutes and exotic dancers. In any case, the low participation of women in
all substance use often is attributed to their greater commitment to religious injunctions
on substance use.

Religion
The range of beliefs and behavior concerning the different substances varied
significantly according to religion and religiosity. In general, regular church goers,
regardless of denomination, are consistent in their disdain for all substances, including
tobacco cigarettes. In both formal and informal interviews, the actively religious
respondents expressed beliefs that these substances caused madness, disruption of
family life, violence and low standards of morality. Furthermore, religious conversion becoming a "Christian" - often was cited as a reason for giving up substance use. This
category included community members from diverse occupational and socioeconomic
backgrounds. While some people described themselves as "belonging" to a church, as
well as being substances users , these individuals tended not to be regular church
attenders. The exception to the negative association between drug use and religiosity,
of course, is the Rastafarian community, which uses ganja for sacramental purposes.
With the exception of tobacco, which is mixed with ganja in a spliff, the vast majority of
Rastafarian respondents eschewed the use of all other substances - particularly white
rum, which they believe leads to violence, and crack/cocaine, which they believe will
lead to various kinds of decadent behavior - specifically, oral sex.
Socioeconomic Status and Occupation
Not surprisingly, there appears to be an association between the consumption of
substances and gainful employment. The use of any of these substances ultimately
implies so me capacity to purchase them but this is especially true of crack/cocaine
which requires a regular income to sustain habitual use. As previously mentioned, field
observations revealed a surge of crack use toward the end of the workday, as people
get off work. Several crack users came from the business/entrepreneurial ranks
(owners of businesses, insurance industry, factories, etc.) with jobs that financed their
use until the addiction became too great.

In contrast to ganja, which emerged from the unemployed and working classes
and spread through out Jamaican society , cocaine entered through the wealthy and
spread to the lower socioeconomic groups in the form of crack. Thus while most people
believed that both "rich" and "poor" were likely to use crack/cocaine, several of the lower
income informants, particularly Rastafarians, typically expressed the opinon that drug
use (meaning crack/cocaine use) was concentrated more among the rich. Interestingly,
crack was reported and observed to be used by all social classes while the use of
cocaine powder generally was restricted to the upper classes. As one user stated, the
"rich snort" and the "little man free base."
In contrast, conversations with working class and middle class suburban
residents, revealed the widely held belief that drug use was found primarily among the
poor and dispossessed who, unlike the middle and working classes, are unable to
control their actions and behaviors, "they can't control their impulse to buy things." Thus
the opinion that drug use was concentrated in the lower classes came mostly from
residents of communities which were self-defined as a refuge from the "idle" or "wutless
(worthless) youth" and "ghetto people" of "drug ridden" Kingston. Another commonly
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expressed theme, especially among the rural working class communities, was that the
rich give it to the poor, to make them addicted and perpetuate their poverty while they
(the rich) become wealthy drug dealers.
The comments of informants in response to the question of who uses illegal drugs
(cocaine and ganja) reveal the range of opinion on this topic.
Only a few poor ones. When them find it, dem taste it and-get hooked.
The rich and town people are the ones using most of the hard drugs.

Mostly the rich use cocaine.

Mostly people in high places use drugs.
The rich use ganja, crack and coke.
Mostly the lower classes use. Lower-class mothers give ganja tea to their infants.

Cocaine is used by the rich and ganja is used by the poor. The very poor are not the
users as such.

The rich, because they smuggle it in by the tons.
The rich - they are the head, support the small ones, give it to the small ones to sell.
Rich encourage tbe poor to use it.

The rich buy and sell cocaine and the poor use it.
Bigga men - them money guys - rich kids and tourists.

Although the ethnographic findings revealed no particular association between
occupational category and the use of cigarettes, alcohol and ganja and occupation, the
two work categories that appear to be at particular risk for crack/cocaine, are fishing
and tourism. The deliberate and inadvertent (in the case of "wash ups") participation of
fishermen in the importation and distribution of cocaine gives them a greater exposure to
this substance than most other occupations. Although the majority of the cocaine that is
"retrieved" from the sea is sold, in bulk, to urban distributors, many fishermen have
learned how to prepare, sell and use crack.
Bada is 27 years old; a self-described thief, who started using cocaine in 1980 when a boat
found seven kilos and the fisherman thought it was soap. He started sniffing it which led to the
seasoned spliff, which led to pipe. He goes out on the boats at night to meet the ships about two
miles offshore - cruise ships, cargo, lumber ships. Bada often will smoke for three days straight
with no sleep. He gets paid between $1000 and $2oo0J to take 15 pounds of ganja from St.
Catherine to Montego Bay. He claims that "powder cocaine sick me". "If I have a ball, I smoke till
its gone with my friends, maybe three days. I can't stop and I don't know why."

Clearly, those who are involved with tourism and crack/cocaine distribution whether to tourists or local customers - appeared to be at greatest risk for becoming
crack users. This includes the fishermen and cruise ship workers who bring in the
cocaine, the exotic dancers and prostitutes who obtain crack for tourists, and the
teenagers who are used to transport cocaine and who almost inevitably try it because
"they are curious and don ' t understand the danger." Respondents frequently added
tourists and those associated with them to the list of those in Jamaica who use drugs.
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People in the hotel industry are involved the most with cocaine.
Bigga men and ones with contact with tourists.

Tourists and the ooes that carry demo
Gc!rman tourists.

Tourists and tbe guys tbat take them around and me when they take me with them.
Tourists - mostly Germans.

Mainly the tourists use drugs.

As one prostitute stated simply, "tourists like to try different drugs when they are
on vacation. " Serving those tourists who come to Jamaica to use drugs continues to
keep crack/cocaine accessible to local residents. Another prostitute and former crack
addict claimed "me know 'nuff dancer that tek it." She, herself, used to smoke crack
"morning, noon, and night" and still feels like smoking it "when me have problems." It is
well known that exotic dancers, prostitutes, pimps, or simply self-admitted "con" men or
thieves, who prey upon unsuspecting tourists, have regular access to illicit drugs. The
term "pimp ," in this case, refers to individuals who accommodate tourists in the
acquisition of services, many of which are illegal, such as changing money on the black
market, and securing prostitutes and/or drugs. It does not necessarily signify men who
control a group of prostitutes.
The exposure to crack/cocaine through tourism also includes those who are in
legitimate businesses. Taxi drivers, for example, often are asked to obtain
crack/cocaine and then are invited to partake with their customers. They may take
some home for their girlfriend to try and even tum to selling crack/cocaine themselves
so that they can "keep their women looking good." Eventually, they may become users.
As one woman and long-time crack user commented, ten years ago it was only the
tourists and the rich who smoked cocaine; now it is the "poorer people who use it for fun
and to relieve the pressure. " Interviews with dealers indicate that they now sell as much
cocaine to locals as to tourists. Indeed, the most" successful" participants in
crack/cocaine commerce are those who have users as friends and associates. One
woman described a friend who became addicted because she was friends with a seller.
She used it for four months until someone told her mother who quickly brought her to
Canada.
Several cocaine users reported that they first were exposed when they went over
seas. A typical pattern was one in which a Jamaican has the chance to go to the United
States to live with a relative - usually Miami, New York or Philadelphia. Prior to leaving,
such persons have the intention of securing a job, working hard, saving money and then
returning to Jamaica to start a business or expand a family business. Often they will
spend nearly all their savings to get to the United States, only to find the employment
situation over seas frustrating and difficult. In addition, their social and economic
networks are non-existent. These newcomers usually become connected to the
relatively insular over seas Jamaican communities in which ganja and cocaine smuggling
and dealing have long been a part.
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Twenty-seven year old Kevin was an assistant manager at a successful tourist hotel in

Montego Bay. He was from a 'good family' - middle class and well-educated and took the
opportunity to get a visa to visit his aunt in Philadelphia. He was going to air conditioner repair

school and was looking for work. He finally got a job at McDonalds but was unable to stay in
school because of expenses. Eventually, he grew frustrated with his economic situation. In the
meantime, he met some Jamaicans who were involved. in the drug trade and ended up selling
increasing amounts of ganja and then cocaine. He was arrested and deported to Jamaica.

In some cases, young Jamaican males are recruited over seas specifically to join
a I'posse. II
Thirty-three year old Buko is known for both his toughness and his charisma. He smoked
five to ten spliffs each day along with drinking a few Red Stripes. In 1988, friends who were living
in New York bought him a ticket to New York City with the intention of using him as a member of
their posse. He arrived in New York and immediately began working with this established posse.
Buko was used to distribute drugs to several smaller dealers in the area and as a gunman for
collecting money and drugs. During his three years in New York he started to smoke crack with
other members of the posse. His stay in the United States ended when he was arrested for his
connection in a drug":related shooting of another Jamaican in the city. He was deported to lamaica
with no assets and a heavy crack habit. Back in rus neighborhood, he is constantly being beaten
up by the police and members of the community for petty theft (returnable bottles, fruit from a
tree). The police threaten to put rum in prison if he does not provide them with information
regarding local drug distribution.

RISK FACTORS FOR COCAINE USE
The ethnographic evidence leads to the conclusion that non-religious , young,
urban males involved with the tourist industry, and/or who have traveled abroad,
probably are at greatest risk for the use of crack/cocaine mainly through their increased
exposure. The case studies that follow are included to show how those risk factors are
articulated as exposure turns to addiction but also why it continues to be difficult to
predict who will become a user.
RONNIE
He told us that Satan was inside him, "me cyan stop meself." He started using crack in
1988, the same year as hurricane Gilbert. He played guitar in a band that played at all the big north
coast hotels 'like Couples.' 'Me never know sumCing me can hate and still love so.'
His father was a pastor in London, where be had five brothers and three sisters , whom he
had never met. 'I was the 'bastard." He was at Runaway Bay after Gilbert had mashed up all the
hotels on the north coast. There was not much going on right after the hurricane in terms of band
work but" me was working since me have money." He had saved a lot of his money when he was
working since he was not a "high liver. " In Ocho Rios one night, he met a girl, "nice chick (in that

time me stay good, not like 1 am now. ') at a club. She invited him back to her house and he found
a taxi. On the way to her home, she told the taxi to stop at a house. ..After about seven minutes

she come back 'she and tell the driver to drive. ' He didn't ask questions because "he wasn't a mao
to sample, you know ... Wben we reach her house now and do a t'ing at her place." He went to take
a shower and when he came out with a towel around his waist he saw that "she make up a little

something. She take off her shirt and me look pan her still like-me look still. I ask, Wa' ya do?
She say 'Feel nice. Wan try?' He refused because he was never involved in drugs and knew
nothing about it then. The following week he came back "cause de t'ing nice so me go back
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again--same procedure like den. We a go an she. . . (he gestures with his hands). Me look pan
her so she say me can try it. I ask, how it mek ya feel. She say, ya ha fe try yourself ... So,
beginning of hell. So me try it an feel a little strange. (How strange? like herb?) "Not at all. The
other week, me na go on because me skip out--try to make money. ~ Three weeks later he went by
her gate and she was there. He asked her how much she spends on a piece of rock. She says
$20. He gave her money to buy three pieces. ~Me never hear nothing 'bout coke--ootbing ,
nothing, nothing" at that time. She made the purchase and returned to the house. "She set up
sumt'ing and me say gimme first. She gi' me. Me gwan gwan. Me get wild. Me tek fouL .. Me start
work for it now. ~

He started going to the same dealers she was using. "Everyt'ing start to deteriorate. Me
cyan go back." He now uses 10,20,40 rocks per day. He buys in eighths, 3 112 grams and at a
base he will buy 10 pieces at $50 a piece. He shares his rocks and sometimes he ends up with
only Doe or two. At one time be smoked "wit whole heap a man" but now he prefers to "smoke wit
de wornen ... they tek off everything" when they smoke. When he is smoking with women, he "stay
up". Sometimes. he said, when he has money to buy, he "give everyone somet 'ing ... til me DO have
nutting to give more. "

The longest time he stopped was when he was in jail for three months. When asked why
he went back to it, he said, "me na know, come like a Satan ... me wan stop ... is like a boxing ..
.as long as money is there we box ... but ya lose, it hit ya down. Then you get a little money an'
the boxing start again and it hit ya down again. To tell ye de trut' , me give up and surrender like. "
He said he licks the pipe in the morning and then starts drinking and drinks the whole day.
He does not mix his drinks but drinks rum and beer and anything else. He uses the alcohol to
replace the crack and to keep away from it. He said yesterday he had only one lick and he went
home to his yard and went to his bed determined not to take more licks. Then a smoking friend
called out to him and he ended up spending the entire night smoking crack. He began again this
morning with drinking and continued it through the day. He said he had not had more licks today,
j ust drink.

JUNIOR
He said he was an addict, that he was currently using and knew he had to stop but
couldn ' t. He was introduced to crack when he was thirteen years old, by his uncle, who operates
one of the oldest crack bases in their town. He occasionally went back for licks but did not
become a chronic user until five years later. He really couldn't give a reason for the change except
that earlier he had been a weekend user with the ability to stay away on weekdays. One day he
just decided to have a hit in the moming and from then on he smoked every day. He could not
recall any triggering incident. Since that time he has been a daily, chronic user for a little more
than two years. He lives at home with his mother to whom he denies that he uses crack. Although
he knows that most peeple know, he will not admit it. He does not keep a pipe in his house for fear
his mother will find it but rather, makes one from papaya stem each time he smokes after which he
destroys it. He smokes mostly in the bathroom where he lights some cigarettes first and then
stays for a couple of hours.

He went for treatment in Kingston but began using crack "the day he left rehab." While he
was at the center, he had no desire to smoke though he had a lot of money. His uncle and mother
used to bring him money and at times he had over $3000 in his pocket. As soon as he left,
however, the desire returned. He said money is his trigger. The day he left he also started drinking
and smoking herb. He tried to use ganja and alcohol as substitutes for crack but he said they only
led him back to crack. Once he gets high he loses any self-control he had. Crack, he said, is his
drug of choice. He was disdainful when asked about seasoned spliffs and said that he had been
given one right after he came out of rehab by a friend who smoked crack. He did not know it was
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seasoned. He said it was nothing but crack and it eventually leads to tbe pipe since the higb is just
not as good. He tbought that the reason that youth are trying cocaine is because of curiosity and
the encouragement of their friends. He said that Jamaica is becoming a cocaine country.
He admitted that be robs to support his babit. When asked if be bad gone to j ail , he said
all crack users bave gone to jail. In response to probing, be said tbere are only two things be has
never done, ~ODe is to rape a woman, the other is to fuck batty. He has been invo lved in guns,
killing, robbery, etc. He described smoking $48,000 worth of crack at one time (with otbers) but
claimed tbat sometimes be can smoke a few hundred dollars and still leave money in his pocket.
He claimed tbat be bas gone for fifteen days and nights smoking straigbt. (He had not had a pipe
in two days at the time of the interview and he had not been drinking but be had smoked herb.
When asked what brings him back to cocaine use? Often just tbe desire ratber than any particular
problem.
It

TONY
He began using crack in 1986. He used to smoke ganja and someone offered him a
"seasoned spliff." The next day he met a young woman, "a complexioned woman, ~ and she
introduced him to crack, smoked from a pipe. He went back again and smoked off and on, every
few days with the same young woman. The woman bas since stopped using as far as he knows
without baving gone to a treatment center. He said be had a very successful business. He first
made his money exporting ganja which he invested into lumber production and pig fanning. For
several years his family did not know that be was a crack user. In the early days, be didn ' t want
anyone to know he was smoking so he used to buy it and smoke alone or with a trusted friend.
Later, he went to bases where they would give me a private room in the back so that no o ne could
see. Eventually, however, ~it didn't matter and I would smoke with everyone. I never sto le for
coke. I always worked. I never ripped off a tourist or begged or hustled. I have never asked
anyone for anything, drugs or anything else. [can't beg. In fact, [ used to buy and sbare it with
others . My business began to run down. I was spending more and more on licking. But I was still
in control, making money. The problems started with a woman. [have thr"" children by three
different baby motbers ... the third with a woman who is an Assistant Manager in erne bank. She
was a workaholic. Truth is, the sex waso't so good but I loved her. I met a young chick. Put her
around a car and she would drive. [like a woman that's independent. My baby mother, she still
can' t drive. She used to call me up and say 'I'm ready now' and I'd come to pick her up and take
her home from the office. She could have walked a few steps and taken a taxi. Sex was great with
the young chick. After I light up, it's bard to get me started but with a little effort from tbe woman,
once I get going I'm really good. Tell you the truth , I love sex. I know someone, a business man
who lights up just before sex. He doesn ' t use it other than before sex. Anyway, [was keeping two
women for three years. I'd go back and forth between Kingston and Port Antonio. My baby
mother found out and said she would not share a man with another woman. I was so embarrassed
that people should know what happened, for months I commuted back and forth from Kingston
every morning, pretending I was still living with my baby mother. I moved in with the chick in
Kingston and came back in the morning. She was only after one thing though - money. After
money started getting short because of my smoking. she turned to another man . One evening my
brother was driving me to her house and I saw a car in the driveway. I knew it was another man.
Generaily, my brotber would come in but this time [just told him to leave me. He didn ' t know what
was going on but I knew. I walked into the bouse and her friend was there with her child. [ started
playing with the little girl. On tbe chair was t!Us guy tapping his leg like so (shows me). He's got a
38 and a license for it. [walked into the kitchen and told the chick tbe man's got to go. "
Tony walked in and told the man that he "was in control of the chick" and while he's "got
no fight " witb the man, he bad to go since Tony was paying the rent. (Tony admitted during the
interview that he had been two months behind ~the rent but the man didn' t need to know that).
The man didn't move. He grabbed the chick's arm and dragged her into the bathroom, the man
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got up to go after ber but Tony slammed tbe bathroom door in his face and locked it. He tben "did
some very bad things to her.· He said be wasn't afraid of the 38 since he coulde 't very well use it
and have a good explanation of why he had to pull a gun in a bouse tbat he bad no business in.
The woman packed ber bags and left with ber friend to spend tbe weekend at ber motber's bouse.
He then called his brotber and asked him to come. Fifteen minutes later Tony and his brother
packed the car with an antique bed board, electric mixer, two bed fans ("I didn't want the man to
feel comforUble in my bed"), stereo, color TV and vario us other electronic equipment. Tony said
that those things were still at his brother'S and tbat he was describing this to demonstrate bow be
bad lived and bow low he bad fallen. At his heigbt, be said he would dri ve to NegriliMobay with
crack in the car. He had it well bidden in the door panel behind the bible. He used to have an
extra shirt, stereo and TV in the car so be could pose as a salesman, going to Mobay for several
days. Though be was stopped and searched several times, the crack was never found.
After the breakup with the woman, be started using more heavily. All his money went to
crack. As soon as he made money be smoked. it away. He would sleep all day, drive a taxi for a
few hours, make a couple thousand and smoke all night - on average $2,000 worth per night. He
sold the lumber business equipment and the pigs. He lamented what crack bas done to him - tbat
formerly his friends were the magistrates. MPs, business men and ladies of tbe area. The night
before the interview be bad gone down to tbe local night club because be needed a woman so bad
be was willing to pay for it. He bad never bad to pay for a woman in his life but be was desperate.
Previously be wouldn't go near tbe women in batty riders; be bad always bad ladies.

When his brotber saw bow bad things bad gotten, be loaned him SI0,000. He immediately
drove to tbe family estate of a well-known expatriate, wbo is in her thirties and reputed to be a
heavy coke and alcohol user, "to smoke and enjoy each otber." Finally, his brother refused to give
him any more money but he was still driving a taxi. One day the taxi broke down in town and he
bad to walk all tbe way to Dolphin Bay wbere his brotber lived. When his brotber saw him, be told
Tony that he bad to go get treatment. He agreed and told him to make the arrangements.
Tony repeated several times that he could be a big man now, a millionaire. He taught his
brotber everything about business. His brother, two years older, was "soft" and bad to be taugbt.
All his scbool mates and peers are now big men and look at him. That's wby his mind is not at
peace and wby he is so thin. He talked about tbe magistrates and important men wbo used to sit
at his dinner table.

I asked if he was still smoking weed. He admitted tbat be smokes ganja two or three times
a week as a substitute for crack and to relieve his depression. He described it as a miracle drug
and said tbat it should be legalized. He also drinks and smokes cigarettes.

LOIS
It was at a Reggae Sunsplasb. She was walking witb a friend she considered a "bigger"
person. The friend asked if sbe wanted to meet some of tbe performers. Lois agreed and tbey
went to tbe stage area wbere the other woman knew people. People were drinking beavily. As the
performances ended, they asked ber if sbe wanted to go to a botel for more partying. Lois agreed.
The woman and one of tbe performers were whispering together and Lois wondered about it but
didn't ask because it seemed like tbey were sharing some secret. Her friend went to the bathroom
and took out a pipe for a smoke. Lois had never seen crack or coke before and sbe was curious.
The woman set up a pipe for ber but since it was her first time, Lois exhaled ratber than inhaled.
The woman got angry but set up anotber pipe and this time Lois inhaled and sbe beld tbe smoke in
for a long time. It felt so good that -immediately, I told her to put on another piece--a bigger piece."
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For a while tbe woman kept Lois supplied since sbe did not know tbe dealers or bases .
After being introduced, however, she soon got her own supply and asked permission to smoke at
the bases. She soon lost interest in her work which was teaching physical education and after two

months on crack, quit her job. She then started stealing from her family and especially remembers
selling her mother's clock. It was a very valuable wall clock but when she took it to a dealer, he
reluctantly gave ber $ 100 for it because sbe told him "If I don't get a fix, I'm going to get mad. "
Her s moking bas deeply affected her two sons the older of whom stayed away from
school to avo id the taunts of other children because of his mother's crack use. "Mummy. why do
you have to smoke crack? Wby do people have to say 'Mummy is a crackhead?'" She became
more depressed and eventually dec ided to enter a rehabilitation program. Within four weeks she
was back on the street as a prostitute.
She recalls a time when she was so desperate for money she went to her see her sister
who works for one of the government Ministers. She stood outside the office calling her sister to
come out. Lois started yelling tbat she needed money. Sbe was frantic to "get some smoke ". She

bad her sister' s j ewelry and wanted more. Her sister called tbe police and told tbeir mother. Lois
said tbat wben sbe was coming down, she slept for four days and nigbts.
Another time a friend, wbo deals coke in Kingston, brought a supply from New York. They
botb smoked crack and drank alcobol for seven days witbout eating . Eventually, sbe passed out
and apparently began having seizures. As soon as she was up, she went back to her pipe and
continued to smoke , without eating. for another four days until she eventually went into coronary

failure and her "heart stopped beating." Everyone tbought sbe was dead and fled tbe house.
Fortunatel y , the gardener. whom she had befriended earlier, came in and immediately took her to
'tbe hospital and saved her life.

JOLENE
Twenty-nine years o ld , Jolene grew up in Montego Bay as one of ten children in a
neighborhood that she describes as "poor" or "ghetto class." Her mother was very strict and she

attended tbe Seventb Day Adventist regularly. Sbe completed all of grade scbool but higb schoo l
was financially out of reach. At age fifteen she became pregnant and had a miscarriage.

Subsequently sbe became pregnant again witb same boyfriend and terminated tbe pregnancy .
Her motber made ber leave tbe bouse when sbe became pregnant the second time and then her
boyfriend left her. She started exotic dancing at a Montego Bay club at age eigbteen and began
drinking for the first time. Subsequently sbe was introduced to ganja and cocaine whicb sbe said
had no effect. When sbe tried crack, however, she wanted to keep "doing it again and again. " In
the meantime, dancing was Dot providing enough money for the drugs , and she turned to
prostitution . She used crack .c onsistently for eleven years until she went into rehabilitation a year

ago. The reason sbe stopped drinking, using crack and working as a prostitute was her bealtb .
Her "sicknesses just wouldn't get better, especially YD," she was "getting sores all over. skinny. but
mostly it was constant sickness ...

All tbe while sbe was "using" people tried to belp ber, but sbe would not listen. Instead,
she stole money from clients, friends, and ber motber/stepfather's house. "When people try it,
tbey don ' t think tbey can turn into an addict. It was the same thing I said. "

BERNADETTE
Bernadette is forty-five years old, born in St. Elizabetb, where she was raised by ber
grandmo tbers and completed primary scbool. When she was fo urteen, sbe and ber friend moved
to Kingston where sbe lived with an aunt and attended higb-scbool. Sbe dropped out after two
years because sbe became pregnant. The baby died when it was six weeks old. She started
working as an exotic dancer in the 1960s in Kingston. She "loved to dance" and earned about six
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pounds per week. When sbe was 29, she moved to Ocho Rios but actually daoced at clubs
throughout Jamaica and in New York, Bermuda and tbe Cayman [slands. Althougb she claimed
not to work as a prostitute. she admitted tbat she would sometimes "sleep with men if tbey treated
you right." About eleven years ago, when she was dancing at a club in Montego Bay, she met ~a
big man, who used to bring cocaine over for poople to use. She snorted for a couple years, but
then heard stories about ~people ' s noses getting destroyed" and became frightened. About the
same time, this big man was putting pressure on ber to smoke crack and told her that if she didn't
try it she could no longer reside at the club. Bernadette claims that she gets a better high from
smoking than snorting cocaine. For many years she used about four days a week - before and
after daocing - and sometimes going on a binge for a few days.
Bernadette considers herself a successful cocaine user with no adverse effects . A
photograph taken seven years earlier, however. revealed obvious differences in physical
appearance. She had lost approximately forty pounds, her eyes were sunken and weary , and her
face looked unhealthy and gaunt. Sh~ gave up dancing a couple years ago because she was tired
o f it. tired o f the hassle of dealing with tbe other dancers who were "jealous" and competitive.
Recently she lost ber position as a domestic in the household of a local don because tbey
suspected that she was still using crack and doing a bad job.

CARMEN
Carmen , 29 years old, was horn in Montego Bay and attended school until she was 13,
w ben she dropped out because sbe became pregnant. She had three more children at ages 14,
16, and 18, all but the last with the same man, from wbom she is now estranged. She first drank
beer and smoked cigarettes with friends. She does not like to drink very mucb and altho ugh she
tried ganja, she does not like it. At age 19 sbe and her cousin were in Westmoreland at a go-go
club and the owner asked them if tbey wanted to daoce tbere for the weekend. Since they needed
tbe money, they agreed and earned $40 per night. When they went back to Montego Bay, they
started dancing regularl y . One Thursday, ten years ago, they were standing on the street when a
"big man" asked them if tbey wanted to go to a party. Everybody at the party was smoking crack
and Carmen. who "knew nothin." was asked. to hold the cocaine. Her cousin, who already was
using crack, talked her into trying it. She passed out after a two minute rusb and they had to throw
water on her. A couple weeks later she asked ber cousin for some more and claims tbat from that
time she was addicted, "night and day for three years." She worked as an exotic daocer and
prostitute throughout.Jamaica but finally stopped using crack because her boyfriend, who she
lived with in Negril used to beat ber when he found out she smoked. According to her cousin, he
used to come home at the end of the week with his paycheck and ask Carmen what she wanted.
She would say a couple of "lights, " he would give her the money for the cocaine, and then beat her
after she came back from smoking. He was a recovered addict but now sells cocaine. Carmen
believe that if she and her boyfriend, who is now "very nice" and no longer beats her. broke up, she
would start using crack again.

These cases speak of the difficulty in finding the common denominators of
cocaine use other than exposure to users. They represent both genders, a range in
ages , different socioeconomic backgrounds, several religions, community types and
family backgrounds . The only thing that seems to be consistent is the opportunity for
exposure through association with a users. These examples suggest that the role of the
user as a source of addiction may be underinvestigated - particularly in dealing with a
substance as addictive as crack. One former addict inquired of the ethnographer
whether she knew a local woman, ordinarily referred to as ' "Mama Rock, " because she
was responsible for initiating scores of people to crack, most of whom were men in their
early twentiies. Crack addicts readily acknowledge that users will try to get others to use
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also, often through offering seasoned spliffs. By expanding the network of users, a
crack addict expands the opportunity and resources available for a "hit." The exposure
to users , of course, doesn't just happen; rather it comes through residence in highusage communities but perhaps more specifically, through participation in highexposure economic activities, such as fishing and tourism, and through travel abroad.
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CHAPTER III
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Other than "J.B" ("John Crow Batty") rum and homemade cigars, the production
of tobacco and alcohol products is highly regulated and well known. Therefore, this
chapter focuses on the production and distribution of illegal substances as reported by
respondents and informants throughout the sample.
GANJA
Ganja is grown and prepared for sale in Jamaica, moving in a distribution system
from remote, rural areas, where it is cultivated and cured, to population centers where it
is sold, both in wholesale and retail markets. Cash crop ganja agriculture still exists but
has been scaled back in recent years through government efforts to control production.
Although some ganja is grown for personal use in yards and nearby bush, the problem
of praedial larceny continues to limit the success of these smaller ventures. When the
ganja is cured and ready for distribution, it is carried by individuals who are paid to travel
on buses, charter taxis and private vehicles with amounts ranging from ounces to many
pounds. All types of people, male, female, young, old - drawn mainly from the working
class - are used as transporters. The searches done by the police or soldiers at
checkpoints along the road either are avoided by prior knowledge, or "managed" by
bribing. Ganja often is transported in the bottom of baskets in which legitimate produce
is being transported.

Once a supply of ganja arrives at the distribution point in a specific community, it
may be dispersed in quantities of quarter pounds, more or less, to various shops. There
are literally scores of vendors in rural and urban communities throughout Jamaica.
These shops often are "mom and pop" establishments and ganja is merely another small
commodity for sale, along with drinks, soda, condensed milk, bread, etc. Ordinarily,
ganja is kept in a separate location near to the shop and when it is requested, the
shopkeeper will go out behind the shop for a minute or two to retrieve the "herb." It is
considered a good business strategy to inform a buyer - particularly if he or she is a
regular customer - as to whether the herb is fresh or not, whether it is especially "good
sensi," or whether he has some "green one" (uncured) available for tea. Most suppliers
contend that the supply of good ganja is seasonal.
In the urban, tourist sites ganja is sold by. nearly every vendor on the street as a
way of making a few extra dollars and maintaining cash flow. If they do not have their
own personal stash to sell, they quickly purchase some from another vendor at
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wholesale prices , tack on a few dollars and generate some profit. These hustlers and
pimps keep their stash of drugs hidden in a nearby bush in case of a police search and
for many, it is just as easy to purchase it from a local vendor, than to keep a supply on
hand.
At the retail level, ganja is sold in various quantities, ranging from a "bump" or
" stick" (enough for a single spliff) to a few ounces. The cost for a bump ranges from
$5.ooJ to $8.00J from many of the roadside shops in the non-tourist communities. The
prices in the main tourist areas tend to be slightly higher even for locals ($7.00J to
$12.001) and definitely higher for tourists ($20.00J per bump was reported) . Prices
increase dramatically during musical events and celebrations and there are reports of
hoarding (prior to Sunsplash, for example) to drive up the prices even higher. With the
exception of the tourist area distinctions, the prices for ganja were consistent throughout
the various field sites with $5.00J to $6.001 being the going price of a "mawga spliff." A
two pound bag usually sold for about $5000.ooJ while $200.00J bought eno ugh to
"build" between 30 and 50 spliffs. With the exception of price, the sheer number of
vendors and the openness with which ganja is sold, there was nothing in the fieldwork
reports and observations to indicate that the production and distribution of ganja has
changed much since the Jamaican Ganja studies (Rubin and Comitas , 1973) were
conducted in the early seventies.
COCAINE
Entry
In contrast to ganja, cocaine is not produced locally. Rather, it reaches Jamaica
in a transshipment procedure in the trafficking trajectory from South to North America.
Although reports of bringing in cocaine from the United States were heard occasionally,
knowledgeable distributors insisted that the cocaine coming into Jamaica from the
United States is "small time" and generally for personal use and small sales. As evidence
of this , one distributor explained that in the United States, a kilo of coke sells for the
equivalent of $364,000.ooJ compared with only $240,000.001 in Jamaica. He reported
just having met with a person from Bermuda who had come in for Sunsplash and was
"coke shopping" because it was cheaper in Jamaica than in the United States.

According to reports from the three study communities in which there is regular,
almost institutionalized, involvement in the international smuggling of cocaine, the "deals"
generally are made in Panama and Colombia and the shipments are dropped off shore either by ship or by small plane. They are then picked up by boats and re-routed to
Florida where trusted friends or family members expedite the transactions. Some of the
cocaine leaving Jamaica reportedly is transported via yachts in which the gas tanks and
sides are lined with the substance. These yachts , many of which come from Florida,
stay in Jamaica for as long as two or three months at a time to allay suspicion. Although
it has gained momentum recently, this pattern of trafficking has existed over a period of
time. According to local reports, one local merchant in a coastal town is reputed to have
executed many shipments of cocaine, over several years, in amounts as high as 500
kilos.
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Typically, in the darkness of night or early morning, "fishermen" will meet a ship
(cruise, cargo, lumber, etc.) a few miles offshore. Bundles consisting of five to ten
individually wrapped, weatherproof kilos of cocaine are put overboard, sometimes even
before the small boats reach the big ships. In some cases, the drop-offlpick-ups are
coordinated through sophisticated technology such as electronic tracking devices (radio
transmitters), Global Position Systems (GPS), or weighted devices attached to the drug
bundles that are timed or controlled to jettison the drugs to the surface. Generally,
however, the fishermen/transporters must use their knowledge of currents to track down
the bundles which may take a considerable amount of time. According to these
retrievers, there is very little communication, if any, between the ship and the small boats
and very little time to collect the floating kilos before the Coast Guard or other intruders
appear. If the bundles are dropped from a plane instead of a ship, there is, of course, no
communication. By some accounts, the intended recipient of the cocaine is fortunate to
retrieve three-fourths of the kilos that are dropped into the sea.
These off-shore transactions apparently account for the majority of cocaine
entering Jamaica and the failure to pick up all the bundles of cocaine floating in the
water, combined with those that may be thrown overboard when JDF or the "Coast
Guard" are in pursuit, may explain the many instances in which kilos are found bobbing
in the water or "washing up" on the shore. An experienced fishermanlretriever reported,
Shipments are dropped off the coast. I remember one time off the North Coast where a
shipment was dropped off. However, the pick-up was not made in time and the tide changed. The
following morning all the containers with the cocaine washed up on the shore, and the children
found it.

The "wash up" phenomenon is perhaps one of the most interesting components
of the cocaine distribution system. At first, wash ups were thought to be "mistakes,"
derived from aborted airdrops that were intended for in-land destinations, but it soon
became evident that the kilos that occasionally wash-up along the shore are simply a
minor residual of major, purposeful transshipment activity. Furthermore, the majority of
the cocaine which fishermen allegedly" find" in the water or on the beach is actually the
anticipated payment for participation in the transshipment connection. The sale to
middlemen who quickly arrive from Kingston and Montego Bay also is planned in
advance as fishermen attempt to limit the amount of time in which they are in possession
of the cocaine. Thus, while it was frequently heard that the "wash-ups" were free
samples dropped by "the Colombians" to establish a Jamaican market for the drug (see
Gleaner article 9126/93), a closer examination of the distribution system makes this
theory highly unlikely.
Allegedly, much of the cocaine comes from the fishermen in Portland, 51. Mary,
and 51. Elizabeth parishes where the coast is much less secure than the more populated
areas such as Kingston and Montego Bay, for which it is ultimately destined. It was
estimated that two or three nights each week, runs are made from unsecured areas on
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both the north and south coasts. There are a great number of places in which small
boats can bring the drugs to shore and someti mes they even come right into urban
harbors and river outlets in populated centers.
While the majority of cocaine enters Jamaica via ships and occasionally from
small plane drops, it is also brought in by carriers ("mules") including cruise ship
workers, higglers and travelers between Jamaica and other areas of the Caribbean ,
Central America and even the United States. This is why residents in the high exposure
urban and tourist areas, who are involved in cocaine trafficking, claim that the cocaine
they distribute is brought in from all directions - the United States, South America and
other parts of Caribbean. Most often they stash the drug in modified clothing - hollow
belts and soles of shoes, for example. These methods ordinarily are quite effective as
the carriers usually are subject only to pat searches as they come ashore. It was
reported that up to two kilos could be transported on their bodies. Frequently these
transporters, many of whom are women, carry the cocaine in folds of fat or ingested in
condoms or in the fingers of rubber gloves. Larger quantities (multi-kilo), are brought in
through the airport, pre-arranged with the customs, army, police and baggage handlers.
These deals usually are set up by members at the high end of the distribution network
who often have strong vertical connections - upward with the authorities and downward
with the local dealers and under employed street people, who can be called upon to
participate at some level.

Domestic Distribution
The cocaine then is taken, often under police protection, to various "safe hou ses,"
where it either awaits transshipment or local distribution. While most cocaine enters and
leaves Jamaica in a south to north trajectory, domestic distribution moves from the rural
coastal communities to the dense population centers. The retrievers of cocaine from the
sea sell it easily to vendors who drive from the urban centers. From there, it may be redistributed back tolowns and villages outside Kingston and Montego Bay , some of
which were the very entry points for the cocaine originally. Unlike ganja, the structure
and character of the distribution system often varies according to the size and location of
the community.
In the urban centers, the heads of the cocaine distribution network are the "dons,"
of which there are a number of levels. The highest ranking dons are the ones who have
foreign connections for importing illegal drugs and guns. While dons can trade in any
illicit substance, most are involved in cocaine distribution. From the highest ranking
dons there are at least one or two layers of dons who control the distribution of cocaine
in specific geographical locations and neighborhoods. Cocaine users and distributors
insisted that the highest ranking dons are the ones that no one hears about. According
to local reports , they have several expensive cars and houses in exclusive
neighborhoods and never make themselves available. The next highest ranking dons,
often referred to as "hortical dons" are the most familiar public image. The word,
"hortical," is part of the popular vernacular meaning true, "roots," genuine and "cool."
Hortical dons are comparatively visible. Although they may own houses in "ghetto"
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communities, they live in substantial homes in more affluent areas. Occasionally an
hortical don will want to enter legitimate politics, such as becoming a city counselor, and
will increase his visibility even more by putting money into the community - both formally
and in formally.
The most accessible and visible level of dons, however, are those who control
cocaine distribution and other illegal activities in specific neighborhoods or districts and
may even reside in those locations in comparatively upscale housing. While the public
has an image of a don that includes dance hall clothes and gold jewelry, residents who
are involved in cocaine consumption and distribution report that you seldom can tell a
don by his dress; often the "little peddler" will try to act and look the way he thinks a don
should look but the "real" don is more likely to be dressed very simply and modestly, for
example, in jeans and a teeshirt. The term, don, has come to represent someone with
political and/or social power, prestige, and whom the community respects. In some
cases these accolades are a result of community service and benevolence - a kind of
Robin Hood persona. In other cases it is respect born out of fear. In still other cases,
material possessions and style alone can qualify someone as a don.
The dons are predominantly a phenomenon of the cities and do not necessarily
characterize the highest levels of cocaine trafficking that occur in the non-urban coastal
and market towns throughout Jamaica. For example, despite the substantial presence
of crack/cocaine in the coastal/market town that was one of the study sites, there were
no dons. Instead, the majority of high-level cocaine traffickers were reputed to derive
from a particular set of ethnically-related families that also owns many of the legal
commercial enterprises in the town (grocery store, bakery, supermarket) as well as
some of the less reputable businesses (night clubs, gambling operations) .
These families are highly connected with Miami and other areas of South Florida
where some of their members reside. One of the sons in this extended family was a wellknown exporter of ganja and had to leave the U.S. before he was brought to trial there.
When he was forced to return to Jamaica, he sent his wife to Miami to buy a house and
make several investments. While she was in Florida, however, he began to suspect that
she was unfaithful and made clandestine trips to Miami to check up on her. While he
was there, he was apprehended by a U.S. Federal agent of the same ethnicity.
Meanwhile, his brother went into cocaine distribution with two additional family
members who reside in south Florida and it currently is believed that most of the cocaine
being washed up in recent months belongs to him. Unlike the system of dons in the
urban area, these powerful drug traffickers are not the direct suppliers of crack bases in
the area. Rather, they employ residents both within and outside the community to assist
them in smuggling transactions and pay them either in cash or cocaine. These
individuals then sell the cocaine that they may have received in payment for their
services to Kingston brokers who then sell it to distributors back in the same
communities.
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Retail Distribution Network
From the dons, base operators make purchases of up to a few ounces of
cocaine, most of which will be cooked into crack and sold locally to trusted customers.
Unlike ganja vendors, who generally use ganja sales to supplement their incomes ,
cocaine sellers tend to be full time operators. Cocaine distribution simply is more
demanding, requiring constant vigilance, an elaborate network of trusted confidants and
substantial payments to the authorities for "protection." Thus crack bases generally are
single purpose businesses although they may be combined with a legitimate business
that serves as a front. Among the field sites for example, there were coke bases located
at a liquor distributorship, a florist and a pharmacy. According to one informant, " ...
everybody knows it. They have a little sign outside to show dem a pharmacy, but coke
is all they sell. "
In rare instances, crack/cocaine can be purchased in shops that sell ganja and
crack as a supplemental income. Such shops are operated by someone affIliated with a
base or crack house. In most cases , however ganja dealers, particularly those with
Rastafarian leanings, will not participate in the crack/cocaine complex - either because
of their ideological position or the potential for exposure to crime and violence. In
addition, many ganja users will not purchase weed from a place in which crack/cocaine
is sold because of the widely-held opinion that people who sell both substances will mix
crack with the ganja to enhance its potency. Thus, while crack/cocaine vendors also will
sell ganja, it is less likely for ganja dealers to sell crack/cocaine.
Matching the greater commitment required by cocaine base operators in
comparison with ganja vendors is the higher potential for profit. Although the distribution
network varies according to community, the price is consistent throughout the country.
As mentioned earlier, a kilo of cocaine sells for approximately $240,000.00 to
$250,000.00J. The cocaine then is sold to base operators for approximately
$ 14,000.OOJ per ounce. Preparing the cocaine as crack almost doubles the price per
volume. The price of cocaine in Jamaica is consonant with foreign exchange
fluctuations; thus one gram of powder which could be purchased for $200.00J in 1989
was $500.0OJ in 1993. The same amount of cocaine in rock form can bring over
$800.00J. Similar to ganja, the price of a crack rock was subject to more nation-wide
variation, with a "rock" selling for $40.00-$I00.00J depending on the size and to whom it
was being sold. Purchased by the gram, it costs about $700.00J and by the eighth,
$1200.00J-$1500.00J.
The ranking of dons in urban settings and the nation-wide consistency in pricing
give the impression of a well-organized, pyramidal network of cocaine distribution . Once
cocaine reaches the retail level (usually the crack bases), however, the distribution
system becomes a labyrinth as it moves, sometimes verticallY and sometimes laterally,
toward the consumer. Most crack users are anxious to set up a deal with a base
operator by providing some kind of service that would allow them to make a few dollars
that could be used toward the purchase of another hit. Prostitutes, in particular, are
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known to live on a base where they have regular access to crack, while occasionally
providing sexual services to certain customers.
Much of cocaine sold by base operators, however, is sold to non-using
individuals who are part of an elaborate distribution network that eventually reaches the
consumer. This network includes, fo r example, "crack house" operators who purchase
rocks for specific clients and keep some of the money for themselves; "pimps" (referring
to those who "hustle" for tourists exchanging currency, acquiring prostitutes, procuring
drugs, etc.), and even "runners" who simply transport the cocaine or crack among
distributors and consumers. Generally, the street crack sellers and those that run the
bases are most often males in their twenties and early thirties, though there are several
females of the same age involved in the trade as well. The people who run the bases
most often are working for someone else who owns the house and lives in a different,
nicer area, reaping the profits from their bases. Some of these individuals have
legitimate jobs in the tourist industry (cab drivers, hotel housekeeping staff, bar tenders,
exotic dancers). Both crack and ganja frequently are acquired by exotic dancers and
used by their patrons in the private rooms adjoining the dance clubs. Prostitutes often
serve as the middle person for crack transactions, taking a small cut, either as money or
a free smoke. Street hustlers generally cater to tourists and non-locals. Commonly they
ask a passerby, "need anything for your brain?" This allows the person to request either
ganja or coke. "Commercial Rastas" ("Rent-A-Dreads") also are known to sell both ganja
and crack and to procure them for the foreign women whom they are servicing.
The diversity and numbers of individuals who comprise the distribution network
are indicative of the multitude of strategies by which crack can be procured. The most
consistent features of cocaine distribution network are its circuitousness and the sheer
numbers of people involved, directly or indirectly. On average, between the fisherman
who retrieved the bundle of cocaine from the sea and the ultimate consumer, there are
as many as ten to twelve middle-persons.
In one of the study sites, for example, even though there were five known crack
bases serving a town of 13,000, they were inaccessible to most individuals. Instead,
potential purchasers would have to go through the "harbor boys" or place their order in
one of several little shops along the road where one "won't see anyone buying anything. "
Once in a while a car or bike pulls up and the connection is made. The drugs are not
actually sold there but are brought to the purchaser at a designated place, once trust
has been established. It is necessary to be introduced or well-known to the base
operator. The following excerpts from field notes are illustrative.
Devon agreed to take me to a base, stopping first to get two cigarettes to use the ashes to
mix with the cocaine. During the interview, be appeared to be extremely tired, even dozing· off
while answering the questions. When he knew he was going to a base, however, he grew excited
and energized. He said he believed it was a good thing to educate people about drugs and he
thought showing them the real thing was a way to do it. We went to a base off Bennington SI. We
entered a gate with a one room wooden house and porch where two teenage girls were sitting. A
path led around the bouse to a smaller ooe room structure and then around that to a slightly larger
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structure (10' X 8'). A woman in ber twenties, witb a lot of sores and scars on ber body, came out
o f this room wearing only underwear. She asked what we were doing and was tbere anything for

her. When she found out no, she started cursing us and went back inside. At the same time a man
in his twenties, dressed "rude bey" style, carne out of the middle building. Then he and Devon
started talking. I walked away and started talking to another man in his twenties, who also came
o ut of the middle room. I was explaining the work I was doing when Devon carne around followed
by the rude boy who was now carrying a big meat cleaver and yelling at him. "you fucked up
bringing him here!" They were worried that I was police and didn't like the idea o f me taking
pictures. The other young man had been arrested in the U.S. in an undercover operation and had
go ne to jail for seven months. After awhile they calmed down and said they understood what I was
doing but they didn't want me there. Nevertheless, they still sold Devon a "light " for $50J. While
we were talking, a boy about fifteen years old came in with money and bought some cocaine. He
appeared to be a runner. We left on friendly terms. Devon said both the boys are very intelligent
and don 't smoke, but they are paranoid because o f prior set-ups. According to Devon, people are

very concerned about undercover police. He said that this particular base is run by a policeman
from the main station. Devon and I left and went over to the jetty by the harbor. He told me two
stories of when undercover, "white police" tried to set him up - once by trying to get him to sell a
half pound of ganja and the second for a half kilo of cocaine. He said he knew it was a set"up and
bailed out. He also knew the police don't care about small time stuff like a crack house. Devon
would not carry a pipe so he smoked from "purpose, a matchbox with cigarette foil over the open
side. The cocaine was mixed with cigarette ashes on the foil, lit and inhaled through the bo x. He
It

set it up in the j etty, and smoked the rock (off-white, about .5mrn in diameter) in one hit. He held in
the hit about 15 seconds then stood up and let it out and ripped up the matchbox. He was
hurrying because it was windy and this was interfering with being photographed. He then said that
he had a hunch that the police were coming and that we should leave - (paranoia?). Walking on
[he road he said that smoking gives him motivation to tour people around, and that it w ill help him
study to perfect his German. He claimed that abo ut half of the adults in his neighborhood smokes
cocaine, and they need a rehab center here because many people want to quit. We left each other
after about ten minutes. Devon was going to look for some tourists to escort around. He
appeared to have a lot of energy.

In addition to those who move cocaine from one individual to another are those
who support the industry indirectly. The dons, for example, often set up the poorer
people in houses in order to use their homes ·as storage/distribution points. The case
below exemplifies individuals who provide services that sustain distribution activities
without actually transporting the substance.
Tyrone is a 33 year old tailor who lives in a neighborhood controlled by a respected and
well-liked don. Tyrone had spent several years in prison in Kingston for possession of a firearm

where he learned tailoring skills. When he was released, the don beught him a sewing machine
and the necessary materials to start his own tailoring business. Tyrone, who smokes ganja
regularly, was supporting himself and saving up for another machine in order to employ an
assistant. In addition to his legitimate business, Tyrone sews hidden compartments into the

clothing of his friend Stanley, who lives a couple houses down. Twenty-eight year old Stanley and
his girlfriend live in her mother's three room wooden structure. He works sporadically in the

kitchen for one of the cruise lines that stops regularly on its way up from South America. On
virtually every trip, Stanley brings back cocaine. He claims to be able to bring back two kilos
witho ut anybedy being able to feel it during the cursory "pat search" inspection. Both Tyrone and
Stanley consider themselves to be "roots" and are relatively heavy ganja users. Both Stanle y and

Tyrone view cocaine as "the devil," "Babylon," "it mash dem youth bad" while holding ganja in
esteem as the "weed of wisdom, .. "medicine," "good fo r knowledge and overstanding." Yet both are
actively involved in the cocaine trade and are quick to express their loyalty to the don who has
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supported them. ' me nah let nutin fall upon him' or "me kill de bloodclot dat touch him." They also
were quick to point out that they are working on foreign connections of their owo.

A description of the distribution network would not be complete without some
reference to the "accidental" discovery of crack/cocaine. Even though most of the
washed up cocaine is not really accidental and the majority of cocaine in Jamaica is not
really "wash Up," coastal residents claim that every time it rains, some cocaine is found
on the beach. The smallest find reported was two kilos and the largest was over thirtysix. One cocaine dealer reported that amounts of eighteen to twenty-five kilos had been
found in Portland and Clarendon. A taxi driver, who had no experience either as a
consumer or distributor of cocaine, described his experience with cocaine that had
floated up on a Portland beach. A fisherman friend, who had found it, gave him a "fistful"
but neither he nor his friend were sure what to do with it so he asked a white tourist,
whether it was any good. The tourist said yes and bought it for $2000.0OJ. He split the
proceeds with the man who gave it to him, taking $600 for himself. On one other
occasion, he obtained a small amount of cocaine in similar circumstances. He brought it
to a man who cooked it down, sold it and gave him $500.ooJ.
Distribution and Exposure
The need for so many middle persons and series of transactions between
importer and consumer has resulted in a system that is extremely difficult to control but
to which entry is relatively simple - especially for those who already are in some form of
illegal activity . One prostitute, for example, reported that in the week prior, a friend had
offered her a "deal" to bring back cocaine from the United States. In addition to the
round trip ticket and the visa, she would receive $3000.00U.S. when she returned and
$2000.00U. S. "shopping money" while she was there . She said she refused the offer
because she is a "scared type" of person and would not take the risk. She had never
been away from Jamaica, but wanted to go to Canada in a couple years. Her boyfriend
currently is engaged in a "business marriage" to an American, and he has promised that
when they get divorced he will bring her to the U.S.

The expansive network through which cocaine is distributed that includes
smugglers, retrievers , storers, dons, base operators, crack house proprietors, police,
customs officers, pimps, street pushers, prostitutes, runners, taxi drivers, hotel workers,
and "finders, " provides extensive exposure opportunities for those who may be tempted
to try crack/cocaine. Interestingly, however, one is less likely to find crack users among
the base operators, street pushers, thieves and "rude boys" who work for dons than
among the dons, themselves. One reason for this is that if the street pushers , for
example, become addicts, they are believed to be no longer trustworthy and thus may
be cut off by the dons. In fact, it is the non-users who are distinguishable by their
bountiful gold jewelry, since the addict most likely would have sold the jewelry to support
his or her habit. Dons , on the other hand, were known to move in and out of power as
their period of influence was attenuated by their eventual use of and addiction to the very
substance that brought them so much prosperity .. There are many stories about dons
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who have lost everything from smoking cocaine and now serve as a warning to those
who are involved in cocaine distribution.
Damian was one of the most popular hortical dons in the greater Montego Bay area. He
now lives in an affluent neighborhood but still has a house in the community in which be grew up
and in which he was knoWll as a don. While enjoying his status as don , he was incarcerated in

Jamaica for possession of ganja. When he was released, there was a big party at the club that he
owned, which was one of the most popular spots in the Montego Bay area. Now, howev er,
Damian, in his late forties, is addicted to cocaine and has lost his wife, children, club , and cars. He
was described by many residents as a "very sweet guy" even though he could '"get real mean."
People still regard him with fondness but tend to pity rather than respect him.

In spite of the risks involved , including personal exposure to crack/cocaine,
infonnants insisted that upward socioeconomic movement in Jamaica is more attainable
through the drug trade than any other vehicle. In contrast to Damian, Jake represents a
"successful" trafficker who entered the distribution network, has remained a non-user
and has moved to the level of don:
Jake is 42 years old, married and with two children. Up until about seven years ago, Jake
was known as a hard working welder. Through a friend , he became involved in smuggling
operations by storing some kilos of cocaine at his home for a brief period. Eventually his
involvement grew to the point where Jake had his own direct over seas connections and

developed a reputation in his community as a distributor. As his cash flow increased, so did his
material position . He built a multi-room , concrete home next to the two room modest board house

where he and his family had been living and opened a small take-out restaurant business from his
old home. As he prospered, he opened a larger restaurant near the water and bought wo

comparatively expensive cars. By local standards, Jake is one the socioeconomically highest
ranking citizens. He now employs at least 25 locals in the construction of the house and in the
kitchen and service areas of both his restaurants. Friends, relatives, and employees fro m aro und
Jamaica often stay at his house and help him with his various businesses. The household is an
economic presence in the community, consistently purcbasing goods from the local pushcart
vendors and routinely employing many neighborhood children routinely for small tasks and
errands.
Jake's wife became a born-again Pentecostal Christian and devout churchgoer and
proselytizer. Their children dress well but conservatively, do well in school and work hard at the
legitimate family business. There is no "drug" use around the house except an occasional spliff by
the cooks which they are sure to hide from Jake and his wife. In fact, a domestic was fired from
the household because of her suspected use of cocaine. Despite this relative wealth, Jake and his
wife and children work hard everyday, keeping all the businesses - legitimate and illegitimate running.

Not all the neighbors benefit as directly or are as impressed with Jake ' s success.
Miss Nancy, a 34 year old basic school teacher and single mother of three, resents
Jake's success when she has to work so hard just to meet daily expenses. For example,
she has been saving for five years to add a room on to her house, while Jake built a
brand new , multi-room, two-story house in just a few months.
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Distribution and the Economy
As one informant put it, the cocaine problem is "basically economics ... if the
dollar were I: I here, I doubt very much that people would go through all this trouble."
As the economic situation in Jamaica continues to be difficult, the cocaine economy will
continue to grow due to increasing numbers of sellers who are making a living from the
increasing numbers of users. While many of the original big men or dons became
addicted and lost everything, others, who have made worthwhile and wise investments
and expanded their wealth, provide a compelling incentive to participate in the
distribution network. The dramatic increase in the number of freelance fishermen in
specific areas is directly attributable to economic conditions.

The situation in one of the study sites is illustrative. In previous years men in this
community combined fishing and farming in a manner that reduced the risks inherent in
each endeavor. More recently , however, with the intensified development of commercial
fishing, a large population of single-occupation fishermen emerged as part of the
economy. As the fishing beds were depleted, however, these men became particularly
vulnerable to be coming part of the crack/and cocaine distribution network. Indeed ,
fishermen throughout the small, coastal villages of Jamaica were aware that cocaine
comes primarily from the sea. While many expressed negative attitudes toward the use
and users of crack/cocaine, they admitted, nonetheless, that they would sell it if they
were given a chance and lamented that they "haven't been so lucky yet." Indeed, there
were several reports of increasing numbers of young men who were taking up fishing or
were combining fishing with their other economic activities. According to one informant,
"people who used to be fishermen, now do a different kind of fishing, dey still fishening,
but dey doan' smell like fish. "
While many respondents expressed their feelings of vulnerability to "entrapment
by the C.I.A.," they also said that given the chance to make some money from a drug
sale, they definitely would take the risk. There is, at best, a dual sentiment that pervades
the subject of entry to crack and cocaine distribution, for while there is at least a strong
surface opposition to the use and sale of the substance, there is a significant number of
residents who appreciate its economic value and who have witnessed the benefits to the
"lucky few."
Most people are of the opinion that the trafficking of both illegal substances is
increasing, and that the greatest rate of increase was in the area of cocaine. Although
these findings may reflect all the media attention given to crack/cocaine, the dramatic
differences in attitude toward crack/cocaine and ganja warrant consideration. Many
persons blame the increase in cocaine trafficking on the increased efforts by Jamaican
and U.S. authorities to control large scale ganja production . One informant attributed
what he perceived to be the evolution of the crack/cocaine "epidemic" in Jamaica to the
Reagan administration's crack-down on importation of drugs. "Any ship or plane that
was seized had to pay a fine of $500 per ounce ... after a few boats and planes were
seized, the export of ganja decreased and cultivation decreased ... it left a lot of young
men who were employed in the trade, without work. "
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Table 7 compares the level of seriousness with which trafficking of the two
substances are regarded.

TABLE 7
Comparison of Ganja and Cocaine Regarding
Frequency and Percentage of Those
Who Stated that Trafficking is a Problem
for Jamaica

Very Serious
(%)

Somewhat Serious
(%)

Not Serious
(%)

TOTAL

Ganja
243
(57)
61
(14)
121
(29)
425

Cocaine
391
(93)
31
(7)

-------

422

There were virtually no respondents who thought that cocaine trafficking was not
serious and 93 % thought that it was very serious. In comparison, 29 % reported that
ganja trafficking was not serious. Furthermore, many of those who claimed that ganja
trafficking was a serious problem for Jamaica cited legal penalties, economic
consequences and the relationship to cocaine trafficking as sources of the problem.
Serious, yes, fe clem woo't even let ganja grow any more.
Ganja production is a serious problem - not enough ganja is being produced.
Soldiers are raiding the fields of ganja creating a serious problem for Jamaica

Fields are being destroyed which is wrong. What Jab has provided let no man take away
Ganja - very serious. We can't get no herb. No man no wa plant herb again. Every man
wha sell the 'shit" (cocaine) fe dem mek the money quick. Dem force a man fe buy crack.
Ganja is a serious problem If you really think in terms of saying people can't even plant
ganja again. All you hear is crack and cocaine.
No ganja nab plant again. De man dem fa un' a gunman and police· is like a waste of
time.
The use of gaoja gives you vibes, drive. The trafficking and production are very serious

only because it is illegal.
The trafficking of ganja is seriolls because we have to pay increased ta.'tes to get the

planes back
Ganja is a serious problem. If you really think in terms of saying people can't even plant
ganja again. All you hear is crack and cocaine. (The white people) dem get high.
Ganja very serious - man can't plan gan~ again. See t'ief and police. Pure coke down
pan' de land.
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No ganja na plant again. The man dem found a gun man and police . .. is like a waste of
time.
Growers are having a hard time.
Planting is serious because you can get caught
Production of ganja is bad because other crops are destroyed through the spraying of the

in terms of the trafficking of ganja, the government should legalize it and be responsible
for the control of it. It might get into the wrong hands otherwise
Ganja trafficking is bad because people can get into legal trouble
Ganja is a serious problem because they trade for guns and crack with the U.S.
Ganja is a serious problem because they swap them for guns.
Ganja trafficking is bad because you can go to jail
Sending it out of the country is a problem. Local use is okay.

Comments such as "the only problem with ganja production is the cutting down of
trees" and that "ganja production used to provide people with a meaningful life, an
affordable life ... they could invest in things, like gas stations and farms , " were echoed
by countless informants. It was commonly reported that in "first time," men who only
sold ganja on the corner were vehemently opposed to the use of crack. They saw it as
the "white man 's drug" and were vocal about protesting its use because of the "unfair
trade" (accordingly, the Reagan government was cracking down on the import of ganja,
yet massive amounts of cocaine were coming in from the U.S.) "it nah come from here, it
not helping the Jamaican." Slowly, however, seeing the amount of money that could be
made, the "ganja" man changed his perspective, began lacing the ganja with crack and
created a demand. "Now crack users don't even bother with ganja anymore. They just
want the crack. "
These observations reflect some of the popular justifications for the shift from
ganja to crack/cocaine trafficking which have to do with both market conditions and
convenience. Compared with ganja, cocaine trafficking maximizes the return while
minimizing the risk.
Everybody selling crack. A de quick money scheme how a days.
People would rather sell coca ine, it's a quicker market than ganja
Ganja is decreasing because it smells and the cops can fwd you easy and beat and
brutalize you. It is easy to hide the crack. You can just throw it on the ground. But a spliff they
would see.

While the increased pressure put on ganja production and distribution in recent
years provided an incentive to shift exclusively to cocaine trafficking, but for many dons
this shift was motivated mostly by both convenience and profits and probably would
have occurred anyway. Cocaine is much more profitable "ounce per ounce" than ganja
and is easier to smuggle because of its compactness. As mentioned earlier, cocaine
often was traded for ganja in South America, providing an entree to cocaine production
centers. Furthermore, the customs and police were not looking for the importation of
cocaine so it was, at one time, singularly easy to bring it into Jamaica. The transition of
ganja dons to cocaine dons was natural as they already had the foreign connections
both in the United States and in South America. The few dons that have remained
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exclusively in ganja exportation are those who have secure smuggling connections,
particularly in England, where ganja continues to command a very high price.
As the economic situation in Jamaica continues to be difficult, it is likely that the
cocaine industry will grow; for in spite of the normative value that income derived from
the sale or distribution of illegal drugs is unworthy, there is a prevailing belief that many
of the powerful members of the communities initiated their wealth through the sale of
illicit drugs - first ganja and then crack/cocaine. In one of the study sites, of the fourteen
people who were identified as the "big people" of the area, six were reputed to be
traffickers and generally all from the merchant class. Many citizens in another
community pointed to one "big man, and everybody knows who it is," who allegedly
orchestrates the large cocaine transactions in the area and makes pay-offs to the
government to "stay off his back." There also are many smaller distributors, who go
back and forth to Miami and have a "cousin" or someone they know in customs whom
they can payoff. Even these small dealers, however, return home with enough money
to buy a motorbike and purchase a house in "which everyt'ing is class." There is no
doubt that the lifestyle of the distributor and the prevailing economic conditions provide
real incentives for even the average Jamaican to participate in trafficking.
The following interview of a former crack/cocaine trafficker and user , who is in the
process of rehabilitation , captures many of the elements of the drug trade, its linkages to
the larger economy and to personal consumption.
M: So you never used cocaine here?
No. I was introduced to it in the States. Cocaine was here, but I was too conscious then. I
was into roots, vibes. People used to say about people that use cocaine back then that they were
madmen. I couldn't believe it when I actually got hooked on it because of the way I used to think
about it. It totally messed me up. I bave friends wbo started using it bere tbougb. But for me, I
started sniffing a line in New York, but I never smoked crack there. I smoked crack when I came
back to Jamaica. I was three years in New York. age 17-21.

M: Why did you go to New York?
Just bein' a rebel. A lot of my friends were goin ' away and sayin ' dat de place to make
money, selling coke, easy money. So I started selling coke and ganja up tbere.
M: Did you have relatives there?
Yeh. My sister is there. But I didn ' t live with her. I lived by myself. See, most of the young
guys leavin' Jamaica now are going to .the States to sell coke and ganja. Before dey leave here
they decide that that is how they going to make their money.
M: But you never used coke here. What made you think you could sell it in New York?
lust the money. At the time I went to the States, coke was just camin' into Jamaica,
people were just startin ' gettin' messed up on it, people makin' big time money too. So I think
since I couldn't make de money out here, let me gO' there . .. but I didn 't make a lot of money. I
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started sniffing and partying instead of doing a business. [wasn't much of a businessman, so that
part of it got all screwed up.
M: Were you a businessman bere?

Yeah. [ used to help my father.
M: I mean with ganja.
No. I lived close to an airstrip and that was the time wben ganja planes just liftin ' up like
that. But it was just the big guys. People like me were just small time. I had dreams about going
to tbe States and making money, but, you know, it was just dreams, you smoke ganja and you just
dream. your life is a dream. You not doing nothing.
M: What was the response of your family when you said you wanted to go to New York?
I said "Mom, [ need a ticket." I was getting on my father's nerves with my ganja smokin'
and me n' him was gettin' into quarrels ... I said I was going to visit friends, but I knew I wasn't
coming back. When I told my motber [just wanted to stay in New York to cool out, she said okay,
just keep in touch with your sister.

M: So you were completely on your own at 17?
I worked at this gas station in Queens. My boss was a Black American. I worked and sold
ganja in the evenings. rented my little room, got this American girl pregnant. We broke up after
awhile. I left and went to Philadelphia, and that is when I started selling cocaine.
M: Why did you move to Philly?
Too much people in New York sellin' dope, the competition you know. So some friends of
mine were branching out to Philadelphia, tbat's where the money's at. [got shot there. Some
guys robbed me. So I decided to go to my uncle in Miami.
M: During this time, your family knew what was happening with you?
No. Not even my sister. She knew I was dealing, but didn't know what [ was getting into. [
would just call her regularly, keep in touch. They didn' t know [was shot until I got to Miami ... and
I thought, I can't handle this. Only then did it dawn on me that cocaine was becoming a problem.
I am from a middle-class farillIy .....nd the way I was living in the States is not the way [ live out here,
sleeping in a crack house, no bed, selling coke twenty-four sevens, all this fast money. Pregnant
women come to me for coke and I tum them away , sayin you Dot supposed to be using this. you
pregnant. Alld they say, "[ give you a blow job for some coke." Girls would come with their food
stamps and their kids to buy coke ... but [ tell you, as much as I love the mODey, that upbringing
that my parents gave me started chipping in, my conscience saying, this is bull shit. [ thi.nk tbe
reason I got hooked on crack is because [ am paying the price of what [ did in the States. Destiny.
God punishi.ng me. We sold the coke, but dey cook it into da crack an' I see it destroying these
people.
M: What do you thi.nk is the difference between crack and ganja ... the effect it has on you?
Ganja brings down your values and your self-esteem. What cocaine did for me was make
me feel [ could conquer the world! With ganja you mellow and cool and always meditating , but
after awhile man you tired of meditating! You get depressed, you know? The only thi.ng I ever
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really loved was cocaine, and I still do. If I could use it and function, go to my job, s leep at night.
~O t

steal, I'd still be using it.

M: What were you do ing in Miami?
Trying to get a legitirnate job, but I wasn't qualified to do anything . So I tho ugh t - Iamaica!
there I have a house with a pool, I can help my father. So I carne back to go to school. I sto pped
thl! coke in Miami, but I never stopped tbe ganja.
M: You sto pped without any help?
Yeah. Iu st like that. I didn't think I was an addict. You know, your mind has a lo t to do
with it. When yo u accep t the fact yo u are an addict, it is very hard to kick it. But when yo u don't
think yo u are, it is easier. So I carne back to Jamai ca, wen t to school, didn't use no coke. r was
doing pretty well. Then, boom! Summer, 1989. My fatber was into politics, [ was belping him and I

smoked my fi rst seasoned spliff, and it j us t send me straight back. Downhill eve r since, till I started
smokin' de pipe ... and this is all in the co untry. They have a lot of coke there. Fourteen parishes,
man. You can find cocaine in any parish.
M: And the person selling the seasoned spliffs was supposed to be onJy selling ganja?
No. I bough t the cocaine and seasoned it myse lf. And I've been fighting this prob lem
since 1990. That's when I checked into my first rehab.
M: Why did yo u go to rehab?
'Cause [ started stea ling, borrowing money. My parents heard about it and I ad mitted it.

M: Did yo ur parents suggest you go to rehab?
Yes, because I couldn ' t stop by myself. I tried, but I was still stealing fro m mu=y. This is
my tbird time here. I actually want to go into police work , if yo u can believe that, do community
wo rk, help the police understand addicts, help the addicts too .
M: What would yo u tell the police? What do yo u think co uld be do ne?
Not to brutalize the addicrs, beat them up . Yo u see, a lot of cops out there are o n drugs.
If I go t into the police force I would seriously push for legislation for drug testing, breathllizer and
urine tests regularl y. I think I'd be very unpop ular .. . if they ever came up wi th these tes ts , half of
the police force would be gone. Fifty percent of them smoke ganja, and drink excessively . I'd like
to set up counseling for them. Sixty percent of them are alcoholics. About ten percent of tbem are
uswg cocawe.

M: How do yo u think things have changed since when yo u first starting using drugs?
Jamaica is like a second Miami or New York. It wasn't like this. It was more laid back,
coo l out. Now everybody want to go to America, the latest Ewing and chains and everybody gettin
so fore ign minded.. their bodies here, but minds and clothes in America. Everybody want a fas t life.
especially in Kingston . It is pathetic. Most of these people have not traveled yet, they not touch a
plane yet, but they don't really appreciate Iamaica.
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M: Do you think that a lot of people who were previously selling ganja now selling crack /cocaine?
A lot. Only the original Rasta man does not. A lot of people using it, but you know, a lot of
people agains t it [00, because they see what it does. Now when they ftnd out yo u use cocaine
they ostracize yo u. want Dutin' to do with you. They've gouen wise to it ... now I know the danger
of ganja. But a lo t of people function with it. With the crack, no. What we need is education.
M: People have told me that they do not think it is a problem, or tbat it is only among ceruin
gro ups of people li ving in the ghetto.
They aTe scared to discuss it. My parents are prominent. I was a prominent yo ung man, I
had lots of friends . Now, nobody wants anything to do witb me.

M : What abo ut tbe friends you used to get high with?
They're more messed up than I am. They will smoke ganja to death, but they won't have
noting to do

wi tb me.

M: What do you see happening in a place like Kingston . for example, i.n terms of the drug use?
You know a lot of dem higgiers is de ones bringing in de cocaine. The problem is there.
We need more rebabs. We need to go out on the street and talk to people .. . like Mark Lane ,
downtown, tbe posses, they are in New York and all that, sell coke in the States, but they don't sell
it out here. If you try to sell it downtown, on their turf, they'll kill you. I don ' t want them to sell it in
tbe States either, that's you r country, but they make the money and send it borne ... in Kingston,
these guys sell it here and abroad. I bave a friend down Mark Lane an ' the community find out he
smoking cocaine? the daDS break up his two legs. That his rehab!" Six month him bave to lie down
in de bed. can't walk. And that how him come off of coke. A lot of people is already beyond repair.
We have to start educating, basic school. primary school...

M: But don ' t yo u think that you would have to look at wby things are like they are, it can get
dangerous, seeing who is involved?
There is so much hypocrisy! At first I just wanted to kill some dealers, but that is just half
the problem. The suppliers for the dealers . .. yo u have to tighten up on the cus toms. Everybody
in Jamaica in the quest for money. We' ve lost our dignity, .. these poor people just want mo ney.
They don't mind messin' you or me up for some money. Deal with the ghetto people. You've got
to find somethin' else fo r tbem to do, other tban sell crack. . bow do yo u think dey get them
bikes? They could have never been able to afford things like that before! The politicians have to
stop playing games.
.
M: How much can you make in the ghetto?
There are 50, 100 dollar pieces. They can make up to 10,000 dollars a night. No t a lo t of
executives in Jamaica makin' that kind of money man! People from uptown comin' downtown to
buy. The more you go into the ghetto, tbe bigger the pieces. You buy tbe drugs uptown . dey
smalL In the ghetto dey big, cause there is so much competition. They pay someone a hundred
dollars to go get it and sit uptown and wait for it. It is a big business, and it is getting bigger, you
gettin ' more and more addicts. These guys downtown have a lot of family in the States sending
them money , robbing people.
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M: Peop le in these communities tend to think it is outs ide of tbe area?
Cocaine is there in the next co mmunity.

M: Wby not here?

r don't know of a base in here, but you must have a base nearby. The other place is lower
income, tbe ghetto people. Used to be only uptown people, but DOW tbey hip to it. . lot of coke
tbere.
M: Wbat would be a reason not to use it? For examp le, you li ve in a ghetto in Kingston.

.?

You see that it mash up peop le , maD. I know a lot of ghetto youtbs wbo would not even
sell it. A coup le of dem still have their dignity, who say, 'My ganja alone me smoke.'

M: What do you m= by dignity? How do you know when you lose it?
You know, you can' t lose your dignity fo r money, you can't sell out you people, sell your
brotber cocaine. Like when I sold cocaine in the States, and the pregnant women comin to me
with tbeir food stamps, witb dem pickney all dirty and bungry, they beggin' me , and sbe want to
suck my dick ... it burts wben I see tbese things. And I think, bow can I be doing this? That is
what I mean about dignity, self-respect, what you stand for, what you believe in .. . rock bottom is
differe nt for everybody. For me, my parents throwing me out of the house, feeling rejected ... fo r
some people it is the garbage pan, or jail ... maybe you as a foreigner coming to Jamaica can
solicit some help, sbed some light as to what is going on, persuade someone to build rebab.

M: A lot of people say tbey don't know wbat to do about this problem.
Maybe dey scared. There is a lot of corruption ... and there is too much money to be
made, and you can' t hide. Once you start stirring up shit you start stinkin'. They corne to get you.

M: Do poople get high mainly in crack houses?
Corners. Like New York. Certain places; after bours, in the ghetto people lock themselves
up in a house because it too dangerous. The police know where aU the crack houses are. They
bave a narcotics squad there, but tbey want to bust the guys with the kilos so they can share it up.
It is the police that are supplying the guys downtown to sell the coke . All tbese guys selling to
police. You know Central police station? I used to smoke coke next door to tbe Central Police
Station upstairs. There is a bar downstairs and upstairs there are rooms, and this is beside the
police station. It is a joke. You have four or five crack houses right in that area . There are some
crack houses in affluent neighborhoods. But most of those guys don 't sell de crack, dey sell de
powder, to the lawyers ... you know you have some prominent people here in Jamaica hooked on
drugs you know. The entertainers really messing up, the D.l. s and the singers.

M: How do you change something like the situation downtown? Don ' t you think it is too big? Like
an institution
I think yo u have to hit some of these guys wbere it burts, and dey scared to come back
and sell de coke. What I would suggest to tbe Commissioner of Police is band pick a few officers,
give them an unmarked car, and Qot kill people, just bustin' beads, beatin' people, mash dem up,
get dem scared. Get some informers on de payroll, deal with the elite. Ge t some addicts into
rehab. They'd love you. They'd give yo u the information on what is going on . They'd give yo u the
information on who is supplying them, and we'd bit them where it hurts, the guys who are
supp lying the kilos .. . yo u know how much policemen we would send to prison? We need an el ite
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fo rce , a g roup wi th in the police force, about tvtenty, a secret thing, an swerable to just a set o f
peo ple.
M: Do yo u think that a lot of people wan t to go into rehab?

A lot of the ghetto people don't know about rehab, they don't know what it is all about.
They think tbat they are going to come stick them with need les and give dem all kinds of
med icatio n. Tbey don't know that rehab is abou t behavioral cbange. And a lot of dese girlS
prostituti o n demselves j ust for da crac k ya know.

M: But what about the person who goes into rehab but goes right back to the same situati on?
ft bas to be an all around approach. That's why yo u have to bash heads. You have to go
in to the communities, have lectures, set up a platform like the politicians do. Not through the
church. Ghe tto people don't respect dem ch urch people ... the dance hall is where da peop le
are, educate the m througb music, about coke and what it is doing, Sunsplash, reggae concerts.
There is only one radio station that I hear dem teIlia' about drugs . I don't hear no othe r public
announcements about it. Gleaner don ' t come up wi t dat. Everybody is selfisb abo ut making
money but they not educatin' de public . . . deese church people are such hypocrites! Do yo u
know Jamaica is in the Guiness book of records for the most churches? It is also in the Guiness
book fo r the most murders per capita in the urban areas! Understand? The most murders and the
most churches! And what are the churches doing? Nutin! Dey j ust sit in church and talk abo ut
Jesus .. . [ believe in Jesus and I believe in love, but I do n't think that is the way to praise him. I
think we need to help peo ple, not sit in a church and condemn. The parson goes to church in his
gown and gun. Then he says "don' t carry guns or kniv es. Believe in God and he will pro tect you! ".
The parso ns have the biggest guns! Father Miller has a big gun, yo u know. Where is his faith?
What kind o f example is he setting? .. and yo u know, every family in Jamaica will be affected by
this drug thing. They don't realize that unless they do somethin g about this prob lem, the ir houses
are going to be broken into, their daughters are going to be raped , thei r sons are going to be
sodomized ... ~
M: I want to ask yo u. In a this place, which is pretty midd le-class . ..
It is not

middle~lass.

M: Low to midd le?
Yeah. It' s no ghetto ... I guess you have upper middle class, and upper class, so yeah,
maybe yo u can ca ll it middle class ... in the States you have co lor prejudice, in Jamaica, class
prejudice. It is not about color in Jamaica. Ie is about how much money you have, the car yo u
drive, the school you send your kida to. So these people will look at those people and say, "Oh
dem live in de ghetto' and de ghetto people look at the money people and say, "oh dem eat steak
and rice and peas every Sunday while me have to eat chicken back" ... and because of this they
t' ink it just the "bad" people, de ghetto people dat is t'ief, dat is a wutless (wo rthless) boy."
M : People here seem to watch everything that is going on.
They a neighborhood. Can ' t rob no houses over dere. They are so united. News sp read
like wildfire. You talk to one person and de whole neighborhood know w hat you is abo ut. So they .
probably t'ink, 'oh she 's cool. She not with the C. I.A. or nutin.' People just want to know what yo u
is abo ut. Once they know, tbey leave yo u alone . ~
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M: "What about the people wbo are selling? What position to they bave in a community?"
They are the dons. The ones witb money . They can put a lot of pots on the fire, bave tbe
most girls.
M: What about outside tbe gbetto thougb?
Look. Once you bave money in Jamaica, you are all right, understand what I mean?
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CHAPTER IV
ATTITUDES, BELIEFS AND VALUES ATTENDING SUBSTANCE USE AND USERS

The success of programmatic efforts to control the use and distribution of
dangerous drugs ultimately will depend on the cultural meanings that a group assigns to
substances and the users of those substances and whether the group defines itself as
having a drug problem. Unless specific behavior is identified as being problematic, it is
unlikely that efforts can be mobilized to deal with that behavior. Table 8 summarizes the
extent to which specific substances are considered to be serious problems in Jamaica.

TABLES
Frequency and Percentage oC Those
Who Believe That Drug Consumption is a Serious Problem
for Jamaica by Substance

Very
Serious
(%)

Somewhat
Serious
(%)

Not
Serious
(%)

TOTAL

Tobacco

Alcohol

Ganja

Crack

Cocaine

150
(37)

189
(43)

136
(32)

413
(94)

414
(92)

108
(27)

106
(24)

76
(18)

----

----

----

----

150
(37)
408

150
(34)
445

221
(51)
430

28
(6)
441

38
(8)
452
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In the communities that comprise this study, there were many residents particularly those who were "Christian" - who viewed all substances as equally
"dangerous" and "decadent." While church leaders generally placed more emphasis on
illegal substances, most sermons and other forms of religious discourse paid little
attention to distinctions among the types of drugs. Both in informal and formal
interviews, abstainers portrayed all drugs as unsanitary, unwholesome, dangerous and
the source of low standards of morality, fornication, adultery , crime, domestic violence
and accidents.
Alcohol can kill you. You can't get an erection. But crack and cocaine are not like

alcohol. Alcohol can kill your nature, your sex organ.
Cigarettes make your teeth dirty and jaws sunken.
Alcoholics beat up everybody, want to curse you and don't have power.
Tobacco is worse than crack in some ways. For some man will kill you when be can 't get
a draw off a cigarette. Dem fe burn down the cigarette factory.
Alcohol can cause crime or violence, especially domestic violence.
When addicted (to anything), dem t'ief fe ' it
They drink and come curse you. It gives drive to say what is inside them. Gives a boost.

School officials reported their concern about the increasing number of substance
users among school children and the impact of parents' use on children. A common
theme among middle and working class wives concerned the economic consequences
of drug use on family life. All substances were considered to have a negative effect on
the family if money used for their purchase had been diverted from meeting the needs of
children for food, clothing and education. It was reported, for example, in one coastal
community that fishermen came off the boats during the early morning and commenced
to drink through the day and into the evening. This was a source of great domestic strife
as men would spend all the money that they had earned and then fight with their wife or
"baby mother" once they fmally came home. According to many informants, the amount
of heavy drinking by fishermen 'after returning from sea has decreased over the past few
years as women began to station themselves on the beach to collect the money before it
was spent. A few informants indicated that the intergenerational differences in values
concerning the use of substances also was a potential source of domestic strife.
Although there were some sectors of the society that considered all substance
use to be detrimental, the majority of citizens accepted the use of alcohol and cigarettes
as normative at all socioeconomic levels. Alcohol and cigarette use, even abuse,
generally was regarded as controllable and manageable and the acceptable source of
enjoyment, relaxation and social lubrication. Alcohol was used "to relax, socialize" and in
some cases, as an aphrodisiac.
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GANJA
Even though it is illegal, ganja is an integral part of the culture, enjoys widespread
acceptance, and is not regarded very differently from the legal substances. As indicated
in Table 8, it is not considered a particularly serious problem by the majority of
Jamaicans. In fact, respondents ranked ganja as a less serious problem fo r Jamaica
than alcohol.
Ganja is viewed as "mild, not like crack." The few community residents who
voiced negative attitudes towards ganja were contradicted by many more who believe
that "herb" enhances reasoning and meditation and provides the motivation to work.
Moreover, a substantial number of the responses indicating that ganja was a serious
problem for Jamaica attributed this either to (1) a failure to use ganja properly, (2) the
economic impact on ganja producers and/or (3) the lack of availability of ganja which
leads people to use crack/cocaine. The followi ng comments are indicative.
Ganja can mash up your brain if it's used when you are young.
Ganja causes mental problems if someone puts a lizard tail in the spliff.
rf you burn too rouch, it mek you angry.

Ganja makes you lose your mind if not used properly but it decreases and calms down
violent fee lings.

Ganja will mad you if you have a shallow brain.
Bush gets you mad, cali is much smoother.
Ganja tea causes mental changes, but not paranoia.
The use of ganja is a very serious problem when someone doesn't know how to use it , but
not very serious when it is used medicinally.
Some people can't control ganja so it is a serious problem for Jamai ca.
Serious because yo u must smoke ganja with food.
Ganja is serious because it is mixed with other drugs which makes it dangerous - it is not
serious by itself.
Ganja is a serious problem because yo u can't get it - there is just crack on the street.

The relatively few negative health effects that were mentioned also focussed on
inhalation of the smoke rather than the ganja itself. Although a few individuals suggested
that there were those who might steal to buy ganja, the majority stated that ganja actually
reduced crime by "mellowing out" addicts in between "licks." Its ritual value in celebrating
Rastafarianism also is widely accepted. The following interview rationalizes, on religious
grounds, the view that ganja is not a drug. Although these are the comments of a
devout Rastafarian, it is an opinion that has moved into the broader population.
We believe in all things natural. Henceforth we beli eve in herbs. Herb is no t a drug , it is a
part of God's narural creation. See genesis chapter one. We do not however, smoke herb in
church services, in fact if we were even smoking herb, when it is time for o ur church services we
wash out our mouths before entering the church. Sister adem t'ings dey a drugs for I and I ganja

a na no drug. Society call it drug, but me sure say me see dis grow from earth and the only thing
me put in it is de paper whe dem mek, so a only de paper a would a drug buy Red Stripe beer, see
it yah. (he was holding it out to me) Me na know whe dem tek mek it, some would a ha fe say Red
Stripe a more drug. (Every body agrees that alcoholic beverages is a form of drugs?) In a way,
yes . Man is greater than herb. Every herb was giVen as food and medicine for man and beast,

even the birds who fly. The coca plant is a righteous herb. God gave it us for its purpose. Man
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changed the natural use of the coca herb by adding chemicals to it and so they call it cocaine and
crack . .. the same man who did tbat is the same man who now send you to we to ask his opinion
on the conuption of its use.

Far from being considered a dangerous drug, many respondents acknowledged
the medicinal value of ganja. Regular crack smokers state that they need the ganja to
stimulate the appetite. Ganja tea is cited by many people as having med icinal effects
even if they find ganja smoking to be unacceptable. (A few informants, however,
reported the belief that ganja tea is actually much more potent than ganja smoking and
must be taken with extreme caution.) Finally, respondents were adamant about the
value of ganja in enhancing the enjoyment of sex, although it is difficult to interpret these
comments because the survey question was aimed at desire rather than performance.
Nevertheless, the opinions that" ganja man love to have sex " and "ganja makes you fit
and ready to sex the girl" were heard frequently throughout the study communities.
In contrast to the users of crack/cocaine, there is a strong cultural tolerance for
ganja users. In one of the field sites, for example, a community health aide reported that
her son had just been arrested for having ganja in his possession. She was surprised
because she did not know that he smoked but overall, she did not appear concerned,
and even laughed while she related the story. Although she commented that the
possession of ganja is a serious offense in Jamaica, she was not worried about her
son 's fate , saying that she thought he would be let off without much trouble.
Basically, for a large portion of the Jamaican population, ganja simply is not
regarded as a drug. It is considered in harmony with the environment, "natural,"
indigenous, not imported. The cultural notion of "natural" or "ital" appears to be very
important in whether a substance is defined as a drug. Thus ganja was considered
"from the earth" while cocaine was considered to be chemical and synthetic and not from
Jamaica. Many claimed that coca leaves are okay in their natUral state but when
"chemicalized," they become dangerous. Furthermore, they argued that "hashish" and
"hash oil" should have been included in a survey on drugs since they are made with
chemicals. "Hash" on the other hand , being the resin of the ganja plant, is natural.
God made all the herbs and gania too. Gania has a lot of differellt uses. Society want to
colltrol the wealth for themselves. That's why them call gania drugs.
Ganja is not a drug so it give tbe people wisdom, knowledge and understanding.
Nothing 110 really wrollg with the weed for it is God bush. But the other two (cocaine and
alcohol) is man make them fe poisoll man mind and fe make Iluff dollars.
Gania is an herb, Jab's gift to the slaves enable them to survi ve.
It's not a drug and the only reasons it is illegal is because it is easy to grow so they can't
figure out how to tax it.
Used from creation from Africa for rope, clothing, medicatioll - only aile use is to get high
It is good for mankind. God made all herbs for the service of man.
It's all for greed and money making. They cOlltinue in their never ellding corruptioll.
Notice that the cigarette and alcohol are all processed and anything in its Ilatural form is not a
drug.
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Perhaps even more than with alcohol or cigarettes, many persons believe that the
overall effects of ganja are not sufficiently detrimental to society to warrant its illegal
status, which often is regarded as an infringement of personal liberty.

Legalization
The positive value afforded ganja in comparison with crack/cocaine emerges
most succinctly in the public's opinion regarding legalization. Less than ten survey
respondents stated that they believed cocaine should be legalized and those that did
cited as reasons for legalization (1) the value of crack/cocaine in generating foreign
exchange and (2) the reduction of crime and violence by taking it out of the hands of
criminals and making it available. Interestingly, several respondents, referring to the
alleged use of cocaine by physicians and dentists, believed that cocaine already is legal
and it is unfair that ganja cannot be used in this way, "cocaine is good for medicine.
People fe just let the doctor alone use, but if it was not legal, doctor could not be using
it," and "the doctors use cocaine so it may be legal. People must get a prescription to
get it but ganja is a God-given medicine."

TABLE 9

Frequency and Percentage of Those
Who Favor the Legalization of Ganja
by COln~unity

YES
(%)

NO
(%)

TOTAL

Rural
NonTourist
45
(39)
71
(6 1)
116

Rural
Tourist
40
(39)
54
(52)
104

Urban
NonTourist
29
(43)
38
(57)
67

Urban
Tourist
26
(30)
62
(70)

89

Rastafarian
76
(94)
5
(6)
79

Table 9 shows that almost half (48%) of the sample responded that ganja should
be legalized . While this figure may be skewed somewhat by the overwhelming response
from the total Rastafarian community, omitting the Rastafarians from the calculation still
yields 37% supporting the legalization of marijuana. The ethnographic evidence
confirms the results in Table 10, that the predominant justification for legalization of
marijuana is medicinal.
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Medicinal purposes, our holy sacrament.
Because ganja has medicine in it and is good to do more than a hundred other things.
It would be of great medicinal help to the sick and financially an asset to the poor.
Its a medicine, the healing of the nation. If people have the ganja to smoke they wouldn't
use crack and cocaine.
Police pressure on ganja allowed crack to increase because police did
not know what it was.
An herb, it has medicinal properties, helps sick people with AIDS and cancer, it said on the

T.V.
We always used it around the house for minor ailments.

TABLE 10
Frequency and Percentage of Reasons
Cited for Legalization of Ganja
by Co=unity

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

Urban
NonTourist

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

Medical

23

26

16

13

31

(%)

(5 1)

(66)

(53)

(48)

(39)

9
(20)
11
(24)
45

2
(51)

0
(0)
14
(47)
30

7
(7)
7
(26)
27

Economic
(%)

Other
(%)

TOTAL

11

(28)
39

33
(33)

16
(20)
80

Although economic reasons were cited less frequently in the survey, Rastafarian
members and residents in those communities that had a history of large scale ganja
production and distribution spoke frequently of the economic value of ganja.
The herb has a lot of values. Economic value and medicinal value. Right now I would not
be struggling if I could plant my herb and reap it. It don't make sense to work hard to plant it and
can't reap it or I would plant herb and be in UWI full time. Instead I have to be going to England to
my mother in the cold just to finish my education.
Poor people would get something because right now is only rich man making money off it.
It would be a great help to a lot of people who are finding it hard to survive.
Poor people only plant herb and so we would not suffer so much and so much people
would not have to want to go a foreign to mek the white people dem treat we like dog in dem
country .
I do not see anything harmful in it. It should be legalized and would turn a lot of foreign
exchange.
The ganja farmer will live a better life dollar-wise.
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Bwoy me would a nice, my little Rasta man would a mek me feel like Queen. Me would
just get a nice piece of land and make a nice bouse.
It better to free tbe berb and so mucb coke won't be needed. The people wbo are selling
coke to make fast money. They would invest in the herb production because man say dem know
coke is not good but dem only sell it for the money. Den the gun won't be necessary to protect the
trade for every man, woman. and child wou ld grow ganja. Ganja can't spoil like vegetable so it
would sell anytime anyhow. It would be better for the poor people. Personally, I would stop this
selling and go plant ganja.
Man like me would a bave a bouse and land and just sit in a do me farming and plant ganja
If me could plant and sell herb me would a go a high-school like my playmate. My mother
couldn't afford fe send me a school. Me have be beg most of the time. but if me could sell ganja,
me would a better off.
My father said he pray the day will come when herb is free. He is going back to the
country to start up his farming because tbe city life is not nice and people t'ief and beg too much.
My father say if the ganja will sell like first time, he will be able to send me to university because I
want to be a journalist and travel and read CM news when I grow up.
Ganja should be legalized to make a happy family and for economic reasons.
It makes a good tourist business.

Finally, a substantial number of informants alluded to issues of racial and class
domination legitimized by the government's position on ganja.
The whole world loves ganja and they sbould allow the ganja to grow and be sold so that
the poor people who have been suffering for so long can get a piece of [and. Only rich men make
money from ganja. Sometimes they even come and raid the small man. But if the herb get free,
everyone will be able to benefit.
No oae has the right to tell anyone what they can and cannot do.
It's not right to keep the people in bondage.
The onl y problem with ganja is that the government has made it illegal. Otherwise, it
would be fine. I don't support the idea of export, though. The sales from export is dirty money. I
just think it should be lega[ here. The government says it is bad, but it has medicinal value.
If white rum legal, why not ganja?
My last word is that them must free the herb and let the herb do its rightly work on Jab's
creation. Free the herb and black man 's problems would be over. B[ack people will stay at them
yard and would never want to go white man's back yard. Tell them the only solution for this
problem is to stop calling and classifying ganja as a drug and let the people have them liberation.

COCAINE
In contrast to cigarettes, alcohol and even ganja, cocaine and its derivatives were
ranked as most problematic for the country. Both the ethnographic observations and
the survey results indicated that people believe that the consumption of both crack and
cocaine constitute serious problems for Jamaica. This opinion was shared by ex-crack
users, current crack users as well as those involved in the trafficking of crack/cocaine.
If the father wanted. us to use our nose as a chimney. him would put furnace in our mout'
to blow smoke. We're not dragons. Forget the ganja. Put all efforts in coke and crack. We don't
grow crack. It mash up you brain. B[ow you brain.
I' ve never known anyone who wanted to stop using ganja. but that crack/cocaine makes
people tum away from you because you steal.
Coke addicts are the ones bringing down the country, they lose weight, go mad, get dirty.
Crack makes you mawga, zombie, sell clothes, steal, do everything tbat is bad.
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Enough Jamaicans get worthless by cocaine. Sell dem house, dothes, sleep under a tree.
Neighbors use crack and they stole her sheets from her house for crack money. These are people
she used to be friends with . . . the woman was roots, but quit ganja and is into cocaine.
They sit and stare and get mad men. It Dot as bad as crack .. . it is the cocaine in it that
causes the problems.
Is very dangerous because it make you get crazy. Makes you not have that good moral
about yourself. You can overdose - go mad, brain cannot take so much power ..

The statement by a Montego Bay resident that there were two evils in world politics and cocaine - was echoed throughout the study communities. In the north
coast, urban settings, practically everyone who was interviewed knew individuals who
had used crack/cocaine and had witnessed its effects. They warned the ethnographers
that their community was full of "mad" people and "crack heads," including yo uths who
were seduced into selling cocaine for the dealers. According to local residents, once
these boys have been smoking cocaine for a couple months, their faces, eyes and
features change and "you can tell dem tum bad man." One thirty-three year old
housewife described the many people she has seen become addicted to cocaine "sell
everything, get sick and tum mawga." She recounted knowing a man in his thirties who
began using cocaine and started beating and cursing his mother. Others, she claimed ,
"t'ief or sell their own clothes."
Criminal Behavior
While there are some who believe that the cocaine, itself, makes people "mad,"
violent and criminal, users and their close associates contend that "jonesing" on (corning
down from) cocaine, makes a person "paranoid and timid" and seldom a threat. Rather,
the petty theft for men and prostitution for women results from the need to acquire
money to support their habit. Only one informant, a former exotic dancer and cocaine
user who was working as a domestic, suggested that cocaine users are not responsible
for the violence; rather they simply allocate a certain amount of their income for
crack/cocaine just as they would for groceries or rent. The more common theme in the
high exposure communities was that crack brought "everything that is bad, especially
drugs, prostitution and violence."
Crime here is worse ,because everybody is smoking cocaine, even people who don 't have
jobs. People are even robbing at six or seven in the evening as opposed to waiting for dark.
It is an ex tremely expensive habit to maintain. You have to find a way to support it. That is
the problem. Coke doesn't tell you to go out and steal, but that is the result. You can get a spliff
for free, but nobody gonoa give you coke for free. And coke create all kinds of illusions. You ever
see people when they doing coke (crack)? Dey always looking for it, always convinced they
dropped some. Because it finish so quickly, dey can't believe it and so dey look on the ground for
more. I can't tell you how many fights I have seen over coke, with people convinced someone else
picked up their coke off the ground. There may be little balls of dirt on the ground or whatever and
yo u see them pick them up and inspect them, looking for a ball that may have dropped. Then
someone comes along and says ·you picked up my stuff" and a fight start about it.
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Some citizens reported that they must not wear clothes or jewelry that might
attract attention. One young woman, the niece of a cocaine dealer, was robbed twice at
knife point for jewelry - once on a bus while several people looked on, helplessly.
People are afraid because criminals will cut you up or squirt acid from a squeeze bottle o n

you.

Crack users in high exposure communities described their participation in petty
theft. Crack addicts in the tourist areas spoke freely of conning tourists and stealing
from them. They also spoke of smoking away tens of thousand of dollars in binges.
One, for example, boasted that he had spent $75 ,000.001, another $48,OOO .00J in one
weekend binge. Two thousand dollars per night is not considered exorbitant and much
of this money comes from theft or being hired out as an "enforcer," who "roughs people
up" for the dealers.
Thus the threat of violence and the presence of guns, appears to be everywhere
and examples of this volatility often were cited . For example, one resident reported an
incident in which one man simply stepped on another man's toes in a crowded nightclub
and a gun was pulled. Fear of retribution from "big men" also was given as a major
reason fo r reluctance to confide in the researchers. The following responses to the
survey indicate the extent to which crack, more than other substances, is believed to be
associated with crime and violence.
A person will never mug you for alcobol. Not like crack. The only people I've ever seen
(smoking the ganja pipe) are Indians that do coolie work. They're not violent or nodding off.
Crack makes you vicious.
I never hear about no one sbooting anybody wben tbey smoke ganja. But crack and
cocaine bring out the evil in you. If you are sby it gives you braveness. It gives you the feeling that
you can do wicked tllings and get away with it.
One high·school student in Montego Bay higb on crack cbopped up the principal.
Crack is what cause de wars in Jamaica
Crack and cocaine are killers. They worst of tbe lot, but not as available as ganja. Coke is
a sophisticated drug. You bave to bave money. If not, you steal.
Yo u t'ief to go buy a pi""e of crack.
With crack you steal , murder, disgrace family. I beat my sister.
Crack gives a nice feeling but it dangerous because it gives them the power to hold up
people with a gun, rob and murder.

The following excerpt from an interview describes this phenomenon from the
perspective of an addict:
When asked about bow he supports the habit, he was reluctant to talk. He described
conning a white man out of $7ooo.ooJ, saying tbat it was the man's fault because "just look at me,
why would anyone be foolish enough to trust me witb changing so mucb money?" He relished the
scam, laughing and repeating how the man deserved it. On the other hand, he said he had a little
voice inside him tbat said he sbould give the money back to the man but it competed wi,h 'he little
voice 'hat said he would be a fool to give it back. ,When he went to buy rock, he pocketed the rest
of the money but used it up that night. When he lit the pipe and inhaled he could hear the voice of
the man asking others where Lenny was because he had taken his money. "Anybody see Lenny?
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He steal my money.' He became 'paranoid' again, ran out of the house and sat on a hill but he
claimed it seemed like the whole hill was full of policemen so he lay flat and very still. He said he
made money 'izzy skizzy like '(he steals it).

Domestic Relations
With regard to whether substances have a negative effect on family life, 82 %
reported yes for crack, 80.2% for cocaine, compared with 41.7% for ganja, 39.5% for
alcohol, and 30.5 % for tobacco. Many informants attributed domestic strife directly to
the health problems and abusive behavior associated with crack/cocaine use. Although
no one mentioned the overall loss of productivity in the household due to drug
consumption, the dominant opinion was that the linkages between crack/cocaine and
family dysfunction are a result of the economic consequences on domestic life.
Crack and cocaine have a negative effect on families because the money goes out to buy

the substances.
Crack and cocaine are bad on family relationships because of the money that is spent on
them.
Crack will mash up your life story (in relation to the effects on family) but ganja makes a
happy family.

The following example illustrates the effects of crack on family relations.
Everton reported tbat he "went through hell" with his father. He used to rob his father's

store every night. Then his father grilled up the building in such a way that the only place that was
left for him to walk was through the roof. So he started stealing on the street. His father 'saved
him from jail and prison many times " because his father was a very influential and "proud" person.
He owned several small businesses and real estate and was a respected member of the

community . When Everton started to rob his mother, his father turned against him totally and put
him out of the house. He started to walk the streets and to break into the buildings for which his
brother was overseer so that he could 'get a little something to eat or drink' or to sleep .
Eventually, when he was apprehended breaking into a store, his father "turned his back' on him
and allowed him to be sentenced to prison. Neither his father nor his mother went to the trial.

Everton hated his father and in the beginning of this prison term used to think, 'when I come out, I
am going to kill daddy.' A few months before he was released, however, he sent words of apology
to his father. Unfortunately, his father died shortly after but Everton was allowed to come to his
father's funeral and has not smoked crack since his release.

Personal Health
It was perhaps in their views about the health and physical consequences of
cocaine that the greatest variation among interviewees emerged. This is likely to reflect
the variation among comml!nities in exposure to crack addicts. In the non-tourist
communities, residents acquired most of their knowledge about crack addicts from
hearsay or the media while the tourist area residents had direct exposure to crack
addicts, Few people in any community had specific ideas as to how the various
substances actually acted on the body and could only say it "mash up dem system" or it
"mash up dem brain." Thus physiological, psychological, and socioeconomic outcomes
were intermingled as residents described crack users becoming "mawga," "paro,"
desperate, and destitute.
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•

Crack and cocaine are more damaging to the nervous system. causing heart palpitations,
sleep disorders. and loss of memory.
They (crack and cocaine) skip the nervous system and go right into the blood stream. It
licks the nervous system rapid, not like ganja.
With ganja yo u can brush yo ur teetb and g'wan. Not witb crack. Crack is a diluted form
and mixed with chemicals, which makes it affordable. The power licks the nervous system more
rapidly. Because of the chemicals, it is more dangerous to your health.
Thin, frail, desperate as a result of crack use. I have never seen anyone look like that wbo
smoke ganja.
Crack makes you wild like an animal and mawga
Crack makes you drowsy. numbs tbe body, wild and erratic, out-of-space.
Cocaine make you thin, sick and stupid.
Some look puny and some look well.
Crack suck you down to shame.

More than 80 % of the survey respondents reported that crack and cocaine
resulted in mental changes, including initial feelings of intense elation accompanied by
paranoia. Comments about these effects of crack/cocaine were seldom equivocal and
informants were quick to mention that even the initial "nice feeling" was followed by
negative mental changes.
Crack users think little men are talking to them. They make them crazy and they can ' t
think.
People on crack think someone is chasing them.
Crack blocks the brain.
Crack makes you feel like you going concord style.
Crack makes you feel like Dirty Harry and Rambo.
Crack makes you feel like Jesus himself.
Mind gets sick and tells the body what to do.
Dem a go wild right away.
Crack makes you ·zombie.•
Crack gives a nice feeling in the beginning, after, it ain't so hot anymore.
Get you mad.
Crack makes people feel like him a bad man on the top of the world and can hurt people
but it doesn 't make him feel good. This is the same for alcohol.
Me see de young boy dem a night time run up and down - so dem "para" is not a pretty
sight to behold - me say a ina de town ya me come learn 'bout de crack.

Informant interviews also revealed a range of opinion on the subject of sexual
behavior, with the dominant theme being that cocaine ultimately inhibits both desire and
performance, particularly in men. There also is a widespread belief that appears
predominantly within the Rastafarian community but has spread to other sectors of the
society that crack/cocaine leads to sexual practices that often are regarded as deviant in
Jamaica - particularly oral sex, anal sex and voyeurism. The association of crack use
with both cunnilingus and felatio emerged several times in interviews with Rastafarians
who insisted that these practices are rampant in non-Rastafarian populations because of
crack. The commonly held attitudes regarding the influence of crack/cocaine on sexual
behavior is evident in the following comments. '.
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When they take their substances they do a lot of animalistic acts of the flesh; because
soon they will fmd themselves having no use to women, and some of them are sodomites. They
use their toogue like dogs and lick. All they do is watch blue movies and follow the art of the white
mao.
People who take crack and coke can't bave sex the regular way.
Crack feels like it increases sexual desire but in the loog run it doeso 't.
Increases sexual desire only at first.
The man dem that using crack - de woman dem say dey don't have no use. They want to
do oral sex, clem wood can't stand up. I don't know if it is true. Me a Rasta. Rasta man don't do
oral sex. For me nah clean nab rifle and baton. A just dat a gowan nowadays.
Crack/cocaine increases the sex drive. Leads to rape.
The brain fools you (when using crack) into thinking you are doing just fine, especially
when it comes to sex. The best way to answer that question about increasing sexual desire is to
ask tbe partner. They will tell you the real story. When you beeo drinking you oat worth a teo
dollar bill. What does increase the sex drive is good food, rest, exercise. I mean as long as all
your organs functioning okay.
Crack and cocaine decreases sexual desire.
On crack yo u doo ' t have sex.

Of particular note was the lack of differentiation between cocaine, crack and the
seasoned spliff. In some instances, people simply didn't know enough about the
substance to know the difference. In the high-exposure communities, however, it was
not unusual to find informants who believed that snorting cocaine was more detrimental
than smoking crack. This belief was based on what they saw from the nasal inhalers-bloody noses , damaged nasal membranes. One informant reported that a physician told
him that if he had to use cocaine, it was better to smoke crack rather than snort the
powder. Another stated that "raw cocaine (powder) will kill you quicker." Perhaps most
troubling about this lack of information about the various forms of crack is the commonly
held notion that the seasoned spliff was comparatively harmless and, for some, simply
an enhanced version of ganja.

SEASONED SPLIFF
The seasoned spliff is of particular interest in understanding the knowledge,
attitudes and practices surrounding drug use and users in Jamaica because it is the
form of substance consumption in which two opposing drug metaphors intersect. For
many, particularly those who have an ideological commitment to ganja, this opposition in
cultural meanings is the justification for discrediting the seasoned spliff. Such individuals
are repulsed by the idea of mixing crack/cocaine (a white man's poison, an unnatural
substance, sure to mash you up and mad you) with a natural substance that is
associated with physical and mental health.
One is real and one is unreal. That can't work. It is like white fowl and real fowl. White
fowl hatch with chemical in ooe day. The real fowl takes 21 days to batcb. They are not the same,
they can never be the same. Ooe is Jab 's natural creatioo. The other is mao-made. People feel it
wbeo they smoke seasoo spliff, after knowing how nice herb is .... a garbage dat mao, young
people oa know wey fe do wid dem self.
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Sometimes, th is opposition between the two substances is framed in ethnopharmacological terms:
Ganja is a downer and should not be smoked with c rack or cocaine. (The few times he

smoked it, he di d not like it.) The seasoned herb makes my head hurt, it's an anti-depressant, herb

is a depressant and to mix herb with cocaine or crack is not good for the body, it taste insipid.

The more common framework, however, was ideological. Rastafarians almost
universally put the seasoned spUff in the category of crack/cocaine - or as defiled herb as opposed to seeing it as enhanced herb, alledging that the seasoned spliff was the
signature of "commercial Rastas" who earned their livelihood by being the sexual
partners of white women.
Crack and coke are drugs and so when the y are mixed tbe spliff becomes a drug spli ff .

a killer dem things be yab sister, any Rastaman who suck pussy and tek crack or coke and dem
things - dey a na Rasta, clem man dey a ren t-a-drad. A co mmercial dread cle m dey. siste r. Hear
me now a nab aU man wbe ave locks or grow

~locks"

a Rasta man you know. For even though I

am living in England, I hardl y deal with a woman for the black woman dem following the white gals
and want man like me to corne lick coke with them and suck clem crotches and right now plenty
dreads doing that. Wben them get a draw of herb it doan sweet dem unless them put some coke

in it. They say the herb weak.
Me ooly hear dem talk about it, but me nab too well roun dem things de. Dem things de h
a few tourist, do ing the north coast. Dem a have nutin fe do wid fe dem money you know. In fact
no black man whe mean 'im self good would ever wan co ke and crack . Mek me tell de truth . ..
me really see man a prinkle sruff in clem spliff an ' I man ask clem if clem mad. Me a tell yo u s ister,
me don't want [10 man ge me a draw off a cle spliff. Whe me can buy one me doesn't bother . .
seasoned sp li ff is the taste of the crack. The same way you want the crack is the same way you
want the seasoned sp liff. The onl y difference is that one does not feel as desperate for a seasoned

spliff as one does for a crack pipe and does not get as paranoid as when smoking the pipe.

The seasoned spliff ranged in popularity throughout the co untry and while the
"roots" ideology generated disdain for this form of use, several cocaine addicts reported
that the value of the seasoned spUff was that it provided a less potent and therefore less
harmful alternative to the crack pipe.
It makes me charged but not as strong as the pipe. It stays longer than the pipe - about 20
minutes to half an hour, while the pipe stays in your sys tem for only ten minutes. The pipe is a

killer ... when I smoke the pipe, all I want to do is drink, and drink gives me gas and makes me
lazy and boring. I was always wanting the next pipe. I mean I feel reall y boring when I can ' t get
the next pipe and then when I can't get the next pipe I get hungry and want money to buy food.
The seas<lned spliff is much better to me than the pipe. You can eat and drink at the same time
because the herb opens the appetite. When it wears off, I feel like I want a fresh (bath) and sleep,
(unlike smoking the pipe, which makes him not want to bathe or care about bathing). (When he)
"season the herb, it keep me" (so that he does not want a next hit or spliff so soon.) When you
smoke season spliffs, yo u don't feel "para." It is a different meditation. "Crack and coke are like
demons and devi ls , tbey are not good and to how dem see de pipe a mash up people, you wa find

say more people a turn to season spliff and some a- dem nab touch de pipe." (When he seasons
his spliff, he gets a lo t of sleep as the herb makes him less active. The pipe, o n the other hand
~gives

more energy and makes yo u don't want to sleep.

It
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In some of the communities, it appeared that everyone looked down on the
seasoned spliff smokers. The crack pipe smokers referred to them with disdain or in a
dismissing tone implying that they were "weak" or "unsuccessful" crack use~s. They also
tended to feel that it was just a matter of ti me before they moved from the seasoned
spliffs to the pipe. The following excerpt from field notes suggest how individuals move
fro m the seasoned spliff to the crack pipe.
(Have you ever smoked a seasoned spliff?) He smiled and said "sometimes. " But he did
not like it. He looked up at me and said, "that was a season spliff. " (Really?) "I only smoke it after
it's lit and reach half way. The person who made the spliff is the real addict. He also smokes a
crack pipe. When he is making a spliff, he always season the top of the spliff so he alone gets the
high, " then by the time he passes his spliff to the boys the crack is already gone. (Did you feel
different when you smoked that spliff?) "A little more high than usual." The thing he does not really
like about it, is the smell. He usually walks away when one is lit. (Why are you smoking a spliff
with the crack?) He does not always do that - only when he is around these boys. That is the
reason why his baby mother does not want him around her because people are saying that he is
smoking a coke pipe.

In all the communities in which the seasoned spliff is used, it is concentrated in
working class and under-employed, predominantly male populations. In these
popUlations the reason most often cited for smoking a seasoned spliff is the desire to
enhance the quality of the ganja, or "herb".
The belief that vendors are "seasoning" their ganja in order to make the herb
better and perhaps create a market for cocaine has led many ganja users to be very
wary of procuring ganja from an unknown source. Ganja smokers are now insisting that
they roll their own and the stories about taking a draw or accepting a spliff that" smelled
bad" or resulted in "feeling strange" are rampant. Several pimps who sell ganja to
tourists and prostitutes stated that they will not buy ganja from crack houses, and
claimed that if the ganja is not of good quality, the dealers sometimes will season it with
crack. There is no doubt that the need to create and maintain a market often was done
at the vendor level through "seasoning" spliffs - sometimes without informing the
consumers. Most informants who had had experience with crack-laced spliffs, claimed
that they were recognizable by the smell:
I was sitting in the Mandela Park one night and smell something from behind me and the
next man beside me said boy me hate smell the spliff when them lace it with the crack. It smelt
really bad and I remembered thinking, why does people want to do that to the herb? Sister, that is
madness.
Me see dem a mash up crack and lace dem spliff. But it smell bad whem dem light it up.
(Have you ever tasted it even once out of curiosity?) Shame a you man, if you smell dat t'ing a dey
you would not want to mek no one give you a taste. Rasta na tek dem t'ing dey yo u know.
Only seasoned spliffs lead to crack/cocaine use.
It depends on where the weed is coming from.
It depends on who the person is.
Me tek nuttin' from nobody me don' know.
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I would not take from an outsider because be could be an agent or something could have
been put into the ganja.
I would refuse the offer of ganja because he would have to really trust the person offering.
I have heard youths saying that the herbs are light so they season their spliffs with the
crack.
Seasoned spliff is just a gateway to crack. you only use a seasoned spliff if the ganja is not
strong enough. A good spliff doesn ' t need no seasoning. It is like good champagne. If it is good,
you don't need to add anything to it, ice, nothing.
Seasoned spliff leads to the pipe, makes you mad from the first smoke.

THE GATEWAY CONCEPT
Although some infonnants reported that "even alcohol will lead to coke" and "coke
addiction starts with cigarettes," the transition to crack generally was thought to be
facilitated through exposure to the seasoned spliff. This opinion was shared even by
some Rastafarians who described the precautions that they take in procuring ganja to
ensure that it has not been seasoned. Thus although a few respondents said that they
"would not refuse good herb," many more reported that they would not take ganja unless
they knew the source because of the possibility that it would be seasoned.

TABLE 11
Frequency and Percentage of Those
Who Believe that Using Ganja Leads to Using Crack/Cocaine
by Type of Community

Alwavs

(%)
Sometimes

(%)
Never

(%)
Don't
Know

(%)
TOTAL

Rural
NonTourist
19
(16)
59
(50)
31
(26)

Rural
Tourist

9
(8)
118

3
(4)
73

9
(12)
49
(67)
12
(16)

Urban
NonTourist
2
(3)
51
(76)
5
(7)

9
(13)
67

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

10
(11)
37
(43)
29
(33)

I
(1)
14
(18)
49
(63)

11

13

(13)
87

(17)
77
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Less than 10% of the 422 who responded to this question believed that the use of
ganja always led to the use of crack/cocaine, compared with 30% who believed that
ganja never led to the use of crack/cocaine. As one informant stated , "People can
smoke ganja for years and don ' t use crack. There are people who smoke ganja and
don ' t even smoke cigarettes." More than half of the respondents to this question ,
however , took the more equivocal position that ganja use could, but not necessarily will,
lead to crack/cocaine use.
The relationship between crack/cocaine and other substances is complex and
appears to vary with the individual. One fo rmer crack addict , who also had consumed
ganja and alcohol during her crack addiction claimed that the use of these substances
now triggered a desire for cocaine and consequently were avoided. On the other hand ,
several former users attributed their ability to discontinue using cocaine to their use of
ganja, which "took the edge off' their urge to smoke crack.

Rastafarians and the Gateway Concept
In evaluating the gateway concept, the Rastafarians provide an interesting case.
In some areas of heavy ganja use, and certainly among the Rastafarians, cocaine use is
non-exi stent and there are social pressures not to experiment with coke. Yet , as a
group, they are , in many ways, the most "at risk" for crack/cocaine use and addiction . In
comparison to the general pcpulation in this sample, they are more urban, have the
greatest overseas exposure, tourist exposure and, certainly a higher potential for
exposure to crack/cocaine through their ganja use - especially through the seasoned
spliff.

TABLE 12
Comparison of
Rastafarian and Non-Rastafarian Respondents
Regarding Exposure to Tourist Areas, Urba n Centers, and Travel Abroad

Tourist
Areas
37

Rastafarian
(%)

(47)
105
(28)

Non-Rastafarian
(%)

Foreign
Country
27
(35)
39
( 11)

Kingston
Montego Bay
57
(75)
212
(60)
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Indeed, many Rastafarians reported actually trying the substance - either
deliberately, out of curiosity, or unknowingly, in a seasoned spliff. The following
interviews illustrate the way in which Rastafarian doctrine appears to have protected
apparently high-risk individuals from becoming crack/cocaine users.

Interview 1
Men cook ganja wi th alcohol and thus make it a drug. but ganja is not a drug.
Do you smoke ganja?

Yes, sometimes but I am not one of those dreadlocks who is disturbed when I do not have
ganja to smoke. I do
smoke it.

DOt

buy stick berb, but if a brethren gives me a good draw of herb I will

Have you ever seen or tried cocaine?

(Laughing) Yes, once back home when I was younger and curious, but that was it. Those
things aren't good for human consumption.
What would you tell your sons about cocaine?

I wo uld certainly tell them that it is Dot good for mankind and they should not even want to
be curious about it. The real Rasta man is ODe of Jab. I know that many dreadlocks are out there
smoking crack or sniffing coca ine but they are what I would call commercial Rasta, or the Coptics
call them "Ras-cal." I agree with the Capties. I meet them on the North Coast and all they do is
s moke crack and cocaine and seek white woman to take them to foreign lands.
I have a friend who is spending sometime in rehab. This girl had everything going for her.

Her parents are rich and powerful and she was a straight A student. She dropped out in her
second year in V.W.I. all because of crack. This was her choice. We both tried it the same time
and she liked it, I did not. So I guess it's a matter of choice. I loved her very much but I am poor
and maybe could not match up to her peers. Secondly, I am not sporty. I am not a straight A
student but I have a good average. I have to work very hard. This girl does not even have to study
- she is just bright. But she was not bright enough to keep away from cocaine. She is very spoiled
and I guess only weak people really get hooked.
Right now Miss , the real reason why I have turned to the Rasta man is that right now, he

has the most moral teaching . . I don't know much of the Rasta man's doctrine but what I do know is
that the true Rasta man is a clean man; spiritually clean man and he does not take drugs. My
parents and peers resent me because I am dreadlocks. (His locks are about a finger 's length.) But
I do not care. I want to show the world that I have found a clean, new culture. My girlfriend got
mad with me because I won't get high with her and watch blue movies and do those nasty oral sex
acts. Those are the things that people want to do when they take crack and cocaine. Crack turns
your inside out, it lets you forget yo ur moral sense and cleanliness. Right now I don't have a
girlfriend and I do not believe I will want one for now because they all want oral sex and I am not
into that. My girlfriend buys the cocaine, gets baking soda and I sit down with tears in my eyes
and watch her destroy herself with it.
What does she do wi th the baking soda and the cocaine?
Sbe cooks it with hot water then puts on t:old water, and it becomes hard as glass ... then

she cuts small bits and smoke it on a pipe, she makes up with a pen and a bottle cover. When she
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is not where she can get the stuff to smoke, she breaks open a cigarette and put the pieces into it
and rolls a spliff or gets some herb and does the same. This they say is seasoned herb. So you
see Miss, all trus is the reason why I bate all avenues tbat bring this wicked cocaine into our clean
islands. When my girlfriend does this it smells up tbe room tbat I sometimes feel drunk and tben
she goes under the bed to hide saying I am going to kill her and only when she does that, she feels
I am going to hurt her.
Did you ever try to hurt her?

A few times but I don't anymore because I fwd that she is very weak and dried out. She
gets thirsty all the while, she says he r mouth is dry, and her beautiful skin is not beautiful any more.
One eight, she was so high, tbat she ran away and wen t to a base, was taken away by some one
else who gave her more crack and then three men had sex with her one time - doing all kinds of
orals and then she wants me to do it to her. I tell you when I found out I held her on ber neck and
thought that I was going to stretch her neck and break it. I hated to see what my beautiful girl had
become. We bad plans to get married and go back to Trinidad, and now it's like my whole life bas
turned around.

Interview 2
Do you believe only young people are doing that?
Nuff a dem a tekin de season.
What do you think about the idea? What do you yo urself te ll the youths of today about
season spli ff?
The real Rastaman is a spirirual man and does not take drugs. Drugs is somet'ing that is
made of, or better yet that chemical are added to, like cocaine. All kind of man come check me in
my area over the years, and in the early eighties when more cocaine was plenty when dem never
have crackrock; man never used to like to sniff the cocaine because dem say it mek flesh drop out
you nose; so man used to just sprinkle the coke dust in the herb and mek the spljff. Me a tell yo u
man .. . say one night some man bring do\VD. MO white man from Miami and in the wee hours of
the morning come wake me up; dem a look some good herb, and in dem times if you a look some
thing good you have fe check with me. Me a tell you say when the man dem get co mfortable an'
we drink a few beer, and eat up jerk pork and curry goat whe de, bring,' an' we tek out the good
stuff. One a de man mek up a spliff and pass it round. Me say the herb did good you know. De
best in the north, south, east and west. When me look, me see de white man tek out a kodak film
container, de little black somet'ing whe de film come into and him open it; it was full a powder, now
a de first time in my life me a see dis powder business. Me ask my friend say, a wba dat? Him
whisper say, "a coke." Me say man me heart leap out of me body, for the next think: me a suspect
fe happen now a dat dem a go draw up dis cocaine and den tek out dem gun and a dead. me a
dead. So me get well jumpy now and start screw up my face . Well my friend call me one side and
said, jus' cool man, everything all right, dem man ya, cool man, me an' dem deal all de while fe
years. So I relax a little but I was not happy at all. Sister de man fix up the spliff and take out some
of the powder and sprinkle in the herb and roll up de spliff and light it up and draw it. Me say de
spliff smell so bad tbat me could not stand near him. Him draw and pass it to the next whiteman
and him draw and pass it to my friend. My friend barely draw it and pass it to me. Me never want
to touch it, but something in me say try one draw. Me say de thing rnek me feel numb in the mouth
and up me nose. Me never like it at all but me j ust watch them and pray fe the business done and
dem lef drive out. But dem smoke until it done. Dem keep saying, ~tbis is good stuff man; good
stuff." Soon me weigh up de herb and them drive out. But man me never want that experience
again. De spliff just mek me lip an tongue numb;and the one draw mek me head hurt me all day
next day. Me really wonder why man mix up de nice herb with dat stuff. Nowadays dem cook up
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de coke dem put all phensic in de stuff and dem mek crack rock and se ll o ne piece fe fifty dollars.
But a it dem a kill de m se lves . Nowadays dem a mash up rock and put it in the herb. Dem say
when de herb not good. But dem things not good. Man dem who doing it na ha no use to dem
woman in a bed. Dern turn to sucking. Me hear say dem would a suck down dem woman womb .

(Everybody burst out laughing) A true sister, me know you doan like hear these things but a true a
pure dat a g 'wan - dem a turn batty man too. (Everybody started laughing again. )

Interview 3
~Sister, I only try the season spliff o ne time , yo u know , ou t o f curiosi ty. Is a girl I pick up in
de park who I see using it. I love woman you know so I always look at nice ladies. ~

He went on to say that he made a date with this girl. After they wen t to a party and was on
his way to a whore house to sleep fo r the night, the gi rl as ked him for fo rty dollars. She said she
wanted to make up some money to buy something. He said he gave her the money, and she
asked rum to s to p at a place near Half Way Tree. She went o ut and came back In abo ut ten
minutes. When she did not come back. be started wondering if she had s tood him up but then he
saw her run.ni.ag a dis tance up fro m whe re he was parked. He started the ca r and slow ly drove up.
He was so glad she rerurned that he never asked her anything . So they went to the whore house .

He said he paid the money and then went to get her and they both went into their room. He said
he had herb because be does not drink much so he pulled out his herb and started to make his
spli ff. The gi rl asked him fo r some berb and a rizla. He told her he made one for both of them to
share. The girl insi sted that she wan ted to make up her O\VIl so he gave he r some berb. She took
it and went into the bathroo m. He said he heard a noi se like she was knocking something and in a
little while she came out with the spliff in her hand and wanted the matches. Because be was
"dying fo r her to sit down and re lax, ~ be said to her, ~ come man, mek me ligh t it off my spliff. ~ He
said he could see that she was reluctant but she gave him anyway. He lit the spliff off his. and from

the first draw he could tell tha t so mething about the spliffwas diffe rent. He said he "pulled" it again
and looked at it, then looked at his and draw again, by then he said he was sure there was a
difference, so be looked at her, bu t "she j ust stood there with trus dumb grin on her face." He g ave

the sp liff to her and by then he no ticed that his mouth was "feeling heavy and the smell of the spliff
was different." By then, he had to ask her what she' d put in the herb why it smells tha t bad . The
girl would no t tell him but she kept saying "nothing ... only cigarette. ~ But he was feeling his
mouth ge t numb and was beginning to get upset.
Then he went into the bathroom to see if be would find anything . He said he found a small
rap o f plastic and wondered if it co uld be coke. So he went back and asked her to tell him if it was
crack o r co ke o r what. He got so mad that when she would not tell him tbat he gave he r o ne box
in her face. and her teeth cut her lip and sta rted to bleed. Then she baw led out saying, "is you take

it and light it, I did no t give it to yo u. "
He then fe lt so rty fo r her and quickly apologized and though t to himself, tha t she was right
... it was all his fault. He said be sat down and smoked his spliff and thought how bad his head
felt. He said he made a second spliff and after finishing he just took up his car keys and left her in
the room wen t to his car and dro ve home . He went home and hugged his wife and "kissed her and
loved her like he had not done in a long time. " He said he had to thank Jab that he was a
Rastaman and that Jab gave him wisdom, knowledge and understanding to keep away from things
like crac k and co ke. He said every time he hears o r sees someone who is an addict he remembers
that nigh t and also realizes, ~tha t anybody who is hooked on these substances, have themse lves to

blame .•
"There is no way I would ha ve asked fo r or personally take this stuff from anyone. So them
people who want to blame it on o ther people are liar, they themselves want it. Fo r how come I did
no t wan t it?~ I mean I would have killed ber at firs t thought. Then guess what, I saw the girl a few
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days later. Sbe is a pretty brown girl, looked so nice and quiet. So sbe came over to where r was
sitting in the park. Her lip had a cut on it, and she sa id, ~why did you treat me like that, dread." so I
said , "[ don't deal with dem things man, a nice girl like you must not deal with that stuff. It'll kill you"
... she said, "is two times now me sto p and me not taking the pipe anymore. Me smoke herb and
when me feel for a good smoke me Just put a little season in the herb."
He cold her that right now he was ftok" and was not interested in dealing with any woman
or man who needs crack or cocaine. He described how he sat ber down and "talk to her real
good." telling her that crack and cocaine will let you lose your soul to support the habit. He told
her that there is "no hope for anyone who wants this stuff ... They IJlight as well kill themselves for
even if they stop, when the first problem reach them the only thing they will ever want is the crack .
And they will forever have to fight that battle within themselves secretly fo r the rest of their lives. "
~I s

nuff woman me keep with my wife over the years and that girl was tbe last one me pick
up. The girl really teach me a lesso n. I went back in myself and look how much money [ spent on
tbat girl that night and it was over three hundred dollars; and I used to do that at least once per
week, sometimes two. But when I open a bank account and said right now I am going to bank that
amount o f money every week and see how much money I waste over the years; Sister, I could buy
a house with all the money I spent looking pussy, when I have the best pussy at me yard - me
wife. Well I tell you that experience was good and bad. So whenever I buck up that girl which is a
few times well, [just put my hands in my pocket and give her a money and she don't know why [
do it. It's because it was her that stopped me from wasting my hard earned cash. ~

THE MORAL VIEW ON DRUG ABUSE AND ADDICTION
Of those surveyed, 90.4 % and 90.1 % responded that crack and coke,
respectively, result in addiction. As one informant reported, "once you taste it, it
continue to give you the urge to take it." In contras t, 77.6% responded that alcohol
resulted in addiction, 68 .9% for tobacco, 53,5% for ganja, and only 68.9% for the
seasoned spliff.
It's easier to get hooked snorting than smoking
People tell me tbat season spliff don't make one get hooked but I believe it is not true
Some man addicted to sex and some food. It depends on the person. I am not addicted
to anything. [smoke herb and if! don't have any for a week, I don ' t smoke it.
Alcohol give you the drive to face anything. If you are shy, it gives you braveness. You
can' t reaUy get addicted to smoking. The feeling of crack lasts ooly if you are addicted. Crack
makes you do crazy and cruel things. It mashes up relationships. When you come in .drunk, you
can get help. People can talk to you. [t is very difficult to help someone with crack because they
can' t feel it themselves.
Some people can be addicted to ganja tea and alcohol.

The concept of addiction, however, is not weU understood, particularly in the rural
areas. Furthermore, dependency on all substances generally was viewed moralistically,
as the result of some fault or weakness on the part of the user. This propensity for
abuse, addiction and negative consequences tended to be associated either (1) with a
negative characteristic of the user or (2) with a failure on the part of the user to take
precautions against negative consequences. For example, one of the commonly
mentioned themes in explaining crack addiction was that the white man could use
cocaine (often referred to as "white man's ganja:') and be alright but that the black man
was physiologically more at risk. This opinion was expressed throughout the various
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field sites as a means of explaining why white people (tourists) could take drugs
recreationally and walk away from them without destroying their lives, but black people
could not. Both by temperament and economic conditions, Jamaicans were considered
particularly vulnerable to the negative effects of crack and cocaine.
Similarly, it is claimed that drugs will have a negative effect on family relationships
only if the people are not "family- oriented;" cocaine itself does not generate crime and
violence, rather it enhances or releases what is "already inside" the person.
Crack and cocaine increase crime and violence, but you have to be bad tempered. It
brings out the evil in you. It doesn't make you tbat way.
Crack and cocaine are stronger than other drugs. When you take coke you become
beartless, a gunman. But the effect of drugs on the body depends on the mind , the brain. For
example, some people can know the feeling is pushing out of them, but they can control it.
Many of dem brain can't take it.
One will do anything they tell themselves to do before they take crack, coke or alcohol.
When they do these things they only become brave in doing it but they do not become criminals
because they take drugs. They already had it in them to do so.
Even cigarettes increase crime and violence by thinking and concentrating to do bad
things.
The mind gets sick an' tells tbe body wbat to do.
Drugs reveal the inner persoD. They give you ~braveness. bring out another side of you.
It is not tbat you are a different person on drugs, you just need the drugs to be able to come out.
They make you brave so whatever comes out must already be inside of you. If you steal. become
a liar, then it is in you already to do this.
M

According to folk explanations, these distinctive characteristics of the user explain
the variation in response to substances, "puss and dog nah follow same road." While
some respondents qualified individual effects by reference to the strength of the
substance and the frequency with which it was taken, in practically all cases, substances
were considered harmful if the user "did not feed his body," was too young, or did not
have the strength to handle the power of the substance.
This shift in responsibility for unhealthy and anti-social outcomes from the drug to
the individual has generated a portrayal of the drug abuser as morally weak and out of
control. Crack users, in particular, are considered inherently "bad" people from the getgo, straying from what is considered "normal" human relationships. References to crack
users, such as "r wouldn't trust anyone using that stuff," or "r wouldn't give money to
them," or "I would never accept anything from them" indicate the lack of confidence in
and disdain for crack users. Comments such as "the badness must already be in them,
for it (criminal behavior) to come out, their brain can ' t handle it, is not strong enough to
prevent it", indicate that there are those who are "stronger, and more disciplined" who
can prevent drug use from overcoming them.
In evidence of this, informants provided many examples of occasional crack
users who function normally in society, and are ~elf-limiting in the use of the drug. Most
of these individuals were drawn from the upper ind middle classes and therefore had
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the monetary resources to support their habits without turning to street-life. Their more
private use of crack/cocaine rendered these individuals more difficult to interview
because they were most concerned about maintaining their reputations as opposed to
low income addicts, whose drug status was obvious to the public.
Heavy ganja use is to lerated for the most part because it does not threaten the
social fabric of the community. Ganja, which is believed to stimulate the appetite,
enhance work, promote a calm, meditative approach to life, reduce violence and
augment sexual performance is a substance that endorses and promotes enduring
values about health and behavior in Jamaica. The use of crack/cocaine, however, is
considered not only a violation of the law, but indicative of an 'undisciplined', lazy, and
even unhygienic person. In a society that values "clear" skin, fleshiness, sexual vigor,
self control and family loyalty , the mawga, debauched, impotent crack user is seen as
violent, materialistic, and self-serving and the antithesis of everything that is good and
important in Jamaica.
It is true that most addicts, regardless of their history or social status, end up
stealing from and lying to friends and families, further alienating and discrediting them.
Users, frequently referred to as "cokeheads" or "crackheads, " are despised and
disrespected and have ended up on the street, at the bottom of the social ladder. They
may be physically and verbally abused by any community member without compunction .
Crack using women frequently are raped and robbed and the men may be used as
informers by the police and then beaten by locals for corroborating with the authorities.
Crack users, even though they also may smoke ganja and drink alcohol, usually are not
accepted in those social groups, basically because people do not trust them.

The trustworthiness of persons who use crack/cocaine appeared to be the
paramount consideration in shaping the moralistic posture toward users. Even one of
the posses, well known for its criminal activity (Pick-pocketing and robbing tourists)
excluded anyone who used cocaine. The justification for this was that the cocaine user
would be disinclined to split the money acquired by preying on tourists with the other
gang members. The widespread opinion that cocaine addicts will do anything to feed
his or her habit is fundamental to commonly made association of crack/cocaine with
anti-social behavior.
In addition, this portrayal of crack/cocaine addicts as "bad" rather than "sick,"
allows the public to disregard the need for treatment and rehabilitation facilities. Perhaps
even more important, however, it permits those who fear and criticize crack/cocaine
users to participate in the distribution and sale of crack/cocaine without compunction.
Thus while the vast majority of people expressed great opposition to crack use and
disgust for crack users, they expressed appreciation for the economic aspects of the
crack/cocaine trade. The result of this ambiguity is a wide range of opinion regarding
the value of participation in the drug economy . .In one working class neighborhood,
many citizens voiced the opinion that obtaining an income by the sale or distribution of
illegal drugs is not considered a worthy or necessary occupation, "they can find
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something else to do besides sell drugs." Yet in another community, just as many
contended that given the chance, they would take the risk, for if they didn't do it,
someone else would .
Only rarely did people report the potential ethical conflict with selling or
transporting cocaine because it "would bring evil to me brethren." One woman reported
that she would not sell crack/cocaine because that same addict would "soon come back
and fief me t'ings sa it nah mek sense." Most of the ethical discussion about this topic
came from the Rastafarian community who criticized first the "white man" for controlling
the ganja trade, and then their "own nation" for being greedy and following the ways of
the white man.
The cocaine make them beartless and tbem will use tbe gun to kill and rape them motber,
and the baby 00 the breast. You see sister the guo and tbe coke walk band in band. Man is oat
into much ganja again. Them defending cocaine. Even if them were into ganja. them still dealing
the cocaine. Man greedy so them taking risk for the two - one more money than the other . ..
especially because no herb na plant as before every man just into the cocaine. So when you say if
ganja is a serious problem. it serious. I would rather be in the bush right now in my herb garden
than sitting down here like me a Kingstooian.
Before you know it tbey are selling the shirt o ff their backs to buy the white man's crack.
Where the addiction to crack is concerned, sometimes I do not even want to blame the white man
either, our black people must know themselves. They bawl every day to go to America for the
white man' s riches, and its the same thought that makes them want crack and coke. How come a
man can't make me smoke crack pipe? Yet on the other hand the white man in his greed capture
the weakness he sees in the black people and fill the country with the cocaine? Tell the UWI to go
and talk to the United Nations so we can get our ganja to be made free, so our children may
become independent like their children. He says for the amount of uses tbat the ganja has the
whole world could stop suffering. Black man 's first sin was covetousness and that's why the white
man get him in the first place. Black man still greedy and licky Iicky and that's why him can mek
de white man give him crack and cocaine to seel him brother and sister because him want fe drive
big benz and rolls royce him sell him brother crack and cocaine. White man will forever give him
because white man know dem weakness. Oem can't come to I and I with dem things . .. are the
destructioo of mankind. Black man will sell him brother and him sons as well. Will sell him wife
and daughter to have what the white man have. Marcus Garvey says blackman rest like black
crabs. Get a bucket and put ten white crabs in one bucket them get a second bucket and put teo
black crabs into the other, leave tbem there till morning. Wheo day light, you will find say de teo
white crabs ganes but the bucket with de ten black crabs are all there as ooe step up the other
drag him down.

Finally, the very nature of cocaine distribution - even in this insular country - allows
many persons who participate in trafficking to be unexposed to its consequences. Thus
in spite of the media blitz on cocaine, the rapid "pass through" of cocaine from coastal
communities where it enters to the urban and tourist centers, where it is dumped,
permits many individuals involved in the trafficking of cocaine to remain insulated from its
negative consequences. In general, there is a widespread belief that "hard drugs" and
the crime and violence that accompany them are problems of the urban and tourist
areas and that rural communities will be able to contain such problems now and in the
future.
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CHAPTER V
PUBLIC A W AREl'ffiSS Al'ID RESPONSE TO THE USE AND DISTRIBUTION
OF ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES

This chapter will describe the formal and informal responses of both the
public and private sectors to the problems associated with the distribution and
use of illegal substances. Continuing the prevailing theme of previous chapters,
ganja was not viewed as a problem in the sense that it was threatening to the
social fabric of community life. Indeed, unlike crack users, who made citizens feel
more vulnerable, ganja users often were perceived as non-violent and nonmaterialistic and certainly not damaging to the survival, health, or security of their
communities. Even demand reduction volunteers were sensitive to the cultural
nuances surrounding substance use and the need to respect the cultural
deflnitions of the term "drug" in order to make programs meaningful and relevant
to their communities. Therefore, this chapter, again, will focus mainly on the
crack/cocaine problem.
DRUG AW AREl'ffiSS
During the three month data collection period, over 150 articles on drug
traffIcking and drug abuse and their association with crime and corruption
appeared in Jamaica's newspapers. Symbols of drug awareness were ubiqui:ous
in all the study sites and included signs and slogans painted on walls throughout
the communities registering the disapproval of citizens - "Say no to drugs," "Get
high on life, not drugs," "Drug Free Zone." Crack/cocaine was the subject of
slogans printed on the back of juice cartons, editorials in the local papers,
sermons in churches, lectures in schools and colleges, and anti-drug editorials in
the newspapers. The "drug prob lem" also was the subject of discussions in
community meetings and pamphlets distributed to social service organizations
such as the Children's Services, Family Planning Board, and other community
services. Even many of Jamaica's popular musicians wrote songs that refer to
the negative aspects of cocaine use: Bujo Banton (Voice of Jamaica album) and
Mutabaruka (Live album) are among the most popular.
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IIDeportees Jl
by Bujo Banton,
Vo ice of Jamaica (1993)
Boy get deported inna one pants
Bruk an no have no money
But me no response
No abiding city wa'an pressure
fe me ranch
an when 'im deh a foreign,
'im did important
but'im never did a look back
neva did a glance
Neva know 'im woulda tumble over
like avalanche
A mek a bag a money rememba one time
how you use to brag
Benz an Lexus a way you did have
Clarke an bailey weh you got inna bag
Now yo u crash up an you mash up
You neva did a plan
You neva did a check fe lay a foundation
Back to gedda again prepare me friend
Dust off your clothes an start
from scratch again
Caught up in the world of the rich
and famous
Golden livity in haffe luxurious
Have all the girls in the world in a surplus
M':'5sage you shoulder bump some a burst
Reques' you coffee
an she pore it from a thermos
Cool an kick back jus' a watch delirious
Now yo u sorry you neva rememba
The almighty one inna you days of splendor.

"Drug Kulcha"
by Mutabuka,
Live (1992)
Johnny use to satisfy wid jus' smokin'
Til some foreigner comin say, " man
you're jokin ' "
I know smokin' will get you lUgh
But that still won't make you reach the
sky
['m goona give you a thing that will make
you sing
And everywhere you go, people will
swing
So Johnny stop smoke
Him start sniff coke
Take it for ajoke.
(chorus)
Drug kulcha takin over the place
You know this is a damn disgrace
Drug kulcha takin over the place
Use, you youth mao your life
Is gonna go to waste
Rastas smoke herb before I born
We eat we ital food ...
When Johnny sniff and it goes to lUs
head
His eyes start movin' like a livin' dead
(chorus)
Now Johnny sniff an sniff, forget about
spliff
Said he felt good, just like a singer
should
So he passed it to lUs friend , another
fool again
(chorus)
Now pleasure is a freedom song
What makes one man rise, another go
down
So get I a life, even your wife
Don't let-the same go to your brain,
make you insane
I said "move your cocaine "
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DRUG EDUCATION
Approximately 80% of the survey sample reported that they had watched
or listened to some educational program dealing specifically with the dangers of
illegal drug use, which the vast majority interpreted as crack/cocaine. Table 13
identifies all the sources of information reported by survey respondents.
TABLE 13
Frequency and Percentage of Reported Sources
of Information Regarding Drug Use and Abuse
by Community Type

Rural
NonTourist
114
(84)
121
(89)

Rural
Tourist

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

68
(73)
59
(63)

Urban
NonTourist
60
(88)
48
(7 1)

75
(84)
78
(88)

73
(90)
77
(95)

116
(85)

42
(45)

44
(65)

76
(85)

57
(70)

81
(60)

25
(27)

32
(47)

58
(65)

44
(54)

70
(52)

20
(22)

36
(53)

57
(64)

33
(41)

100
(74)

31
(33)

41
(60)

78
(88)

46
(57)

63
(46)

20
(22)

20
(29)

53
(60)

56
(69)

79
(58)

19
(20)

27
(40)

60
(67)

28
(35)

2
I
2
(%)
(.01)
(.01)
(.03)
TOTAL*
136
68
93
*Categories of responses are not mutually exclusive

2

2

TV
(%)

Radio
(%)

Newspapers
(%)

Special
Pamphlets
(%)

School or
Work
(%)

Family or
Friends
(%)

Health Professionals
(%)

Religious
Officials
(%)

No
Information

(.03)
89

(.03)
81
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Although most survey respondents reported that the television, radio and
newspapers were their major sources of drug education, the ethnographic
observations revealed that informal discussions among community residents, as
they gathered in the evening or in the work place, constituted the most common
vehicle for trans fer of information and values about illicit drug consumption and
trafficking. In those communities in which crack/cocaine did not have a
significant presence, discussion was shaped by reports from radio talk shows,
newspaper articles and letters to the editor in the Daily Gleaner. Inspired by these
daily reminders in the media the topics of crack/cocaine, crime and police
corruption constituted much of the discourse in all the study sites.
While "the street" was cited as a major source of information about drugs ,
"seeing the effects" in others was reported as the major reason for not trying
crack/cocaine themselves. In one of the study communities there was a
recovering crack addict who was well-known to the community as a boy and then,
in his most destitute condition, as a young man addicted to crack. Even though
he is now a recovered addict and revered for his self-discipline, residents
frequently referred to him as the major reason that they would not even think
about trying crack. This suggests the potential significance of former addicts for
drug education in these communities.
In most localities, the formal drug education efforts that existed at the local
level consisted primarily of reading material distributed by the National Council on
Drug Abuse, occasional public lectures, occasional classroom lectures for school
children , Drug Awareness Week and the posters, signs and murals found
throughout the communities . There were no formal programs addressing
substance abuse in the larger companies or work places in any of the field sites.
School-based drug education was provided in all of the study communities but
varied widely in regularity and comprehensiveness depending on whether the
community identified itself as having a "drug problem." According to teachers and
principals, the issue of illicit drug use generally was addressed only if "a situation
arises, " for example, if a child was discovered smoking or in possession of ganja.
None of the schools in the study communities, including those with a self-defined
drug (cocaine) problem, indicated that crack/cocaine use was present among
school children . Again , this may reflect the sample since none of the study site
schools enrolled children of sufficient affluence to be able to purchase
crack/cocaine. While it is possible that, in spite of required in-service education
programs, school officials simply were too inexperienced to recognize or deal with
crack use, the ethnographic evidence provided confirmation to the use of
crack/cocaine among school children was a rare phenomenon.
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VALUES AND DEJ\1At\fD REDUCTION
While the efforts to prevent drug abuse in most of the study sites appeared
meager, at best, the definition of what constitutes a drug problem often was very
parochial. Therefore many residents questioned the necessity of drug education
programs in their communities which they perceived to be drug (cocaine) free .
For example, in the smallest community in the sample there was little concern
about the establishment of preventive education within the community as
residents disavowed any current or potential crack/cocaine problem. Yet this
area has become a known conduit for cocaine retrieved from the sea and is
slated for the future development of tourism.
The prevention of drug abuse in the urban and tourist communities , where
drug use was, in fact, defined as a problem, generates different but equally
complex issues. The unqualified disapproval of crack/cocaine and its users ,
which theoretically is the foundation for anti-drug efforts, is routinely compromised
by the glorification of those who have profited in cocaine distribution. Differences
in the quality of housing in the community stand as a constant reminder to
residents of the payoffs for participation in drug distribution. Indeed, citizens often
claimed that you can tell the houses that were built with "crack money" because
they are built all at once rather than as a series of additions. Virtually all of the
attractive, two story houses in one of the study sites were alleged to have been
built with cocaine money.
Even the most well-designed drug education programs eventually must
compete with the glamour and excitement of drug trafficking, including the risks
involved in connection with police, crack houses, street life, and sex. Urban
teenagers, attending the dance halls, bring back reports of gun-toting youths,
gold jewelry, flashy, expensive clothes, and the availability of women for the "big
men", whose fancy style and money is associated with crack sales. Hortical
dons, with their numerous cars, houses and women, personify those materialistic
values and are legitimized by the Robin Hood image, even though most agree
that the resources that dons bring to a community cannot possibly equal the
destruction that they bring through cocaine trafficking.
Thus, in the urban, north coast communities comprising the sample,
prevention activities were under relentless assault by the influence of the drug
industry. Local efforts of the National Council on Drug Abuse to develop
volunteers, distribute information to social service organizations, and establish
anti-drug activities were besieged by the presence of drug users, drug traffickers
and associated criminals. A beauty contest, organized as an N.C.D.A. fund raiser
for anti-drug efforts provided a case in point. It was estimated that of the 1500
attendees at this anti-drug event, more than two hundred smoked ganja openly.
Beer and alcohol were served in nearby kiosks. The three policemen , who were
"guarding" the entrance gate, stole thousands of dollars from the proceeds for the
evening. Additionally, people were apprehended stealing the empty bottles for
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refunds and the contest winner subsequently received calls with threats of rape.
Perhaps most ironic, however, was that most of the contestants were sponsored
by the local dons. Thus in spite of the ongoing attempts to establish effective
prevention programs, the use of crack/cocaine in this area remains among the
highest in the country.
In contrast, the sample's south coast urban residential community, similar
in terms of size, social class and proximity to the city center, provides a useful
comparison in terms of prevention because there is comparatively little use of
crack/cocaine. When asked how the widespread use of crack/cocaine had been
avoided - especially given the daily contacts of citizens with Kingston - residents
provided both moral and economic explanations. According to the moral
explanation, the citizens of this community simply were more religious, less
motivated by materialistic desires, more family oriented and had a more abiding
work ethnic than the "idle youth" and "dem ghetto people" hailing from high crack
use areas. In a more generous economic explanation, others suggested that
their communities have been able to prevent the use and trafficking of drugs
because there are fewer social problems, such as unemployment and single
parent families. In their own community, they argued, young people remain in
school and are not required to seek employment without the requisite education
and skills in order to maintain the household. Although they may be encouraged
to get a job during the summer when school is out, it is more to " foster a good
work attitude" than gain an income. A premium is put on educational attainment,
or at least to graduate from high school.
While the economic argument may be more satisfactory than the moral
one, it does not explain why the use and distribution of crack/cocaine could not
be prevented in the north coast urban community which also is composed of
predominantly middle and working class individuals who are gainfully employed.
Pushing the analysis further, a more likely explanation lies in the presence of
tourism as an economic base. The tourist industry of the north coast community
brings the citizenry into daily contact with the drug industry and the drug industry
is the basis for differences in wealth and status within the community. Thus it is
not that members of the south coast community are any less materialistic.
Indeed, their TVs, satellite dishes, clothing and household appliances imported
from the United States provide testimony of their consumer desires. Participation
in the drug business, however, is not necessary to obtain these symbols of wealth
and status. Livelihoods were not derived either from illegal activities or from
activities that would give them routine access to illegal activities. In contrast to
their north coast counterparts for whom the temptation to enter the distribution
(and eventually the consumption) network is intense, the south coast citizens
could realize their lifelong dream of owning a single-family home while
disassociating themselves from the sale of cocaine.
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Given the constantly escalating importation of cocaine and other drugs
though the "North Coast Corridor" communities, it is difficult to measure the
success of existing demand reduction activities. The fact that programs have
been viewed and/or listened to by so many individuals means that they have at
least succeeded in reaching the majority of the citizenry. Drug prevention in these
areas, however, is like trying to rut a moving target and in spite of some reports
that their "lawless" and drug ridden communities were improving (less crime,
fewer gunmen) the majority of citizens attributed this more to military "sweeps"
than to the anti-drug campaigns.

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
In the smaller, remote comm unities most residents had little knowledge of
treatment facilities at all. In the field sites in which crack had a presence, the
treatment facilities most frequently mentioned were the University of West Indies
"Detox Unit," the Salvation Army, Addiction Alert and Patricia House, all of which
are located in Kingston. Thus individuals and families who sought assistance
were required to endure the psychological and financial stress of travel to
Kingston with no guarantee that they would be admitted to a program. Indeed,
interviews with former cocaine addicts revealed that the difficulty they
encountered in getting into a treatment program prolonged their addiction. For
current addicts and their families, the absence of more local treatment programs
has been a major deterrent to seeking assistance. They lamented the need to
travel to Kingston where they risked the possibility (usually the probability) of
being rejected or being put on a waiting list.
Local substance abuse programs consisted mostly of Alcoholics
Anonymous programs in the parish capitals but these were highly criticized by
their participants as being ineffective. A few private physicians are involved in
dependency treatment but are financially out of reach for the majority of users.
Thus despite the substantial presence of crack users in the north coast field sites ,
there were no treatment or counseling facilities that dealt with anything but alcohol
and occasionally with ganja. A highly respected Mental Health Officer in one of
the communities claimed to work more with "mental health problems" than with
drug addiction. Those Mental Health Officers that included substance abuse in
their services focussed on alcohol and secondarily on ganja and claimed that the
majority of the substance abusers they see are those having reactions to ganja
intoxicatio n rather than to crack/cocaine. However, during an observation at a
mental health service, a worried mother came in to seek counseling from the
mental health officer about her son, whom she suspected was experimenting with
crack in the form of seasoned spEffs . She was told that there was no time to
counsel her and she was sent away. Interestingly, the individuals who
administered these facilities were unaware of crack addicts who were well known
to the rest of the community. One such provider admitted that he was reluctant to
get involved with cocaine treatment because "people can get killed wrongfully"
when dealing with crack addicts.
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Outside Kingston, the absence of halfway houses and Narcotics
Anonymous groups for recovering addicts also was identified, especially by
former addicts who described the difficulty of "staying clean." There were no
successful or consistent support groups for recovering users. Interviews also
revealed a number of former addicts who had stopped on their own but for whom
there was no aftercare resource such as Narcotics Anonymous that would help
them sustain their recovery. One informant told of returning from a rehabilitation
program and being immediately offered a seasoned spliff by a "friend" who denied
it was seasoned.
While detoxification, treatment and midway facilities are lacking,
rehabilitation in the smaller communities does offer some advantages to the
recovering addict that are not present in Kingston. In spite of the disgust and
disrespect directed at crack users, residents in the non-urban sites continued to
support their neighbors who had fallen to crack use. Most of the users grew up
there and their families were known locally. Residents attempted to talk to the
chronic crack users, whom they knew and convince them to relinquish the drug.
If nothing else, personal experience tended to minimize the sensationalism and
dispel myths about crack addiction.
Self Treatment
Perhaps because of the difficulty in being admitted to formal treatment
facilities , there are a number of individuals who discontinued using crack without
professional assistance. Some former addicts reported that they were able to
relinquish their crack habit while in prison. Everton, whose case was presented in
Chapter ill, insisted that prison helped him back to sanity and "is one of the best
therapy for an addict," although "if the sentence was short - like three to six
months," he "probably would not have changed." Now, he ciaims he is "a
changed man ... fat and looking like a million dollars." He even has stopped
smoking cigarettes and "hardly drinks a beer." His comments were echoed by
other former addicts who said that although crack was readily available in prison,
long sentences could reduce the craving for crack.

As mentioned earlier, many crack addicts have used ganja to assist them
in discontinuing their crack habits. It is difficult to know whether the usefulness of
ganja is linked to a physiological action or whether the commitment to "herb" also
implies a commitment to a life style with which crack use and its outcomes are
incompatible. The following passage taken from an interview with a ma.'l who had
been addicted to crack but adopted a Rastafarian life style, including ganja use, is
indicative.
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Now [ am proud and happy to state that [ am completely cured from that sin, and
indeed, [ am ever so thankful to God Almighty! Surely, God is good ... A very co=on
saying is that cocaine addiction is uncurable. [have proved that saying to be completely
wrong! My advice to all who want to quit using that garbage is to sincerely ask God for his
help.

On the other hand, former addicts who were not Rastafarians, reported
using ganja as a means of lessening the severity of crashing after a "lick," therein
lessening the amount of crack used. Ganja also was used by addicts to help
them sleep and increase their appetites. Thus the exact mechanism of ganja in
reducing both the damaging effects and the need for crack are unclear.
Antidepressants can help to normalize the brain reward center and many
therapists view the use of antidepressants during withdrawal as facilitating the
discontinuation of cocaine use. While Jamaican ethnophysiology suggests that
ganja may be serving the same role as anti-depressants, it simply may be that
because the crack is consumed more slowly when combined with marijuana, it
does not have the same reinforcing qualities.
Although a pharmacological explanation cannot be ruled out, it appears
that the more likely explanation lies in the sociocultural domain and the ideological
value of ganja in this culture as a health rendering substance that induces
thoughtfulness and meditation. Ganja use implies an ideological commitment to
"roots," if not Rastafarianism. Although there is no explicit injunction against
crack, the Rastafarian or "roots" lifestyle provides a comprehensive plan for living
that rejects behavior such as stealing from and lying to friends and family, neglect
of children, prostitution, and non-traditional sexual practices. In terms of
maintenance and even prevention, such individuals may be protected to some
degree from being offered crack.
_While the success rate of self-cure seems to be at least as great as the
success rate of rehabilitation programs, the absence of intervention and
government programs was a constant course of resentment. The goals of the
National Council on Drug Abuse were not well understood by residents, many of
whom questioned why the Council had targeted so many communities in which
there were few, if any, problems associated with drug use while their-own high
drug-use districts continued to be ignored by the government.
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INTERDICTION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Table 14 summarizes the responses in the purposive survey regarding the
perceived effectiveness of the authorities in dealing with drug trafficking according
to the type of community.

TABLE 14
Frequency and Percentage of Reports
Regarding Adequacy of Authorities' Response
to the Drug Trade
by Community Type

Rural
NonTourist

Rural
Tourist

Yes

97

(%)

(72)

No

37
(28)
134

35
(44)
45
(56)
80

(%)

TOTAL

Urban
NonTourist
20
(29)
48
(71)
68

Urban
Tourist

Rastafarian

45
(52)
41
(48)
86

14
(17)
66
(83)
80

Of the 448 individuals who answered this question, over half (53 %) stated
that the authorities were not responding effectively to the drug problem . While
this is a very high percentage and demonstrates a clear lack of confidence, it
actually paled in comparison to the ethnographic findings in which wmplaints
about the effectiveness of the authorities were the norm. In fact, none of the
field workers was able to find more than a handful of residents in their respective
communities who contended that the authorities had responded adequately to
the drug trade. Yet many of the same individuals who had complained vigorously
about police and politicians in casual conversation, were reluctant to make this
admission on the formal survey. This was particularly true in the small, rural
community in which 72 % of those surveyed reported confidence in the authorities.
Residents in this community were heavily involved in ganja production and relied
on good relations with the police. Several respondents later admitted that they
were reluctant to criticize the police when responding to the formal survey
instrument.
The disparity between what people are saying in everyday conversation
and what they are saying in response to a formal interview is both a finding and a
methodological issue, suggesting that the role of authorities is perceived as quite
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sensitive and that when two sensitive issues (illegal drugs and the government)
are combined in a question , the survey data may be less reliable. The figure of
53 % thus can be considered extremely conservative and probably fails to fully
represent the concern that the public has with regard to law enforcement
authorities. Those living in the non-tourist, urban residential community (7 1 %)
and , not surpri singly, members of the Rastafarian community (83%) had the least
confidence in police.
Perceived Reasons for Inadequacy of Authorities
A few informants attributed the ineffectiveness of the authorities to the
increasing volume and the absence of sufficient resources to deal with the
problem. The following comments provided, perhaps, the most generous view of
the police as simply not having the resources or competence to deal with a
problem of this magnitude.
They don't have time.

They are afraid of the dealers, of the ghetto.
Police are not circulating in the commun.ity - people just walk around and do what
they want.
They have to fo llow orders.
But still them need nuff more police and more help from the citizens to really
stamp it out.
They don 't get around enough.

It a steady job - dem c'yan do DO better.
They do what they can but it hard to know who's deceptive and who isn ' t.
More can be done.

The police are afraid of the drug dealers.
They just can' t keep up with it.
There's not enough police.

They are doing a good j ob but they can still do better. We need mo re police and
soldiers.

They are trying their best but they need more ass istance to deal with it.

Many suggested that the police are justifiably afraid of the gunmen
because the criminals have better weapons than the police. Accordingly, one of
the reasons given for crack bases flourishing in the "ghetto " is that police are
uncomfortable about going in there.
There is always a lot of "activity" in the ghetto anyway , so it

~overs

up the drug

activity. If a couple of shots fired, eh, who cares? It fits in with what is going on in a ghetto
scene, is a perfect climate for it. I have seen more drug dealers per square foot in a ghetto
area, than in the uptown area.

Others (particularly Rastafarians) , complained that the authorities focused
on ganja while ignoring the real problem of crack/cocaine. The following
comments also are drawn primarily from those populations in which ganja
production has been a major source of income, including the Rastafarian
respondents.
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They are doing a good job, but they should leave the roan with ganja alone.
The coke men are all over and they mash up the ganja men
Oem only take orders but them should leave the ganja be.
They should leave tbe farmer alone and go after the crackheads on the beach in

Negri!.
Could focus more upon cocaine and less upon ganja.
By tightening up on ganja the police burt peeple and create violence (by
disruption of people' s way of making a living).
They caused the cocaine trade by making ganja illegal.
Them must leave the ganja man with his berb garden because them not troubling
the crackman.
Them must just leave the ganja man alone because all him doing is planting his
. little weed and not troubling anyone. The police dem love the big dons because dem can
get them conquered every time.
r happen to know of some guys of high ranks who are deeply involved in this
deadly business of drugs, yet still sometimes Rastas are brutalized for a little spliff tail of
herb.
Oem must mash down de cocaine and crack like how dem mash down de ganja
man. Oen we say dem ado something.
For ganja, yes, by spraying. For coke, no. In Jamaica people are very easy to
buyout, the government side.
Everyday you hear of another dirty police. Them too beg beg and love to beat up
innocent man - we Rasta man for a spliff tail.

Notwithstanding the ideological commitment of Rastafarians and the
economic considerations of the ganja fanner, these comments reflect the widely
held opinion that there is a greater pay-off to police for protecting the
crack/cocaine network than the ganja trade. The majority of those who believed
that the authorities had not been effective in dealing with the drug problem cited
corruption among police and politicians as the single greatest deterrent to the
enforcement of drug laws.
Closely linked to the opinion that corruption prevails among law
enforcement authorities is the opinion that the police routinely employ
unprofessional, inappropriate and even illegitimate uses of power to brutalize,
intimidate and harass members of the community. Almost universally, citizens felt
not only unprotected by the police but actually victimized by them. Many
residents reported that the police shoot the people whom they have arrested
before they even get them to the station. Some respondents claimed that "all the
police are murderers." Addicts and former addicts complained that they are
particularly vulnerable to police harassment and often ended up becoming
informers and then were at risk with other members of the community.
One young woman told of her cousin, who is a crack addict, and thus used
by the police as an informer. She said that the C.I.B. already has beat him twice
and said they were now going to have to kill him. Another woman said that she
has a friend who is not an informer, but the police know he is an addict and have
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threatened to charge him with crimes he did not commit if he does not give them
information regarding local drug dealings. Because current and former drug
addicts are disrespected and not trusted in the community, they can be used
easily by the police as informers and then are truly despised by both the police
and community residents . One woman who has had several friends who have
been arrested said,
Many innocent people are sent to jail because the police have a grudge against
them. When they get out they can't get work because of their record. Police hassle them ,
so they say "what the fuck" and rob someone, because they don't care if they have to go
back to prison. Society needs a place where ex-cons can be protected from the police.

Many sex workers use a pimp type of person to reduce police harassment.
One woman reported that she used to get hassled on the streets and now works
almost exclusively at the hotels. When she comes to the hotel with a "white guy,"
she pays the security guard, who in turn, gives something to the police so that
she can stay at the hotel. Another sex worker, claimed that the most abusive men
she confronts are the police.
In general, corruption among the authorities is believed to be widespread
and takes various forms including involvement in crack distribution , providing a
pass-through for smuggling, extortion, bribery, and sex for leniency. Even the
police, themselves, complained about the corruption in the force and the pressure
put on them by fellow officers and superiors to "look the other way." One
policeman who is a strict "Christian," and always has been described being upset
by the corruption but generally was left alone by fellow officers because of his
"Christian" status. Informants believed that corruption was not restricted to the
level of constable but appeared to exist at all levels. The superintendents and
chiefs allegedly made more money since the level of pay-off is reputed to be
consistent with rank as well as with the size of the operation. Indeed, many
informants reported that the C.LB. officers are not interested in "small stuff.
they are looking to bust the big guys and only take big bribes." They also claimed
that it was easy to bribe magistrates in order to reduce or eliminate sentencing,
especially when evidence is "lost" prior to the court date. One informant reported
that he had been arrested for possession of arms and 120 pounds of ganja while
attempting to transport it to New York. He served only three months because the
don paid off the police and judge.
Some north coast individuals involved in drug trafficking indicated that the
out-of-town Narcotics Branch was much more effective than local police. The
A. C.LD. team also made a show of force in the same area but it did not appear to
be drug-related. The organization that had the best reputation throughout the
various field sites and with the Rastafarians was the J.D.F. Several informants
suggested that the soldiers were a more effecuve deterrent to crime and drug
abuse than the police. They reported that soldiers are "very strict and mostly
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honest." In one location the soldiers were in town for a six month "clean-up."
They didn't bother with "little stuff' but instead looked for guns, fugitives, and "big
guys." One social worker said that she "loves the soldiers" because when they
are there "you can sleep with your door open." She wished that "they could be
there full time. "
On the other hand, even the soldiers were reported to demonstrate
favoritism in the arrests and seizures in which they were involved. A few people
indicated that they feared soldiers more because they felt that they would hesitate
even less than the police to shoot somebody and were particularly concerned
about recovering guns. The belief also exists that there is widespread corruption
at the upper levels of the military, linking them to the politicians and allowing the
big shipments of cocaine to pass through the country. Nevertheless, the degree
of corruption at the level, where the army and the general population intersect,
was expressed to be relatively less than that associated with the police. In
general, people were most fearful of the presence of foreign agencies which were
believed to be conducting regular undercover work throughout the country.

SELF PROTECTION
Appeal to law enforcement officials was never mentioned as a viable
solution to the problems stemming from drug trafficking and abuse. One woman,
whose son was using cocaine, described how she called the police, saying "look,
I know who he's getting it from, go and arrest them," only to be told by the police
to call "Crimestoppers." Call-in radio programs were replete with persons
presenting situations in which a son or daughter is "stealing everyt'ing from de
house. I don't know what fe do. We take him to de police but police say dey
cyan arrest him." In the light of his own experiences, the director of a nongovernment voluntary association questioned the sincerity of the government,
saying that when he calls the police asking for assistance in protecting a client or
prosecuting an abuser, the police claim there being no vehicle available or they
promise to call back but never do.
The lack of responsiveness to the complaints and frustrations of residents
has provided the major incentive for the development of formal and informal selfhelp groups to resolve the problems of drug abuse and crime. Perhaps the best
known of these formal efforts is the Neighborhood Crime Watch. According to a
Superintendant of Police in one of the sample communities, this program has
resulted in a 50 % drop in crime over a two year period. Residents were adamant
and vigilant about retaining the relative security and calm they have been working
toward, as well as turning around the scheme's reputation for being full of
"gunmen and t'ieves." The presence of telephones has facilitated the Crime
Watch by being able to communicate quickly and solicit help.
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According to residents, Crime Watch represents a true departure from the
past in which "political tribalism" and an irresponsible police fo rce prevailed and in
which drug use, pickpockets and "little bad men" were a daily occurrence.
Reportedly, the community used to rely on a particular police officer who was
respected and always could be depended upon to be there in a flash. "He'd hunt
you down, ya know, but now he is doing private work. " Between 1988 and 1993,
there was a surge of criminal activity "coming in from Kingston and some streets
were so bad, they were called the Third World and the police wouldn't even
respond to calls then . " With the initiation of the Neighborhood Watch by
interested citizens, order began to be restored .
There is rarely a break-in now. People attend the meetings regularly and want to
kept out thieves, drug users, and violence. There were no reported rapes in [he past year.
We invi te everyone (i.e., independent of party affiliation) to the meetings.

Co-existing with formal mechanisms such as Crime Watch, are various
informal systems that have emerged over the years. Residents in one of the
sample communities often commented on how two middle aged women are the
real neighborhood police, despite the presence of a police station in the
community. They are visible, ask questions, confront suspicious individuals, and
set boundaries. In this community there were several instances in which citizens
took the law into their own hands. Residents co mmonly reported that they were
prepared to use extreme force to keep the criminals out of their neighborhood
and how "t' ieves" were beaten and burned by local residents, some of whom were
police acting out of uniform. For example, on the preceding New Year 's Eve two
men tried to rob a house. One of the residents had a gun and shot one of the
robbers in the leg . The other escaped. They beat and burned the one who was
captured.
Unfortunately, there are occasional casualties in this system. Residents
reported that about two years earlier a thief was apprehended while breaking into
a house and was beaten and .burned to death. Sadly, however, this alleged thief
actually turned out to be a relative of the owner of the house who was currently in
the U .S. Although he exclaimed that he had a key to the house, neighbors
protested, "t'ief have key too!" In spite of this tragic error, citizens of this
co mmunity contend that beating and burning is an appropriate punishment for
criminals who are upsetting the "order" of things in Jamaica, "If a criminal get
caught here, they beat him to death. I know it ain't right, but t'ieves know they
don't come here."
The greatest animosity toward the police came from the south coast
residential community, inhabited by working and middle class civil servants and
technicians and in which there was minimal crack use. Ironically, however, it was
from that same community that the few accounts of police effectiveness were
collected. Some informants suggested that decisive actio n on the part of the
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authorities in this area was related to the fact that so many police reside there.
Given the reputed ineffectiveness of the police, however, a more convincing
explanation was offered by long -time community residents who attributed the
events to active citizens who are not intimidated by police, who are willing to
protect themselves and who are unafraid to make demands on the authorities.
The experience of other communities in the sample suggests that the mere
presence of police does not assure law and order.

COMMENTARY
There is no doubt that the ineffectiveness of law enforcement agencies in
dealing with the crack/cocaine problem is an enormous concern for residents.
Indeed drug trafficking is one of the few instances in which citizens have called for
intensified law enforcement. Many informants complained that the current lack
luster police action reflected a general absence of discipline in the country. A
commonly heard lament was that authorities in Jamaica do not enforce the laws
as they did in the pre-independence stage when the "Brits" would "put their foot
down" and not tolerate "the criminal mentality".
A shopkeeper cited an incident in which a policeman came out of the bar and
found a group o f kids was sitting on his car smoking ganja. He said, '''Heh. what yo u
doing sitting on my car?,' but that was it! He didn't try to arrest them or anything."

According to many older residents, this co ntrasts significantly with the police of earlier ·
days who didn ' t "skin up" to anyone, "They would take a belt to yo ur backside. And if yo ur
parents found out, well, you would get a worse beating. The total environment was a
deterren t. ~ Many residents said that, "frankly. British rule was fine" with tbem. "It was mo re
c ivilized then and independence bas done nothing fo r Jamaica ...

The findings pertaining to the effectiveness of the authorities in dealing with
the drug problem must be examined in a larger context of widespread corruption.
In one community alone, tales of corruption included a.contractor who was given
a public service contract to build a retaining wall. At the end of the project (but
not having been given a contract for completing the entire Wall) the contractor
received a check for $47,000 more than originally awarded. The public service
agent said he wanted a check for $40,000 and the contractor could keep the
other $7,000. Another man told of attempting to bury his mother and after
spending several thousand dollars to complete the actual interment, he was told
at the grave site that the diggers would only rug the hole; to fill it again with dirt, he
would have to pay an addition $450. When he complained, he was told to
disregard the diggers, who were looking for additional money. Physicians were
reported using the hospital as their private office and dispensing hospital drugs
while charging regular prices. Another local residen t was known to have made
additional money by cheating the bank he worked for through participation in
black market currency exchange. In the course of being interviewed , a young
man proudly showed his driver's license and the two previous ones, the fust of
which he had purchased. He claimed to hav~ passed the test but it took so long
to get the license that it was just easier to pay the motor vehicle inspector $300.
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He went on to say that now licenses cost between $1000 and $3000. Thus in a
context of buying passports and licenses, trading farm work cards and
participating in over seas phone call scams, police corruption was
indistingui shable from the "deals" that exist in other dimensions of life. Addressing
the problem of police corruption in drug distribution and consumption in a larger
context of institutionalized corruption, is an enormous undertaking.
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DRUG CONSUMPTION Al"ID DISTRIBUTION IN JAl\1AICA
A NATIONAL ETIINOGRAPIDC STUDY

EXECUTIVE

S~IMARY

The primary goal of the ethnographic study was to obtain a comprehensive
assessment of the knowledge, behavior and attitudes that attend the use and distribution
of substances in Jamaica. The purpose for conducting this inquiry was to identify the
barriers and incentives to drug use in order to formulate culture-specific social policy and
demand reduction programs. This project was designed as a qualitative companion
study to the quantitative National Survey on Drug Use that was conducted at the same
time by Wray and his associates .
The findings presented in this report are drawn from ethnographic observations in
six populations, five of which represented geographical locations. The sixth was
composed of members of the Rastafarian religion recruited from several communities in
Kingston and the south coast. In order to establish trust and rapport with informants
who might otherwise be reluctant to share their views and experiences on this sensitive
topic , field workers actually resided in their respective study sites for almost three
months. More than 1,250 persons were interviewed informally and, in the last weeks of
the data collection period, over 460 persons were formally surveyed, using a purposive
sample selection strategy . This protocol yielded a bountiful data set on all substance
use in a variety of contexts. This report, however, attempts to capture the most recent
developments in substance-linked behavior and to reflect what Jamaicans, themselves,
identified in both public and private discourse, as the most troubling of substances,
crack/cocaine.

.-",.

Presence and Availability
In Jamaica, the most commonly used recreational substances are alcohol,

tobacco, ganja and cocaine. There were isolated reports in both the survey and
ethnographic data of the use of heroin, amphetamine stimulants, LSD, and mushrooms
but these were not observed by any of the researchers. Multiple drug use also was
fou nd to be common and , to some extent, institutionalized in the form of the "spliff'
(usually ganja mixed with a small amount of tobacco), "ganja tonic" (ganja soaked in rum
or wine," the "black cigarette," (crack mixed with tobacco) and the "seasoned spliff,"
(ganja sprinkled with crack). Although there were rare reports of intravenous drug use, it
generally was attributed to tourists. All the major substances in Jamaica are ingested or
inhaled.
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A comparison of the findings from this study with earlier reports reveals that the
nature and extent of alcohol and tobacco use in Jamaican society have not altered
significantly in recent times. With regard to ganja, the data suggest that the number of
users has both increased and now includes more females. Moreover, the use of ganja,
in general, has gained in social acceptability . It is unclear whether this is due simply to a
mutual reinforcement between prevalence and acceptability or whether crack/cocaine
simply has replaced ganja as the reputed source of laziness, criminal behavior, poor
health, and general social dysfunction in Jamaica. Of the two illegal substances, ganja
was significantly more popular than crack/cocaine.
In assessing the extent of the illicit drug problem, direct observations and
assessments of availability (e.g. the presence of crack bases) provides a useful check
on reported usage. Thus while community residents may protest that there are no crack
users in their community, the presence of crack vendors suggests that there are at least
some purchasers. In fact , both interviews and observations indicated that the use of
crack/cocaine is considerably higher in high exposure communities, predominantly in
urban and tourist centers, where distribution centers flourish. Thus while 75 % and 41 %
of the survey respondeds reported that it was very easy to obtain ganja and crack,
respectively, this percieved availability rose ot 69% in the urban tourist areas.
Although the ethnographic evidence indicates that crack/cocaine use is
concentrated in the urban and tourist centers and has a substantial presence in some
coastal and interior towns, it was obtainable even in relatively small, remote
communities. As one informant stated, "the only reason I don't know where to get it
(cocaine) is because I'm not looking for it."
Reflecting the geographical concentrations of crack/cocaine, the two
occupational categories that appear to be at particular risk for the use of this substance
are fishing and tourism . Participation in drug trafficking - either in Jamaica or abroad provides, by far, the greatest exposure to crack/cocaine and both fishing and touris.n
provide the greatest exposure to drug trafficking. Although the majority of the cocaine
that is "retrieved" from the sea is sold, in bulk, to urban distributors, many fishermen
have learned how to prepare, sell and use crack. Tourist industry workers - legitimate or
illegitimate, who are routinely asked to procure drugs for visitors to Jamaica, also are at
risk for exposure to crack/cocaine. Finally, several cocaine users reported that they first
were exposed when they went over seas. As newcomers, without their usual social
support, they often became vulnerable to relatively insular over seas Jamaican
communities in which ganja and cocaine smuggling and dealing had long been a part.
Both the survey and ethnographic interviews indicated that many believe that
drug use can be found in all geographical locations and sociodemographic categories
but that illegal drug use (specifically, crack/cocaine) predominates among the rich , the
urban and the young. Thus the use of crack/cocaine appears to be concentrated in the
same group as ganja, alcohol and tobacco - males from their late teens through their
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twenties. The longest history of addiction among the informants was 17 years. The
majority of others ranged from three to eight years of use. While drug consumption in all
communities was a predominantly male activity, women living in urban and tourist areas
were more likely to be consumers of tobacco, alcohol, ganja and cocaine than women in
rural communities. Public usage by wo men appeared to be limited to dances and
parties. Men, on the other hand, were seen smoking ganja very openly in both work and
recreational contexts. Male cocaine users outnumbered female users, yet informants
consistently reported a higher rate of female participation in cocaine use than in other
substances.
In general, regular church attendees, regardless of denomination , occupation or
socioeconomic status , were consistent in their disdain for all substances, including
tobacco cigarettes. In both formal and informal interviews, the actively religious
respondents expressed beliefs that these substances caused madness, disruption of
family life, violence and low standards of morality. Religious conversion - becoming a
"Christian" - often was cited as a reason for preventing or relinquishing substance use.
The exception to the negative association between drug use and religiosity, of course, is
the Rastafarian community in which ganja, often mixed with tobacco, is used for
sacramental purposes.
The use of any of these substances ultimately implies some capacity to purchase
them but this is especially true of crack/cocaine, which requires a generous income to
initiate and sustain habitual use. Indeed, several crack users came from the
business/entrepreneurial ranks with jobs that financed their use until the addiction
became too demanding. In contrast to ganja, which emerged from the unemployed and
working classes and spread throughout Jamaican society, cocaine entered through the
wealthy sectors of society and spread to the lower socioeconomic groups in the form of
crack. Thus many lower income informants, particularly Rastafarians, expressed the
opinion that drug use (meaning crack/cocaine use) was concentrated more among the
rich. Interestingly, crack was reported and observed to be used by all social classes
while the use of cocaine powder generally was restricted to the upper c classes. As one
user stated, the" rich snort" and ·the "Iikkle man free base."
Although there were occasional reports that cocaine was available from vendors
outside of schools and was purchased by school children, there was no evidence that
crack/cocaine had yet found its way into any of the study site schools. This finding
simply may reflect the nature of the sample which included no communities sufficiently
affluent for children to have the monetary resources to purchase crack/cocaine. Ganja,
on the other hand, was routinely reported and observed among school children and in
fact, some children were known to participate in ganja trafficking.
While it may be possible to identify , through statistical correlations, those
popUlations that are at greatest risk, the cases presented in this report speak to the
difficulty in finding, clinically, the common denominators of cocaine use that would be
useful in formulating effective demand reduction programs. Users represent both
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genders, a range in ages, different socioeconomic backgrounds, several religions,
community types and family backgrounds. As a group, cocaine addicts had at least as
much education and job skill as the larger society and many described caring parents
and siblings who tried to help them . One of the difficulties in identifying risk factors is the
problem in distinguishing cause and effect. For example, while conventional wisdom
would suggest the family and household structure may be causal, it is clear from the
ethnographic evidence that the disruptive impact of crack/cocaine addiction on family
life cannot be disregarded .

Drug Trafficking
Ganja is grown and prepared for sale in Jamaica and moves in a distrib ution
system from remote, rural areas , where it is grown and cured, to populations centers .
Cash crop ganja agriculture still exists but has been scaled back in recent years through
government efforts to control production. All types of people - male, female, young, old drawn mainly from the working class, are used as transporters , who" manage" law
enforcement checkpoints either by bribery or prior knowledge. At the retail level, ganja is
sold in various quantities, ranging from a "bump" or "stick" (enough for a single spliff) to a
few ounces. Although prices may increase dramatically during musical events and
celebrations, the cost of a bump (enough for a single spliff) usually ranges from $5.001
to $8.ooJ from many of the roadside shops in the non-tourist communities. The prices in
the main tourist areas tend to be slightly higher even for locals ($7.001 to $12.00J) and
definitely higher for tourists ($20.00J per bump was reponed). A two pound bag usually
sold for abo ut $5000 .00J while $200.001 bought enough to "build" between 30 and 50
spliffs.
Only 57 % of the ethnographic study respondents reported that ganja trafficking
was a serious problem for Jamaica compared with 93 % who believed that the trafficking
of cocaine was a serious problem. Furthermore, many of those who reported that ganja
production was a serious problem referred not to the impact of ganja use but rather to
the association between decreased ganja production (due to intensified interdiction) and
increased cocaine trafficking.
In contrast to ganja, cocaine is not produced locally. Rather, most of it reaches
Jamaica in transshipment from South to Nonh America. Cocaine "deals" generally are
made in Panama and Colombia and the shipments are dropped off-shore - either by ship
or by small plane. They are then picked up by boats and re-routed to Florida to trusted
friends or family members. These off-shore transactions apparently account fo r the
majority of cocaine entering Jamaica and the failure to pick up all the bundles of cocaine
floating in the water, combined with those that may be thrown overboard when the J.D.F.
or the Coast Guard are in pursuit, typiCally account for the instances in which kilos of
cocaine are found bobbing in the water or "washed up" on the shore. The sale to local
distributors, who quickly arrive fro m Kingston and Montego Bay, is planned in advance
in the attempt by fishermen to limit the amount of time in which they are in possession of
cocame.
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While the majority of cocaine enters Jamaica via ships and occasionally from
small plane drops , it also is brought in by carriers ("mules") including cruise ship
workers, higglers and travelers between Jamaica and other areas of the Caribbean,
Central America and even the United States. Most often they stash the drug in modified
clothing - hollow belts and sales of shoes, for example, or on their bodies in folds of fat
or ingested in condoms or the fingers of rubber gloves. Larger quantities (multi-kilo), are
brought in through the airport, pre-arranged with airport workers and security officers.
The cocaine then is taken, often under police protection , to "safe houses," where it is
stored for transfer or local distribution. Although reports of bringing in cocaine from the
United States were heard occasionally, the cocaine coming into Jamaica from the United
States generally is considered "small time," for personal use or small sales.
The domestic distribution moves from the rural coastal communities to the cities ,
where it is retailed locally and re-distributed to rural populations centers, some of which
were the very points at which it first entered the country. In the urban centers, the heads
of the cocaine distribution network are the "dons," of which there are a number of levels.
The highest ranking dons are the ones who have foreign connections for importing
illegal drugs and guns. Then there are at least one or two more layers of dons who
control the distribution of cocaine in specific geographical locations and neighborhoods.
The dons are predominantly an urban phenomenon and do not characterize the cocaine
distribution that occurs in the non-urban coastal and market towns throughout Jamaica.

Although the distribution network varies according to community , the price range
for cocaine was consistent throughout the country . A kilo of cocaine sells for
approximately $240 ,000.001 to $250,000.001. The cocaine then is sold to base
operators for approximately $14,000.OOJ per ounce. Preparing the cocaine as crack
doubles the profit per volume. The price of cocaine in Jamaica is consonant with foreign
exchange fluctuation s; thus one gram of powder that could be purchased for $200.00J in
1989 was $500.00J in 1993. The same amount of cocaine in rock form can bring over
$800.00J. Similar to ganja, the price of a crack rock was subject to more nation-wide
variation , with a "rock" selling for $40 .00-$50.00J depending on the size and to whom it
was being sold ($IOO.OOJ for tourists). Purchased by the gram, it costs about $700.00J
and by the eighth, $1200.001-$1500.00J.
Compared with ganja, cocaine trafficking maximizes the return while minimizing
the risk. Cocaine is much more profitable "ounce per ounce" than ganja and easier to
smuggle because of its compactness. Thus while the increased pressure put on ganja
production and distribution in recent years provided an incentive to shift exclusively to
cocaine trafficking, this shift was motivated mostly by convenience and profit. The
transition of ganja dons to cocaine dons was facilitated by their existing connections
both in the United States and in South America . . At fust, customs and police officials
were not looking for cocaine so it was singularly·easy to initiate the importation of this
substance in Jamaica.
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The ranking of dons in urban settings and the nation-wide consistency in pricing
give the impression of a well-organized, pyramidal network of cocaine distribution. Once
cocaine reaches the retail level (usually the crack bases), however, the distribution
system becomes a labyrinth of intermediaries as it moves, sometimes vertically and
sometimes laterally, toward the consumer. Much of cocaine sold by base operators is
sold to non-using individuals who are part of an elaborate distribution network of middle
persons (crack house operators, pimps, hustlers, prostitutes, hotel workers, exotic
dancers, "runners," taxi drivers) that eventually reaches the consumer. The diversity and
numbers of individuals who comprise the distribution network are indicative of the
multitude of strategies by which crack can be procured. On average, there are as many
as ten to twelve intermediaries between the fisherman who retrieved the bundle of
cocaine from the sea and the ultimate consumer, each of whom takes a share of the
profit, assumes a share of the risk, and is exposed to the possibility of becoming a user,
him or herself.
Beliefs and Attitudes
Although the vast majority of the ethnographic respondents reported that ganja is
the more frequently used of the illegal substances, they also reported that crack/cocaine
consumption and distribution constitute the most serious substance problem for
Jamaica. This opinion was shared by ex-crack users, current crack users, and even
those involved in the trafficking of crack/cocaine.
The success of programmatic efforts to control the use and distribution of
dangerous drugs ultimately depends on the cultural meanings assigned to substances
and the users of those substances. Unless drug-linked behavior is identified as being
problematic, it is unlikely that efforts can be mobilized successfully to address that
behavior. Although. some sectors of Jamaican society considered all substance use to
be a menace, the majority of citizens accepted alcohol and cigarettes as culturally
acceptable lubricants for relaxation and social intercourse. E'len though it is illegal,
ganja also has become an integral part of the culture, has medicinal and ritual functions
and enjoys comparatively widespread acceptance. In fact, in the ethnographic survey ,
fewer respondents ranked ganja as a serious problem for Jamaica (32 %) than those
who ranked alcohol (43%) and tobacco (37%) as a serious problem. Several
respondents refused to classify ganja as a drug and insisted that this be properly noted
on the survey form.
The significance of being "natural" or "ital" appeared to be an important factor in
defining a substance as a drug. Furthermore, ganja, a natural plant which is grown in
Jamaic a, is believed to stimulate the appetite, enhance work, promote health, generate
a calm, meditative approach to life, reduce violence and augment sexual performance. It
is a substance that both symbolizes and promotes enduring values about health,
behavior and relationships in Jamaica. Indeed, many ventured the opinion that the
effects of ganja do not warrant its illegal status, 'which constitutes an infringement on
personal liberty. Indeed, almost half (48%) of the sample responded that ganja should
be legalized and even when the Rastafarian component was omitted , more than a third
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of the remaining sample supported the legalization of marijuana, with the predominant
justification being its medicinal value.
Ganja use is tolerated fo r the most part because it does not threaten the social
fabric and values of the community. In contrast, the use of crack/cocaine is considered
not only a violation of the law, but indicative of an "undisciplined," lazy, and even unhygienic perso n. In a society that values smooth skin, fleshiness , sexual vigor, self
control and family loyalty, the" mawga," debauched but impotent crack user, who
disregards the needs of parents and children to procure a "rock," is seen as unhealthy,
materialistic, and self-serving and the antithesis of everything that is good and important
in Jamaica. Users, frequently referred to as "cokeheads" or "crackheads," are despised
and disrespected. Regardless of their hi story or social status, the majority of addicts end
up stealing from and lying to friends and families , becoming even further alienated and
discredited. Crack using women are physically, sexually and verbally abused, without
compunction, and men may be used as informers by the police and then beaten by
locals for corroborating with the authorities.
The seasoned spliff (ganja sprinkled with crack) is of particular interest in
understanding the values that attend the various substances because it is a form of
consumption in which two opposing drug metaphors intersect. For many, particularly
those who have an ideological commitment to ganja (Rastafarian/"roots" doctrine), this
opposition in cultu ral meanings is the justification fo r discrediting the seaso ned spli ff.
They are repulsed by the idea of mixing crack/cocaine (a white man's poison , an
unnatural substance, sure to "mash you up" and "mad you") with a natural substance
that is associated with physical and mental health. There are others, however, who
regard the seasoned spliff as an enhanced ganja and who consume crack regularly in
this form . Although seasoned spliff smokers tend to be more "successful" crack users
than the pipe smokers in the sense that they generally were able to maintain their weight,
remain employed , and control their addiction to a greater extent, the potential for
providing a "gateway" to exclusive crack use and addiction cannot be disregarded.
Less than 10 % of 422 respondents believed that the use of ganja always led to the
use of crack/cocaine, compared with 30% who believed that ganja never led to the use
of crack/cocaine. As one informant stated, "People can smoke ganja for years and
don ' t use crack. There are people who smoke crack and don't even smoke cigarettes.
More than half of the respondents, however, took the more equivocal position that ganja
use could lead to crack/cocaine use and that this was most likely to occur, either
deliberately or inadvertently , through the seasoned spliff. In evaluating the gateway
concep t, the Rastafarians provide an interesting case. As a group, they are, in many
ways , the most "at risk" for crack/cocaine use and addiction; compared with the rest of
the sample, they have more urban , tourist and over seas experience and a high potential
for exposure to crack/cocaine through institutionalized ganja use. Yet , the Rastafarian
doctrine and design fo r living frequently were cited as the justification for preventing
and/or giving up the use of crack/cocaine.
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The prevailing opinion that emerged in both the informal and survey interviews
was that the propensity for abuse, addiction and negative consequences for all drugs
was linked either (1) with an inherent weakness in the user or (2) with a failure on the part
of the user to take precautions (eating properly, getting enough rest, using in moderation
and with appropriate colleagues, etc.) against the potential negative effects. Jamaicans,
both by temperament and economic conditions, were considered particularly vulnerable
to the negative effects of crack and cocaine. For example, one of the commonly
mentioned themes in explaining crack addiction was that "white people" could handle the
effects of cocaine whereas the "black people" were at risk for addiction. This opinion
was expressed throughout the various field sites as a means of explaining why tourists
and white Jamaicans could take drugs recreationally without destroying their lives, but
black people could not. The color/class facto rs that might explain why tourists and
white Jamaicans, who have the resources to continue to use crack/cocaine for much
longer without the negative physical and social consequences, were seldom invoked .
This shift in responsibility for unhealthy and anti-social outcomes from the
substance to the user supports the co mmonly-held view of the drug abuser as being
amoral or wealk. "The badness must already be in them, for it to come out. Their brain
can't handle it," indicating that there are those who are "stronger, and more disciplined"
who will not be overcome by drugs. Accordingly, cocaine itself does not generate crime
and violence. Rather it enhances or releases what is "already inside" the person.
Similarly, it was claimed that drugs will have a negative effect on family relationships only
if the individuals are not "family-oriented." The frequently cited association between antisocial behavior, untrustworthiness and crack/cocaine was fundamental in shaping both
the punitive posture toward users and the more conciliatory attitude toward traffickers.
Indeed, the designation of crack users as worthless rationalized participation in the
distribution of a substance by persons who would never consume it themselves. When
questioned as to why they would participate in selling a substance that is so profoundly
damaging, most responded tha: if they didn't profit from it, someone else would . Only a
fraction of informants, most of whom were Rastafarian, cited ethical concerns ("it would
bring evil to my brethren"), as a deterrent to participation in the crack economy . Others,
however, fe lt that economic considerations overrode the ethical ones. This position was
rationalized by the contempt in which crack users are held.

Public Response
Symbols of drug awareness were present in all the study sites and included signs
and slogans painted on walls throughout the communities that registered the
disapproval of citizens - "Say no to drugs," "Get high on life, not drugs," "Drug Free
Zone." Crack/cocaine was the subject of slogans printed on the back of juice cartons,
editorials in the local papers, sermons in churches, lectures in schools and colleges, and
anti-drug editorials in the newspapers. The "drug problem;' also was the subject of
discussions in community meetings and pamphlets distributed to health and social
service organizations. Even many of Jamaica 's ' popular musicians have written songs
that refer to the negative aspects of cocaine use.
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During the three month data collection period, over 150 articles (approximately
three per day) on drug trafficking and drug abuse and their association with crime and
corruption appeared in Jamaica's newspapers. Therefore, even in those communities in
which crack/cocaine did not have a significant presence, daily reminders in the
newspapers and radio talk shows inspired and shaped drug-related discourse.
Although most survey respondents reported that the television, radio, and newspapers
were their major sources of drug education, the ethnographic observations revealed that
informal discussions among community residents, as they gathered in the evening or in
the work place, constituted the most common vehicle for transfer of information about
illicit drug consumption and trafficking.
The ethnographic evidence indicated almost universal drug awareness and the
fact that programs have been viewed and/or listened to by so many individuals means
that they have at least succeeded in reaching the citizenry. The constantly escalating
importation of cocaine and other drugs through the "Corridor" communities, however,
renders it difficult to assess the actual impact of these programs on demand reduction.
Furthermore, even the most well-designed drug education programs eventually must
compete with the profitability and excitement of drug trafficking, including the risks
involved in connection with police, crack houses, street life, and sex. "Hortical dons , "
often legitimized by the "Robin Hood" image, personified the material gain derived from
drug trafficking with their expensive cars, numerous houses and glamorous women.
Although crack/cocaine users are almost universally disrespected, the glorification of
those who have profited by cocaine trafficking, potentially compromises the anti-drug
efforts.
In addition, the definition of what constitutes a drug problem often was so
parochial that residents in some communities questioned the necessity of drug
education programs in their districts which they perceived to be drug (cocaine) free. In
one coastal community, for example, there was a general disavowal that crack/cocaine
use was a significant problem or could become one, even though the area had become
a known entry point for cocaine and even though the community was slated for future
tourism. Consequently citizens expressed little concern about the establishment of local
programs to address the drug problem which they percieved to be the an urban issue.
Essentially, the very nature of cocaine distribution in Jamaica, with its vast numbers of
intermediaries, permits many persons who participate in trafficking to be insulated from
its consequences. For example, in the rapid "pass through" of cocaine from coastal
villages, where it retrieved from the sea, to the urban and tourist centers where it is
dumped , the "retrievers" have no personal experience with the ravages of the drug on
individuals and communities. Reinforced by the generalized disregard of the crack user,
the belief that "hard drugs , " crime and violence are exclusively the problems of the urban
and tourist areas is widespread.
Finally, the public's perception of widespread corruption within the government,
from police to politicians, further undermines the success of anti-drug campaigns that
allegedly are supported and enforced by the same entity that the public links to the
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source of the problem . With regard to law enforcement, over half (53 %) of 448 survey
respondents stated that the authorities were not effective in managing the drug problem
and the majority of these attributed this to corruption. Several informants expressed the
opinion that the J. D. F. was a more effective deterrent to crime and drug abuse than the
police. Also, there were many examples of communities in which the lack of confidence
in the authorities to manage the drug problem has led to various levels of self-policing .
Given the compelling need for crack users to expand their drug using networks,
the distinction between prevention and treatment as public responses to the drug
problem becomes less meaningful, i.e. rehabilitation of one addict may prevent several
more from becoming drug users. Yet drug treatment is seriously limited in Jamaica and
the few facilities that exist are mostly located in Kingston. Interviews with former cocaine
addicts revealed the difficulty that they encountered in getting into treatment programs
and current addicts cite the absence of more local programs as a major deterrent to
seeking assistance. While detoxification, rehabilitation and " mid way" facilities are
lacking outside Kingston, addicts and recovering addicts in smaller communities
generally received greater community support than those in the cities. They likely grew
up in those communities and their families were known locally. If nothing else, personal
experience with crack addiction through a friend or family member minimized the
sensationalism and dispelled myths. Perhaps because of the difficulty in being admitted
to formal treatment facilities, there are a number of individuals who have discontinued
using crack without professional assistance. This group needs to be studied in greater
detail fo r they may hold the key to programmatic efforts to treat crack addicts .
The majority of residents interviewed in this research are of the opinion that all
substance use is increasing and than crack/cocaine is increasing exponentially. It is
tempting to attribute this increased use of crack/cocaine to characteristics that render
individuals more vulnerable (personality factors, dysfunctional family life, lack of
education, etc.). It is true that for some, drug trafficking, which requires no skills other
than secrecy, loyalty, and risk taking, may be the only vehicle for generating an income.
On the other hand, the case studies presented in this report suggest that crack/cocaine
use and distribution are not the exclusive province of the uneducated, unemployed, uncared for members of Jamaican society. Indeed, the most consistent factor among
crack addicts was the association with users. By expanding their network of users,
crack addict expand the availability of a "lick." The exposure to users attends residence
in high-usage communities and participation in high-exposure occupational categories
such as fishing , tourism and cocaine trafficking , itself.
Given the increased exposure associated with a drug distribution system that is
multi-layered and expansive, it is apparent that effective demand reduction programs
must take into account not only those who are vulnerable to drug consumption but also
those who are vulnerable to drug trafficking. Thus while it is important to continue to
educate school children abo ut the dangers of drugs, equal attention must be given to
young people who are not in school - who have completed or discontinued schooling and are attempting to earn a living through high exposure industries.
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Finally, demand reduction must make crack/cocaine real to those who are not
exposed to its devastating consequences. While "the street" was the most commonly
reported vehicle for the transmission of information about crack/cocaine, "seeing the
effects" was most frequently mentioned as the factor that prevented individuals from
using the substance. The moral justifications that make consumption wrong but
distribution acceptable and the concentration of crack/cocaine use in certain areas have
continued to isolate the trafficker fro m the addict and compromise prevention programs.
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